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Ab.tract

Mass produced narratives that have been designed and targeted for predominantly
female audiences have been marginalized by dominant culture. Throughout the history 0 f
art and English literature, women have been both objectified and misrepresented. AlI that
has been deemed domestic, emotional and of the personal sphere has been declared
valueless by patriarchy. The soap opera genre reverses this negative valorization. ft is one
that perpetuates the feminine tradition of creating communities through \vords - talk.
gossip. testimony. [n this work, the American soap opera is discussed as a \'enuc for the
exploration of issues that concen1 \Vomen's lives, as a site for the generation of female
pleasure. and as the mother of subcultural networks that inforrn a female community.
\\'l1ï1e the narratives address women's concerns. the soap opera fan magazines and fan
clubs celebrate a fonn that highlights orality. emotion and empathy in a culture that often
depreciates them.

Des récits produits en masse. concus et ciblés principalement pour des auditoires
fén1inins ont. la plupart du temps, été marginalisés par la culture dominante. Atra\"ers
l'histoire de l'art et de la littérature anglaise, les femmes ont été traitées en femmes objets
ou dénaturées. Tout ce qui se rapporte au niveau familial, émotionel ou s'apparantant à la
vie privée a été déclaré sans valeur par le patriarcat. Le feuilleton renverse cette
valorisation négative. Il offre un style qui perpétu la tradition féminine en créant des
communautés nouvelles grâce au bouche à oreille - parler, commérer. témoigner. Dans
ce mémoire. le feuilleton américain sert de base afin d'explorer les différents sujets qui
concerne les femmes. Le feuilleton joue le rôle d'un temple du plaisir pour des
générations de femmes ainsi que celui de mère des réseaux de sous-culture qui servent à
informer les communautés féminines. Pendant que le récit répond aux sujets qui
concernent les femmes. les magazines dédiés aux fans des feuilletons ainsi qu'aux clubs
de fans mettent en lumière une fonne qui prône la tradition orale. l'émotion et l'empathie
dans une culture qui souvent déprécie ces mêmes éléments.
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InuoductioD

You could say that this work is about wornen and television soap operas. But. you

could also say that it is about relationships, language, stories, histories, culture. and

discourse. Throughout history, wornen have sought a venue for the exploration oftheir

communal experiences and feelings. Virginia Woolf created a room ofher o\vn. and in

tum. created a roorn for ail wornen. Traditionally. literature has been the greatest source

of narrative pleasure for \Vornen. Even in tenns ofpopular. rather than high culture.

\Vomen have been drawn to narrative fantasy through Gothie tales and Harlequin

Romance Novels. However, as we move from the Industrial Age to the Information .-\ge.

fram the 20th to the 2ist eentury. television plays a greater role in touehing the li\'cS of

masses of \Vornen than does text. Although soap operas are often dismissed as a passing

social craze or as rnindless rnelodram~ 1propose that soap operas represent a meaningful

forum \Vhere wornen can explore relevant social issues and emotional experiences in

popular fiction fonn.

Living in Another World

It seerns that Ima Philips. the matriarch of the soap opera. was somehow

influeneed by the proverb. "another world to live in is that what we mean by ha\'ing a

religion" \vhen she ereated and then developed the daytime seriai drama o\'er sixty years

aga. Philips approached the genre with a spiritual discipline and intensity. and in 1964

evcn titled one ofher creations. Another \\'orld. Funhermore. the soap opera. morc [han

any ather art fonn, creates an altemate world where the eharaeters and their enviranment

seem ta exist in a paraUel dimension. Unlike other genres and individual works of art - a

poem. novel, or film - which require the suspension of disbelief. the daytime seriai



demands ongoing belief and daily commitment from the follower. Such surrender to an

imaginative universe has engendered a loyalty and devotion that supercedes ail ru les of

engagement: perhaps that is the reason why the soaps and their enthusiasts have been

treated with suspicion. and sometimes contempt. 1

By traditional standards. a weIl-made work of fiction adheres to a distinct

structure; exposition in the beginning leads to a well-reasoned middle. culminating in the

catharsis of the conclusion. The never-ending soap. however. is a relentless series of

beginnings and middles. without any final resolutions. The soap's characters are equally

complex. They take on a Iife oftheir own. often growing beyond the intentions. and c\cn

the lifetime of the original author. \\Then Guiding Light tumed sixty in 1997. the seriaI

had already outlived its creator, Irna Philips. by twenty-three years.

Since the beginning ofmass culture at the tum of the nineteenth century. authors

and entrepreneurs have tried to hook an audience and keep it coming back for more.

Magazines. books. comic strips. and films have aU employed a seriai nature to actively

engage consumers. The soap opera was an inyention of American radio. This new fom1

otTered \\TlterS no temporal restrictions and thus the ability ta achieve a whoic ne\\ \\ a~

of stoT)1elling \vith realism unheard of in any other art form. Over time. the daily soap

exploited the defining quality that made radio and then television distinct from other

artistic experiences: their pervasive presence. day in and day out. in the home. Charactcrs

could live and die experiencing the same happiness and hardships through the years as

their audience. No doubt this is why a special kinship arase between soap characters and

1 Tama ~1odleski. LO\ï"g \..:irh a Vengeance .\faS5 Produced Fanlas/es/or Women (ConneCtlCUl: .-\rchon
Books. 1982) 18.
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the Iisteners and viewers. a relationship so intense that academics and sociologists ha\'e

speculated upon it for years.

What is more is that it is cenainly not the nature of a genre to have a single

inventor. but the soap opera cornes close, having been infused from the beginning with

the philosophy of [ma Philips. More than sixty-five years after her first seriai aired on the

radio. most of the television soaps can he traced back directly to Philips and her disciples

including Agnes Nixon. Like the narratives which themselves focus on women 

mothers. daughters, sisters. aunts - the soap opera genre's own birth seems to be able to

be traced back to a single parent.

Radio Soap Operas

Prior to cinema and television being brought to the mainstream, radio was the sole

tool used by master orators and anists ta communicate with the masses. Much of the

mystique of the early radio personalities derived from the compelling power of the

individual voice. lt was with the radio that President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Bing

Crosby were able to address millions of listeners in a manner that \vas intimate. sincere

and personal. Furthennore. nearly ail of the early radio programs were scheduled in the

evening because executives \Vere concemed that house\vives would be tao distracted

whi le working in the home if seriai programs were on the radio during the daytime hours.

Then came Ima Philips. This fonner schoolteacher \Vas struggling ta break into radio as

an actress \vhen station executives invited her to explore her talent as a scriptwriter rather

than as an actor. It was during the early 1930s that Philips melded key elements in the



creation ofher first program: the structure of the seriaI. the philosophy of the woman's

program. and aspects ofher own life. And so was born the soap opera. 2

In her first series. Painted Oreams. Ima Philips focused on the raIe of Mother

Moynihan (a part that she played herself) who oversaw a large family and boarding

7

•
house. The script of the show emphasized the domestic sphere and personal relationships.

\lother ~loynihan's greatest concem was for her toughest daughter. Irene. \vho thought

of herself as a modem girl. and \..-ho was ambitious for a successful career. The tensions

bet\\:een the old and new ways of life were played out in a series of interlocking story

lines as characters grasped for their own happiness. Philips was also shrewd cnough to

dc\"elop storylines that might also interest potential sponsors. Entertaining though they

may have been. the daytime seriaI drama was always a business and marketing venture.

Home product rnanufacturers quickly noted that these programs could be used as a tool

for disseminating information about the home to educate \Vornen while marketing

household products. 3

Television Soap Operas Today

The tradition of delivering quality staries and compelling characters within a

socially rele\·ant context continues today as the popularity of the daytime seriai drama is

as great as ever. The shows reap millions of dollars in ad\"ertising revenue for the

~ ft IS mterestmg ta note that although Ima PhilIps has been recogmzed \\lthm the scope of radIO and
(l..'Il..'\"ISlOn braadcasllng as hanng been the master creator of the soap opera genre. she has been largd:
19norl..'d outslde ofthat scope. ;-';ot only is she not menuoned in most sur\'eys orthe medIa. but Phlbp·-:; o\\n
employers scarcely mentIon her in their autobIOgraphies even though she was an essentlal moncy-maker for
(hem.

; The late 1920s saw a boom in speciahzed programs for women beyond the soap opera. The character of
·'Betty Cracker" was e\·en created. This character first appeared on the radio to give hints to female
Itsteners In how to shop and take care of the home. This was a marketmg ploy designed by the
rnanufacrurers of household products. •



broadcasting networks, and have proven successful in both local as weil as global

markets. The three major American networks (NBC. ABC, CSS,) collectively broadcast

eleven programs that touch the lives ofroughly 45 million women in the United States

alone. J It is a genre that has drawn the attention ofwomen whose differences far surpass

their similarities. Throughout the world, regardless of geographic location. economic

class. or educational level. women follow these narratives religiously. In the tradition

cstablished by [ma Philips. today's soap operas are designed to create an aesthetic and

narrative style that is pleasing to its predominantly female viewership. The plots.

characters. social situations. and familial responsibilities represented in soap operas arc

designed to speak to women on a personal level. Ali aspects of the shows. including

camera positioning, narrative style, and music. are constructed in a manner that is

intended to be hannonious with the patterns of domesticity.

Since the inception of the genre. 'women in soap operas have been strong. boldo

and driven. Television soap operas continue this radio tradition. However. vestiges of the

19th century characters of the evil wornan have not been completely eliminated. thus

pro\'iding today's viewers with baneful mothers. mischievous sisters. and corrupt

daughters. The 20th century soap opera is an amalgam oftraditional fom1s ofnarratl\c

and mass-produced fantasy. Therefore. the television soap opera is not a redefinition ùr

its precursors. but is a genre that serves specifie and meaningtùl purposes for its

contemporary audience - pleasure and empowerment.

! Th~ Amencan Broadcast System (ABC) broadcasts AIl ~1y Children. One Life to live and General
Hospital. Port Charles. The Sational Broadcast System (~BC) broadcasts Days of our Lives. Another
\\'orld and Sunset Beach. The Columbia Broadcast System (CSS) broadcasts The Young and the Restless.
The Guiding Light. The Bold and the Beaunful. and As the \Vorld Tums.

8
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Rationale and Objective of tbis Work

When 1 first set out to analyze the diseourse around the daytime television seriaI

drama 1was intrigued by the impact that the characters of Luke and Laura Spencer of

ABC's General Hospital had on mainstream culture. Seing a soap opera fan myself. [ am

aware that the wedding of Luke and Laura in 1981 penetrated the mainstream press.

Their wedding was the highest rated episode in daytime television history. [n 1998. this

soap opera "supereouple" still remain in public consciousness. Even as the eircumstances

of the eourtship have long since been forgotten and as people continue to confuse on

which show they appear, the names Luke and Laura keep resurfaeing. \Vith Luke and

Laura' s wedding as my point of entry into the world of soap operas. [ became

increasingly interested in the manner in which these charaeters. the shows. and the genre

in general are regarded in the discourse of mass culture. Il became strikingly evident that

soap operas are not among the more revered genres of television programming. So. 1

began \Vith an issue ofPeople magazine that featured Luke, Laura and their wedding

guest Elizabeth Taylor to investigate how lhese narratives function within women' s

!i\"es. ~ [ asked myself. how eould these stories be regarded as legitimate and serious by

thousands ofwomen. including the violet-eyed Liz Taylor. yet be simultaneously

disparaged by popular culture enlies.

[n this \vork 1 introduce theoretical arguments that support the soap opera genre.

and argue that it is a valuable forrn. Furthermore. 1 propose that the popular opinion of

soap operas should be improved for two reasons. The tirst reason being that the narrati \"es

play a large role in \Vomen's lives and the second being that a great deal of soap opera

criticism has less to do with the Inherent quality of the sho\\"s and more to do with the

9
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disparaged category ofpopular culture to which the soap opera belongs. In other words.

the daytime seriai drama is a genre deserving of respect and attention not only because it

plays such an important role in so many women's lives but also because it challenges

narrative forms constructed to reinforce the dominant cultural ideology that promotes the

exclusion and belittlement ofwomen. The arguments put forth by Tania Nlodleski.

Horace Newcomb, Christine Geraghty. John Fiske. Ien Ang and Mary Ellen Brown sen"e

to elucidate why soap opera fans continue to watch. These arguments have contributed te

the increasing respectability of the genre within an academic and feminist milieu.

In chapter one. Shakespeare vs. Soap Operas: An Illustration of the High. Lo\\'

Debate, 1 trace the evolution of the public and private spheres and consider the discursl\ C

practices that accompany each domain. The English Iiterary canon represented by the

work of Shakespeare, for example, is located within the realm ofhigh culture. while mass

produced narratives for women such as the daytime seriaI drama are located within the

rubric of popular culture. In struggling to understand the theoretical paradigms that define

high and popular art. \'arious theorists are cited including: Nlichael Bristol. Mary ElIcn

Bro\vn. John Fiske. David Hume. Immanuel Kant. Tania Modleski. Patricia \leyer

Spacks. Raymond \Villiams and Janet \Volff. In chapter t\\'o. \\"hom are \\'c \\"atching.

Any\\'ay'?: A Semiotic Analysis of Four PrimaI)' Female Characters of Daytime

Tclevision. 1 explore four of the prirnary characters that appear on the daytime seriai

drama. The characters of the matriarch. villainess. victim and heroine are presentcd.

cxplored and compared with earlier images of wornen throughout the history of an. Thesc

rcpresentations are studied in the context ofboth patriarchy and post-structuralism to

unpack the meaning that \Vornen make ofthem. The theorists that are cited include:

< People Maga=inl! (Sew York: Time Ine.. 1981),

•
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Roland Barthes, Charlotte Brunsdon, Judith Butler. John Fiske. Michel Foucault. Tania

Modleski, Laura Stempel Mumford, and Martha Nochimson among others. [n the third

chapter ofthis work, The Power of the Subordinated: The Soap Opera Subculture, [ look

at how the tierce devotion and tumultuous vocalization by its audience marks the soap

opera genre as unique from any other form of mass produced fiction. 1argue in this

chapter that the soap opera subcultural community exists for a dual purpose: to create a

sense ofbelonging for its participants and to create a space where women 's experiences

are valorized. The community that has evolved from the narratives empo\vers the women

that partake of il. Among the scholars that are cited in this chapter are: Robert Allen.

Simone deBeauvoir, Shoshana Felman, Christine Geraghty. ;v1ary Ellen 8ro\\'n. John

Fiske. Patricia Meyer Spacks and Virginia Woolf. In the final and concluding chapter.

Contradictions and Misunderstanding: The Politics of Pleasure, 1 look at the experience

of pleasure in the context of soap opera genre. Throughout this work 1argue for the

valorization of the soap opera genre, and 1conclude that this form serves to both

empo\ver and entertain. In this chapter. the discourse ofpleasure is looked at c10sely from

both a Marxist philosophical perspective and a feminist perspective.
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Cbapter One
Shakespeare vs. Soap Operas:

AIllnu.tration of the High/Low Debate

\Vhat is art? Clear and concise criteria are difficult to establish. Yet. man)'

theorists, ranging from David Hume to John Fiske, have proposed hypotheses in

attempting to detennine the qualities constitutive of a work of art. A consensus among

scholars as ta the definitive characteristics of art and works of value seems out of reach.

thus reinforcing the division between high culture and lo\\' culture. [f it is accepted that

Shakespeare is representative of the realm ofhigh culture. then it can be argued that the

daytime seriai drama stands at the opposite end of the continuum. representing popular

culture. A cornparison of Shakespeare \Vith the daytime soap opera might seem a futi k

task. however, upon doser speculation the two bodies of work quickly lead into a greater

discourse of taste fonnations, the appropriation of cultural artifacts and the nature of

gendered media. Thus, while volumes have been written analyzing various dimensions of

Shakespeare's plays and sonnets, the study ofpopular culture for \vornen. particularly

soap operas. has remained one of the most under-developed fields of critical in\'estigation

unti 1recent years. [n this chapter, [ propose that one reason for the diminished attention

paid to mass produced narratives for \Vomen has been that fernale fiction fOnTIS ha\Oe

traditionally tàllen under the category of popular culture. and ha\Oe thus becn rclegateJ lO

the domain of non-art. unworthy of serious analysis. Furtherrnore. [ argue that the

di\Oision between high culture and low culture has less to do \\Oith the ment inherem

within the works in question. and more to do \Vith the gendered division of public and

pn\"ate spaces and media. By tracing the origins ofthese divisions 1enter the debate of

high versus low culture that leads into an analysis of the soap opera genre and its

particular appeal to wornen in later chapters ofthis work.

•
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The notion ofShakespeare as an enshrined figure is undisputed. As Michael

Bristol points out in his book. Big Time Shakespeare. the mere name of the great figure

cames with it enough weight to transcend the high cultureilow culture boundaries.

Essentially, recognition ofhis authoritative status reaches beyond literature and

penetrates other media:

Shakespeare is a tenn \Vith extraordinary currency in a wide range ofdiscursive
practices as a complex symbol of cultural value. It is widely used in vernacular
idiom and throughout the genres of popular culture from advertising to situation
comedies where it refers unequivocally to a particular man. an author, a body of
works. a system ofcultural institutions. and. by extension, as set of attitudes and
dispositions...The tenn has multiple and ambiguous valences. especially in its
vemacular usage. where it may also signify privilege. exclusion. and cultural

. 6pretenslon.

Shakespeare is a celebrity. His name circulates carrying multiple meanings. He represcnts

literature and symbolizes the domain ofhigh culture. Yet. the themes ofhis plays. his

narrative style, his face and especially his name continue to resurface in popular media.

In his book, Bristol is asking why Shakespeare has remained a figure of authority over

the past centuries.

\\'illiam Shakespeare is c1early the most recognizable figure of the English

literary canon. Not only has Shakespeare attained, and maintained a deified status for

centuries. he has also evolved into a popular culture icon. and has become a celebrity in

the contemporary. idiomatic sense. As Michael Bristol has shawn us. the body of

Shakespearean texts have sustained their authoritative status due to traits of inherent

artistic excellence coupled with fierce allegiance by the mass population to the official

literary hierarchy in general. Various Shakespearean works display elements of literaryo

excellence that would explain part of their lasting appeal. Both his plays and his sonnets

tJ :\'lIchael Bristol. Big Time Shakespeare (~ew York: Routledge. 1996) ix.
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profoundly represent the perplexing nature of the human condition. Yet~ Shakespeare's

renown reaches beyond scholarly expertise. His celebrity seems to be rooted in a more

elaborate discourse oftaste fonnations and gender distinctions. The universal acceptance

of Shakespeare's work and heavy political position compels the association of

Shakespeare with ail that is civilized. \Vhile Shakespeare's status as a monumental

literaI}' figure is uncontested, it is interesting to note that aIl of the ideological

connotations that are attached with the name are equally uncontested.

According to Bristol. appreciation and understanding of Shakespeare \vould then

somehow be constitutive ofmembership in civilized society.~ Jurgen Habennas has

shown us in "The Public Sphere" that the category of high culture and ilS strong

affiliation with civility, knowledge, and judgement, conversely reinforces the notion that

ail that is not canonized is uncivil. ignorant and frivolous:

Public power became consolidated as something tangible confronting those who
were subject to it and who at first found themselves only negatively defined by il.
These are the ··private persons" who are exc1uded from public power because they
hold no office. "Public" no longer refers to the representative court of a person
vested \vith authority; instead. it now refers to the competence-regulated activity
of an apparatus fumished with a monopoly on the legitimate use of force. As
those to whom this power is addressed. private persons subsumed under the state
fonn the public.8

Habermas locates the emergence of the public sphere as a period of great transformation

whcn social categories materialized to tangible distinctions that drew a di\Oision bet\\ ccn

PO\\ er and sen'ant. speaker and Iistener as well as actor and witness. These social

distinctions quickly evolved into gender distinction - distinctions that are analogous \\ith

•

\lJchael Bristol. Big Time Shakespeare (~ew York: Routledge. 1996) 8.

o Jurgen Habennas. "The Public Sphere" Rethinkéng Popular Culture: Conremporary Perspecti\ocs 111 •

Cultural Srudies. ed. Chandra ~tukerJi and Michael Schudson. (Berkeley: University of Califorma Press.
1991) 400.
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the binary concept of the high/low debate. The gendering of the realm ofhigh culture as

masculine. and conversely of the low or popular realm as Feminine is ofparamount

importance. The notion of the high contrasting the low and the gendering ofthese

categories are binaries that 1 investigate in greater depth later in this chapter.

The significance ofShakespeare's work. and others included in the English

literary canon are so deeply engrained within the ideological construction of patriarchy

that their standing as valuable art is unchallenged. Shakespeare is a figure that emanates

cultural authority. Yet. his standing is deeply rooted within a hierarchical structure that

glorifies one fonn and degrades another. The debates over the detennination ofvaluahle

works of art finds its roots in the essentialist and naturalist theories proposed by David

Hume and Immanuel Kant. In Ofthe Standard of Taste, David Hume articulates the

criteria necessary to compose aesthetic judgements.

Hume proposes an heuristic theory that attempts to account for the nature oftaste

fonnations and aesthetic judgement. He explains that ail persons possess a certain pre

theoretical. non-specifie intuition regarding the value of an abject. The lay persan

recognizes virtue in objects and in art. but due to hislher lack of refinement is unable to

express that which they find beautiful. For Hume. this is precisely the difference between

taste and good taste. He insists that there exists a unifying force that compels certain

works of art to be deemed valuable in differing countries and in changing times.'1 Hume

asserts that the endurance of the English literary canon. exemplified here by the \':ork of

Shakespeare. can be traced to the existence ofa 'standard oftaste' that emerges among

lucid men when evaluating an object. He concludes that amidst various tastes there exists

" Da\ïd Hume. Dissertarion. Ofrhe Srandard of Tasre (Indianapolis: Bobbs ~enill. 1965) 9.
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certain operations of the mind that account for the determination ofworth. Objects do not

have qualities ofbeauty or ugliness, but they do have qualities, and individual judges

have the capacity to recognize these qualities in contemplation. and consequently

formulate a basis for judgements oftaste. Hence, with the body in full capacity.

unhindered by biological or mental defect. Hume daims that a standard of taste emerges

among men. IÜ The notion ofa 'standard oftaste' is reinforced by his theory of'delicacy

oftaste'. Delicacy is the refinement of distinction that allows the judge to make note of

the more minute details of the object. Exposure, practice. experiences and comparison in

a particular field procures "delicacy oftaste' .11 ft is through practice that the judge is able

to conc1ude with conviction. and it is comparison that affords the judge the experience to

recognize the frivolous from the meritorious.

Immanuel Kant promotes the elitist notion, such as the one put forth by Hume.

that certain people can develop a refinement of taste that enables them to attain superior

judgements. Theories such as this perpetuate the notion ofhigh culture. and thus. of 10\\

or popular culture by contrast. Like Hume, Kant believes that a collective standard of

taste is developed among a group of people based on experience. comparison. and

objectivity. Both philosophers believe that the refinement of personal taste can produce

rcliable judgements. Although Kant agrees with the foundation that Hume has established

when evaluating art. he adds a tremendous stress on the nature of the judge. According. to

Kant. if a judge is aroused in any manner by an abject. the judge is considered to havc a

liking for it. He c1aims that if the judge cares for the existence of the object. he'she is

1') Hume 8-9.

Il BrIstol 134.
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biased, and is incapable of determining its significance. Rather, the judge must remain

indifferent to the existence of the object, and consider its beauty only in contemplation.!:!

While the theories proposed by Hume and Kant bring forth possible explanations

for the processes of aesthetic evaluation, their theses are faulty in that they. ··.. .imply

diminished capacity for the voluntaristic. discretionary, and lucid aspects of human

agency".13 In other words. while not ail aesthetic theories must confonn to the

\'alorization of autonomous individualism. the aforementioned theories belittle the

humanistic aspect of the modern self The universality of the generalizations that are

asserted through these theories are elitist and exclusionary. Class. gender and lifestyle

distinctions do not necessarily determine taste formations and individual judgements. The

Kantian conception ofhigh culture is a social or c1ass distinction whereby a certain.

empowered segment of society sets up their own artistic idealsitaste as a benchmark by

which ail other cultural products are to be measured. Low culture is thus excluded not

because it is not good enough but because it does not share the same sociaUclass

concems. Furthermore, these characteristics provide linle insight to explain the kind of

pleasure that works ofhigh culture might offer. Pierre Bourdieu reiterates this notion and

Jsserts that such theories of high culture do not explain favor or pleasure but rather

merely serve to uphold the elitism of the bourgeoisie:

The sense of distinction. an acquired disposition which functions with the obscure
necessity of instinct. is affirmed not 50 much in the manifestoes and positi\"c
manifestations of self-confidence as in the innumerable stylistic or thcmatic
choices \\!hich, being based on the concem to underline difference. exclude ail the
fonns ofintellectual (or anistic) activity regarded at a given moment as infcrior-

1: lmmanuel Kant. Critique ofludgemenl. Trans. Werner S. Pluhar (Indianapolis: Hacken Pubhshmg
Company. 1987) 45 .

1 \ Bnstol 130.
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vulgar objects, unworthy references, simple didactic exposition, 'naive' problems
(naive essentially because they lack philosophical pedigree), 'trivial' questions •
(Does the Critique ofJudgement get it right? Is the aim of a reading of the
Critique a truc account ofwhat Kant says?), positions stigmatized as 'empiricism'
or 'historicism' (no doubt because they threaten the very existence of
philosophical activity) and so on. In shon. the philosophical sense of distinction is
another form of the visceral disgust at vulgarity which defines pure taste as an
intemalized social relationship. a social relationship made tlesh: and a
philosophically distinguished reading of the Critique ofJudgemefll cannat be
expected to uncover the social relationship ofdistinction at the heart of a work
that is rightly regarded as the very symbol ofphilasophical distinction. i':

The theories of high culture. at least for Bourdieu. fail to explain the affinity [elt for

cultural objects by repelling the vulgar or popular even though it does not e\·en attempt to

explain popular pleasures. [n extension of Bourdieu's claims. Bristol explains that a

traditional humanistic response to the question ofvalue would emphasize the intelligible

contemplation ofobjects by infonned agents. Thus, a humanistic theory would explain

the Iongevity of Shakespearean works as a collective recognition that these works

embody significant aesthetic and possible moral value. 15 Janet Wolff expresses such a

\·iewpoint. She places the stress not only on the object, but also on the collective

consurnption of a commodity and the public identification of the object as \'aluable.

In contrast ta the theories of Hume and Kant. Janet \Voolfargues that it is the

mass population who detennine what is aesthetically valuable in. Aesthetics and the

Socia/ogy ofArr. She emphasizes the public mass and their personal involvement with an

abject. and does not restrict the definition ofbeauty ta a deterrnined group of people. She

claims that the definition of aesthetic value cannot be simply reduced to indi\-idual social.

politicaI. or id~ologicalspecifications. [nstead, she daims that the establishment of the

:.; Bourdieu 498.

1~ Bristol 130- •
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artistic ment of a work is detennined sociologically, among large groups of people.

Wolff states that rather than examine which criteria are necessary in order to attain an

effective judgement. one must observe which works are accepted as art by society as a

whole. For Wolff, the essence of the dilemma is to accurately identify which works are

considered to be works ofart by the largersociety.16 \Volffmaintains that Hume's and

Kant's theories are deeply rooted in. and can be aligned with other social. politicai. and

ideological developments of the 19th century.

Although Wolff does not find ail of art criticism to be futile. she does daim that

all of it is ideologically based. In this case, being socially and politically restricted. only

the voices of certain people can be heard. 17 Seing ideologically based creates an

exclusionary atmosphere in which certain works and certain artists will be ignored - not

for the weakness of their work. but for their being outside a certain circle. Wolff is

concemed with the distinctions made between high culture, and low or popular culture.

She is calling into question evaluations that were once considered unproblematic. She

daims that there is nothing inherently inadequate within a work ofpopular culture that

bars it from being considered high culture. She asserts that if art criticism is historically.

politically. socially, and ideologically contingent. then the works that were once

considered art may be 50 only circumstantially, and may not be genuinely deserving of

the merit and praise that they have been granted. Therefore. if works that are considered

art are not artistically deserving. perhaps there are \\Torks that have been excluded l'rom a

16 Janet \Volff. Aesrhecics and the Sociology ofArr (London: George Allen & Cnwin Publishers Ud .. 198:'1
12 .

1- Wolff 16.
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canon. but are overwhelmingly deserving. Wolffis calling the entire system by which

literary works have been selected for inclusion or exclusion within a canon into question.

The skill and artistic creativity within a work is an imponant element to Wolfrs

argument. She asserts that the works that have been identified as works of an do in fact

possess elements ofvalue even though art and literary criticism are in sorne ways faulty.

She explains that if the detennined works display elements ofquality. but other works do

not manifest similar qualities. then art criticism. and Kant's theories would be \Oalido:"

However. she claims that other works that are not considered high art do indeed display

clements of quality. In other words. if the soap opera form failed to generate \'iewer

identi fication with the characters. depicted weak plots and foreign themes, art criticism

would be correct for not recognizing it as high art. However. this genre does present skill

in creating and developing characters, fostering relationships between viewers and

personalities, and skillfully unfolding gripping plots structures. Wolff asks wh)' certain

narrative fonns 50 rich in content are relegated to being considered strictly popular

culture. and not high culture. Although she does not address the daytime seriaI drama

specifically, her argument can be used to defend the fonn. \Vith an abundance ofpopular

mass culture in the era of electronic communication in which we live. \Vol ff is asking

firstly. why certain works are considered low culture, and secondly. why the works of

high culture are considered to be the definitive depository of artistic value. i9 [fthere is

nathing intrinsically defecti\Oe within a work. why is it rejected by high art and relcgalcd

10 the derogatory category of law culture. or non-art?

IS Wolff 11.

19 \\·oItT 1~.
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Wolfrs questions are compelling, especially for our purposes here in speculating

upon the value differences made between Shakespeare and the contemporary daytime

seriai drama. In this work 1 suggest that soap operas being categorized as popular culture

and being placed in opposition to the works of Shakespeare has less due to its inherent

qualities of excellence and more to do with the gendered divisions of spaces and media

that promote the patriarchal structure through high culture. The public sphere that is

characterized by the same aloofness described by Kant in this theory of

'disinterestedness' quickly became gendered as a masculine space. Conversely. the

domestic setting highlighted by emotion rather than the rationality became gendered as

feminine space during the 19th century. High culture distinctions have traditionally

followed the gendered distinctions of masculine vs. feminine spheres. Thus, the rational.

the prejudiced, and the refined characterized high culture while popular culture came to

be represented by the emotional, the frivolous, and the crude.

Raymond Williams goes through the etymology of the word 'popular' and shows

us that during the 16th century the ward ·popular' referred to a political system that was

shared by the whole populace. Yet, this definition is not free of connotations ofbeing

10\\'. common or base.2o The notion of the popular, \vhile referring to the populace

simultaneously refers to a lesser mode. Although the 19th century saw a broadened and

impro\'ed definition of the word, vestiges of the earlier use had not disappeared.

Popular culture was not identi fied by the people but by others. and it sti Il carries
two older senses: inferior kinds of work (cf. popular literature. popular press as
distinguished from quality press)~ and work deliberately setting out to win là\'or
(popular journalism as distinguished from democratic joumalism. or popular

:'1 Raymond Williams. "'Popular' from Keywords" A Cririca/ and Cu/rural Theory Reader. Ed. Anthony
Easthope and Kate ~cGowan (Buckingham: Open University Press. 1992) 231.
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entertainnlent); as weil as the more modem sense of well-liked by many people.
with which ofcourse, in many cases, the earlier senses overiap.2! •

Thus. there is a strong sense that the private. the domestic. and the feminine collapse into

the category 0 f low or popular culture.

The daytime soap opera represents an amalgamation of the 'popular' and the

feminine. thus marginalizing the genre in two respects. Tania Modleski shows us in her

book. Loving 'U'ith a Vengeance: AJass Produced Fanlasies for ~t·omen. that the soap

opera genre is met with tmee basic attitudes~ dismissiveness. hostility and mocke~·.::

\lanifestations ofthese attitudes generally present themselves through jokes. and parodie

rcpresentations of the genre in other media. Academically. the soap opera genre has not

been mocked. but it has cenainly been neglected as a scholarlySdiscipline untiI the

feminist movement forced the apenure of wornen's studies and cultural studies into

academia within the past two decades. lt is through these disciplines that the critical and

scholarly analysis of the realm of popular culture. and hence of soap operas came to

fmition. The analysis of soap operas has led to the increasing legitimization of the genre

by a \'ariety of scholars. John Fiske and (\1ary Ellen Brown each propose theories that

sel\'e to explain the longevity of the narratives. point to their value. and argue against

thcir demeaning label ofbeing popular culture or non-art.

Hence. to retum to my original intention ofcomparing the high and the low

through literature and the daytime seriaI drama. 1argue here that the gendering of the

public and private spheres has led to the devaluing of the soap opera fonn. and popular

culture in general. The soap opera has been created in a manner in which the sto~'Iines

;[ Williams 232. •
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and the characters exist within a personal sphere. Ali experiences and events are

examined on a personal level. Ail occurrences within the soap opera world are felt

profoundly by both the characters and the viewers. Unlike masculine programs that take a

more superficial stance, the soap opera deals with issues in depth. This manner ofdealing

with both commonplace and extraordinary situations reflects the manner in which \Vornen

have been socialized to function within society. The split betv..'een the public and the

private has been accompanied by a split between action and contemplation. work and

leisure, reason and emotion and ultimately, between the masculine and the feminine.

Regardless of race. c1ass, political position. and even gender, there has evolved a

consensus that binds work with progress. Considering the depreciation of the personal or

the pensive and inflation of the public or active sphere, it is evident that there would be a

denigration of the soap opera genre that emphasizes traditional women's culture. In the

context of the personal as a denigrated mode, it is logical that the soap opera. a genre to

\vhich the personal is a staple, would also be belittled. The soap opera highlights the split

between the masculine form ofphysicality and the feminine mode of orality bl' fixating

on language and dialogue rather than on movement. By stressing the imponance of

words. the narrative style of the soap opera incorporates the feminine tradition of orality.

Day1ime seriai dramas find their lineage in oral discourses such as gossip. Like

gossip. soap aperas are a denigrated feminine fonn even as they provide resistive

pleasure ta those who interact with the genre. John Fiske shows us in his book. Tele\'isiol1

Cu!fure. that the daytime seriaI drama. and the extensive sub-culture that has grown out

of il can serve to illustrate Boudieu's theory of ·cultural capital' and his own theor'Y of

~~ Tania ~1odleski. Lo\'ing with a ~ 'engeance: /ltfass Produced Fanrasies for Women (Connecticut: Archon
Books. 1982) 14.



'popular cultural capital'. The theory ofcultural capital follows that, ••...a society's

culture is as unequally distributed as its material wealth and that, like material \vealth. it

serves to identify cIass interests and to promote and naluralize cIass distinctions...... 23

Thus. cultural artifacts localize themselves along cIass lines. The affluent have

appropriated the works deemed to be high art. while the groups that rank lower on the

social scale have appropriated the works of popular culture. Essentially. the tastes of each

class manifest themselves through the appropriation of cultural goods. reinforcmg the

correlation between wealth, po\ver and cIass \Vith culture. Fiske criticizes the discourse of

culture for it veils this connection with snobbery:

by using words like 'taste' and 'discrimination' and by appealing to apparentl~

universal values such as those of aesthetics, the discourse of culture grounds
cultural differences in universal human nature or in universal value systems.. .in a
cIass divided society.H

The vocabulary that Fiske is describing is precisely the one employed in the

aforementioned theories outlined by Hume and Kant. His critique is two-fold~ the

language is deceptive and misleading. and the theories are exclusionary and pretentious.

Through this kind of language, the dominant c1ass effectively controls cultural capital as

it does materiaI capital.

However, Fiske proposes that existing outside of the dominant social constructIon

thrives an economy of 'popular cultural capital'. \\tnile popular cultural capital docs not

ha\·c a referent in the material economy. he explains that it serves to empower the

subordinated class by aIIo\ving them to accumulate and measure knowledge, meanings

and pleasures. The development of this concealed world of knowledge and pleasure is a

::- John Fiske. Tele\'ision Cullure (London: ~lenthuen& Co.. 198;) 1S.

:~ Flske. TeleVision 18.
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source of resistance for the subordinated c1ass, for these meanings and pleasures are

defined and experienced outside of the mainstream. By engaging in cultural activities

beyond the reach of the dominant value system, the subordinate c1ass is able to resist and

oppose dominant ideology. The meaning-making undertaken by the subordinate c1ass

glori fies their social experiences without honoring their subordination. The soap opera

sub-culture is illustrative ofthis theory. Soap opera viewers are unlike soap opera fans.

for the fans engage in a world beyond the narratives themselves. and participate \\ithin a

network 0 f magazines. newsletters and correspondence \vi th the net\vorks and other

vie\vers. Participation within this sub-culture is a source of great pleasure for the fans. for

is serves ta legitimize a feminized space while it simultaneously resists the dominant

cultural ideology. Fiske contends that:

pleasure for the subordinate is produced by the assertion ofone's social identity in
resistance to, in independence of, or in negotiation with, the structure of
domination. There is no pleasure in being a "cultural dope": there is, however.
real pleasure to be found in. for example, soap operas that assert .the legitimacy of
feminine meanings and identities within and against patriarchy.2:l

Engagement within the sub-culture provokes pleasure for the disempowered by serving

the interests of the reader/viewer against patriarchy. Hence power is reinserted ioto the

lives of the disempowered for strength is inherent to resistance and independence.

Resistive pleasure is the essence of popular pleasure.

Mary Ellen Brown echoes Fiske's assertions. She believes that the day1ime seriaI

drama exists within the vanguard of television for it is a source of fiction that serves to

empower women by providing them with a resistive pleasure to the dominant patriarchal

:< FIske. Tt!lel'ision 19,
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ideology. Resistive pleasure through feminized discursive practices is illustrated by rvtary

Ellen Brown in her book, Soap Opera and Women 's Talk: The Pleasure ofResistance:

\Ve have seen that the possibility for resistive meaning generation is present and
that the discursive struggle happens to a large extent in the process of
conversation within the networks generated by soap opera knowledge that
challenge dominant discourses about the roles ofwomen within the family. on the
silencing ofwomen's voices and laughter, on the social expectations ofwomen's
behavior. and about the power ofwomen's relationships with other women. 26

\Vomen value the pleasure that soap operas bring to their lives not only because they

enjoy the narratives of the shows, but also because they value the space that soap opera

gossip net\\/orks have created for the experiencing of that pleasure. This refers to the

notion of 'popular cultural capital' expressed by Fiske. Groups of women can assert their

opposition to dominant values by obtaining and acquiring knowledge of the shows, and

by participating in gossip networks beyond the shows that value women's traditional

expertise, and sanctify a space where their voices can be heard. By taking pleasure in the

resistive activity of soap opera viewing, \....omen force open a window to a revolution

against the dominant cultural value system by which traditional women's culture.

including and especially soap operas ha\'e been devalued. Brown 's contention that the

daytime seriai drama is a valid form for il embodies the potential for the rethinking of

women' s roles is grounded oppositionally to the theories aesthetic j udgement proposcd

earlicr by Hume and Kant. The elitist and sexist theories of 'delicacy oftaste' and

'disinterestedness' have been subverted by the contentions of Fiske and Brown that

highlight popular knowledge, viewer identification, and promote resistance to patriarchy.

:1> ~1ary Ellen Brown, Soap Opera and Women's Talk' The Pleasure a/ReSistance (Caltforma: Sagl:
PublicatlOns Inc.. 1994) 1ï6.
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As Shakespeare can be considered the hero of high culture. the daytime soap

opera can be regarded as the heroine of popular culture. ft is apparent that there is a great

deal of controversy over what criteria detennine a work to be considered valuable, and

how to establish the border between high culture and popular culture. Although the

aesthetic perspectives change and evolve, the dilemma remains constant. Works of

literature, such as the plays and sonnets by William Shakespeare. are canonized and

respected not merely because they have been widely read and popularly consurned. but

because the texts themselves demonstrate elements of skill and creativity as outlined by

David Hume and Immanuel Kant. The aesthetic theories proposed by these scholars han:

provided the guidelines by which one can realize why Shakespearean plays have

sustained their popularity through passing centuries. Furthennore. in his book. Big Time

Shakespeare, Michael Bristol ventures into an analysis that clarifies the reasons for

Shakespeare's longevity. Yet, we must ask ourselves why other works that are widely

read. or viewed in the case of soap operas. and are popularly consumed are relegated to

the domain of popular culture. and spared the sarne high regard that Shakespearean \\ orks

have been credited with. Janet \Voolf argues against Hume and Kant while Fiske and

Brown locate the denigration of female forrns in a longer history of gendered spaces. The

latter scholars each propose theories that serve to valorize and legitimize both popular

culture and the soap opera genre simultaneously. Thus. while the division between the

high and the low remains, the discourse around detennining which works are to be

deemed \vorthy of deification continues. The criticism of the soap opera genre is often

concerned \Vith the visual style of the shows and the quality of the perfonnances. The

characteristics of the fonn that distinguish it from other rnass produced narratives are less



aggressively studied. In the following chapter 1 look at the popularity of the shows and

the role that they play in the development ofwomen's popular culture. By looking at

issues ofpopular consumption and the representation ofwomen within the genre. 1

uncover the soap opera culture.

28
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Cbapter Two
Whom are we Watchiag ADyway: An ADalyais or Four

Primary Characters on Daytime Television

As the preceding chapter focused primarily on the emergence of the opposing

realrns ofhigh and low culture and of the public and private spheres, liule room remained

for a close look at women's roles within either domain. In this chapter 1 speculate upon

the characters ofdaytime television and the meaning that women make ofthern. It is

within the personal sphere. highlighted by the domestic space of the home. that women

are recognized for their strength, intellect, rationality, and insight. If nowhere else.

women are deemed the master or. rather. the mistress of the home. The soap opera

showcases this reality. In this chapter 1 look at the characters of daytime television to

illustrate that women in soap operas are aesthetic judges and not aesthetic objects.

In his book, Television Soaps, Richard Kilbom states that defining the daytime

soap opera as a women's genre is largely due to a single feature - that female characters

play a more prominent and positive role in soap operas than they do in any other type of

dramatic fiction. 17 Kilbom suggests that a wide range of female characters were created

as part of the advertisers' strategies for reaching its targeted audience and hence. fer

maintaining ratings. He argues that not only are the women of daytime abundant. but they

contradict the traditional. stereotypical depictions ofwomen that reduce them to the h~\·el

of sex abjects. Yet. other scholars have suggested that the soap opera genre is pemicious

for il. like other mass media, endorses the ideology of the patriarchal structure. Laura

Stempel Mumford explains the relationship between soap opera and dominant patriarchal

ideology in her book, Love and ldeology in the Afiernooll:

:- Rlchard Kilbom. Tele\'ISion Soaps (London: Batsford. 1992) 46.
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[ do understand the conventional daytirne soap opera as having an implicit and al
times explicit political agenda. one that [ believe cooperates in the "teaching" of
male dominance - at the very least, by persuasively restating it, and the related
oppressions of racism, classism, and heterosexism, in such a way as to make them
seem Inevitable if not ··natural...18

Il is here that the complexity of the genre lies. The soap opera genre is problematic in

lenns of the feminist project for it provides competent vie\vers \vith an opportunity for

pleasurable anticipation and woman-centered entertainment while sirnultaneously

representing aspects of the patriarchal order. Thus. we must examine how this genre is

made lO seem 50 intensely pleasurable that \Vornen viewers. including feminists. keep

coming back to watch.

[n this chapter. 1 demonstrate that four archetypaI images of \Vomen have surtàccd

thrGughout history, and that these same four representations appear on daytime television.

In speculating upon the wamen within the narratives 1shaH look al the ways in which

wornen are represented in the media and have been represented throughout history. 1am

asking why, even within a genre that has been designed by and for wamen, do these four

depictions continue ta appear and why do 50 many wornen \vatch these shows when il

scems lO have liule to offer in tenns of personal or col1ecli\'e empowennent? J present the

\'irgin.:whore. goddess/mother binary images ofwomen as they appear on day1Îme

televisian. 1 then trace their lineage through a larger discourse of the representation or

women in the media and explore the problematic role that these stereotypical figurcs play

in the empowennent of women. for they seem to reinforce patriarchy as they popu1Jtc a

\'cnue that may faster the rethinking of women's roles.

~ ... Laura Stempel Mumford. Love and Ide%gy 11l rhe Afrernooll Soap Opera. Women and Tele\"/slOtl
Genre (IndIanapolis: Indiana CnIverslty Press. 1995) 10.
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Radio Women

To fully understand today's soaps we must first look to their c10sest cousin - the

15-minute radio shows of the late 1920s. Having emerged during the post-war years, the

period into which the radio soaps were born was one of great tunnoil and uncertainty in

American history. Unemployment rates were at an ail time high in the years following the

First \Vorld War and later during the Great Depression. Men had been active outside of

the home either working or fighting and had suddenly found themselves with little to

keep them occupied during the day. \Vomen, who had also entered the work force as part

of the war effort were quickly ripped from the assembly lines as jobs became scarce and

the demands of the home grew. Advertisers quickly took notice that people were star;ed

for fantasy, adventure and escape a.'1d would listen to the radio for pleasure. Thus. the

radio daytime seriai drama was an instant hit. ""In the 1930s-1940s, 20 million people

listened to radio soaps. By the early 1940s sixty-four seriais were on the air, starting at 10

a.m. and ending at news lime, 6pm, Eastern Time".29 Thousands ofmen tuned in to the

shows as they spent their days at home either unemployed. or recovering From \'lar-

intlicted injuries. \\t'omen were a1so drawn to the shows. \Vithout microwave ovens.

dishwashers and self-cleaning ovens, housework \Vas grueling. The radio accompamed

the housewife as she juggled washing dishes or laundry. ironing, and feeding the baby.

These programs helped entertain the housewife while working. The conditions orthe

period procured a rnixed audience for early advertisers. Both men and women sought the

escapades and adventures of the characters on shows such as. The Smith Fami/y ( 1925).

~'" Carol Traynor Williams. Ir's Time for .\f.r Srory.- Soap Opera Sources. Srnlcrure. and Response (1992)
15.
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Painted Dreams (conceived by Ima Philips. 1930). Just Plain Bill. NIa Perkins. and The

Romance ofHelen Trent. 3o \\'hile it is evident that there were a number of male listeners

in the early days of the programs (since one of the tirst hit soap opera - Just Plain Bill 

focused on and was written by a man) it is cIear that the targeted audience was and still is

female.

Since the creation of the genre in the early 1930s, women have dominated the

daytime landscape. As such, il has consistently been wornen that have been the locus of

ail action. activity. morality and discussion. \\'hile the soap opera world is not one in

which men are absent. it is one where \\lomen outweigh men in both nurnber and

importance. In her book, It's Time for A'(r Story: Soap Opera Sources. Stnlcrure ami

Respo/lse Carol Traynor Williams explains that the early radio shows saw the dominance

of female characters over male characters. She sites a comment made by James Thurber.

\vho notes in his article "Soapland" of··...how often soap males suffered crippling

diseases or injuries, particularly belo\\' the waist. and called the male in a wheelchair a

'symbol of the American male's subordination to the female ... 3
[ However. even \vithin

this fantasy of female power. the ultimate objective of each adventure was for the heroine

to be reunited \vith her beloved. The day-to-day stories of the shows were intended to

address women's fantasies - love. romance. and adventure. Thus. then as today. the

shows geared themselves toward women by highlighting female characters and the

matters that concemed women's lives. Issues that were chosen to be dealt with included

adulter;.'. unplanned pregnancies, abuse. incesl. depression. alcoholisrn. disease. betrayal.

and of course, child rearing. Even when men did appear their thoughts and actions were

o,} Traynor Williams 16.
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consumed by women. In her book, Loving with a Vengeance. feminist film scholar Tania

Modleski comments on this pattern:

The man, whether he is plotting the women' s seduction or, as in soap operas.
endlessly discussing his marital woes with his co-workers at the hospital. spends
ail his time thinking about the woman. Even when he appears most indi fferent to
her...we can be sure he will eventually tell her how much the thought ofher has
obsessed him.32

The implication is that while men were and are present within the shows. their presence is

secondary to the female characters. \\jomen have used the genre as a forum for the

projection of their fantasies by creating a world where men exist only in relation to the

women in their lives" By defining the male characters as dependent upon the female

characters, women writers have managed to •even things up' at least in women' s

fantasies, since the social and political power held by women in real life during this time

was considerably weak. Essentially, the women that permeated the radio seriais were

strong, wise and generous.

Both Modleski and Traynor Williams agree that the popular conception of the

daytime characters and/or viewers as "weepers" is fallacious. and insulting. While the

notion of male subordination seems to be an exaggeration of actuality. it must

nevertheless be noted that the 25 years bridging the tirst and second world \Vars saw a

change to the face of the American homefront. It was a period when women were gaining

social power. and the absence of men \Vas not uncommon. Howe\"er. even the strongcst

of fcmale characters and most fantastic of ail adventures was infonned by romantic

heterosexuallove thus reinforcing the importance ofmarriage. and fidelity. Hence. while

~I Traynor Williams 17.
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wornen drove the narratives, there \Vas a constant masculine (or patriarchal) force that

rernained present.

In the early days of the daytirne seriaI drama, beginning with the radio programs

of the 1930s, the characters that were created were somewhat two-dimensionaI. \vl1ile the

radio announcer played a crucial role in helping the audience understand which

charactcrs were to be liked and which were to be hated, the characters themselves.

through the expression and tone of the actor, helped to determine whether a character \\as

fundamentally good or bad. The authoritative announcer (always paternaL even divine at

times) \vould use descriptive phrases such as, "the kindly man" or "the noble mother". as

each character entered or exited a room to generate affection or animosity towards

specifie characters. 33 Rudolph Arnheim's contribution to the study. Radio Research donc

at the Paul Lazarsfeld Bureau of Applied Social research at Columbia University in 1944

outlines the three character types that appeared on the radio seriais; the good. the bad and

the weak.:-1 Absent \Vas the great spectrum of personalities that we currently sec on

daytime television. However. it did not take long for the script writers to determine that

two-dimensional characters would not sustain the programs. contribute to the evolution of

the plots or foster viewer identification.

Although the characters that Arnheim places in the category of the "good' arc not

perfect. they are fundarnentally moral and are characterized by qualities such as \\'lsdolll.

generosity. and helpfulness. These people were never prorniscuous, as sex always !cd to

love. marriage and a baby. These are the same characteristics that we shaH later sec as

•
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descriptive of the contemporary soap matriarch. The 'good' characters define themselves

primarily in opposition to the other two character types. While the good characters were

often found doing bad things, they never preyed upon innocent victims, and their

intentions \Vere always noble. The 'good' eharaeter would aet deceptively only ta proteet

or help another person. For exampIe, a "good' wife might lie to her blind husband by

convincing him that she is expecting a child when in fact she is not pregnant in order to

inspire him or give him hope for the future. 35 It is interesting to note that even though the

heroine is aware that her lie is one that will be exposed in time when a child is not bom. it

is a risk she is willing ta take in order to protect her husband from feeling fruitless. and

unmanly. It is the "good' eharaeter's own goodness that motivates her to deceive. Thus.

the intention justifies the action. Arnheirn mentions that this type ofbehavior was rarely

punished in the 1930s seriaIs. "Good' charaeters were forgiven for their crimes, for it was

understood that by being driven towards excellence, the ends justified the means. It is for

this reason that the "good' characters were far more suecessful in their deception that

were the "bad' characters.

Furthennore, while 'good' men did appear on these 15-minute shows the majonty

afthe 'goad' characters were women. Amheim suggests that ane possible reason for this

was ta reassure the listening housewife that her role as wi fe and mother is invaluable.

Akin ta the canclusions made in later years by Modieski. Amheim explains that the

staries were constructed to convince the listener ofher own value. He states that the

'good' characters allow the listeners to detach themselves from the ather two character

types. The good character:

;' ~1Jtelski 16.
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provides a safe platfonn from which to look down on the weak character's
unfortunate adventures in an attitude ofaloofuess and complacency. It adds the
embodiment of an ideal to the representation of the true-to-life portrait. It allows
the listener to identify herself \vith a woman who is always good and right.
recommended by her vinue, energy, helpfulness, leader qualities, and by the
outstanding position which is granted to her in the structure of the play and by her
fellow-characters. 36

Essentially. Arnheim is suggesting that while the "good' people allow the characters of

the shows to feel a sense of superiority above the other two character types. these people

also allow the listening audience to identify with a character that is fundamentally good.

and right, thus reinforcing the valuable role ofwifelmother. Modleski suggests that by

representing wornen as knowledgeable and wise, the viewer is made to simultaneously

understand and relate to the heroine as she surveys and evaluates the situation from a

distance. The viewer is placed in a position ofpower over ail of the characters within the

narrative, for she is aware ofa11 of the details ofwhich the heroine is not always

infonned. Thus, both radio and television soap operas are used to redeem the often-

negated role of the real-life motherlhousewife.

Characterized as devious. corrupt and beyond redemption. the bad characters that

Amheim outlines are those that sought to cause trouble for other characters within the

narrative. particularly, innocent bystanders. Evil doing unmotivated by a noble cause was

dccmed reprehensible. With crimes ranging from neglect to revenge. the 'bad' characters.

rather than extemal forces. \vere held accountable for the unhappiness of others. Yct.

thcsc characters rarely displayed any concem over their heartlessness. They were slmpl~

evil for the sake ofbeing evil. "\Veak' characters. on the other hand. were the most

complex of the three types and ended up being the most appealing to the listening

audience. In describing these characters Arnheirn states that:

'6 Arnhelm 58.
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The trouble they create~ though often directed towards others, makes them suffer
themselves because they disturb the hannony of the private group to which they
belong. They are selfish, jealous, vindictive~deceitful. and need other people's
help to get out of the conflict situations they create.Ji

Although these characters are not inherently 'bad~ their actions are equally hurtful and

disruptive to the other characters of the narrative as those executed by the 'bad' character.

However, unlike the "bad' characters who are naturally bad, it is c1early stated that the

negative behavior of these characters stems from bad past experiences or lack 0 f control.

Thus. although they are troublemakers, it is suggested that the)' may eventually retum to

their natural. stable selves. Vet, as rnentioned earlier. the weak characters \Vere the most

popular of the triad among listeners. This is because they \Vere the most dynamic of the

three types. They were the most humant and least predictable.

Aware that the 'weak' characters attracted the most interest by the listeners. the

writers of the early television soap operas built on this style and created characters that

were neither black nor white, but existed in the many shades of gray between the two. As

pioneers of the genre such as 1ma Philips and Agnes Nixon rejected the predictable

characters of the radio shows as they populated this new televised fonn. they had also

cast aside the Aristotelian cinematic model of spectatorship outlined by Laura ~1ul\"ey·. In

her article. "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema·... she claims that the spectator is

positioned to identify with a single male protagonist. However. such a daim is

problematic in the ease of the daytime soap opera not only because the central characters

are female rather than male, but because the narrative is eonstrueted sueh that the \-\c\\cr

becomes involved in a polyphonie arrangement of characters and not with an indi\'idual

hero/heroine. Modleski argues Mulvey's assertion is precarious in tenns of the soap

~. Arnhelm 58.
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opera for, ··...soap operas present us \Vith numerous limited egos. each in conflict with the

others. and continually thwarted in ils attempts to control events because of inadequate

knowledge of other peoples' plans, motivations, and schemes".38 Hence, rather than

identify \vith a single character, the viewer is encouraged to identify with a number of

personalities. and instead of relating to a single powerful. effective hero. the soap opera

spectator becomes involved with the lives of the ineffectuaI. if forever reco\'enng.

hcroines of daytime.

Furthennore. Mulvey suggests that the hero represents a powerful figure that is

more resourceful and effective in controlling events than is the spectator. This tao i5

problematized by the soap opera, for according to Modleski. the soap opera viewer is

positioned as a sort of ideal mother. Like the matriarch, the viewer is made to possess

greater wisdom than ail the subjects of the narrative. not less. Her sympathy is large

enough to encompass the conflicting daims of ail the characters for she identi fies with

them ail. In other \vords, the narrative of the soap opera unravels in a manner that allows

the heroine to remain forgiving and understanding. while simultaneously sharing these

characteristics with the viewer:

It is important to recognize that soap operas serve to affinn the primacy of the
family in constant turmoil and appealing to the spectator to be understanding and
tolerant of the many evils which go on within that family. The spectatorimother.
identifying with each character in turn. is made to sec "the larger picture" and
extend her svrnpathy to both the sinner and the victim. She is thus in a position ta
r ' Il lQiorgl \"e a .~

Thus. the manner in which the fonnat has been constructed implicitly reinforccs the

positioning of the female - both character and viewer - as the good mother.

~~ ~todleskl 91.
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The good mother. or matriarch is the female character with the longest history on

daytime television. \Vith several children. and numerous grandchildren, she is wise,

honest. kind, generous, loyal to her family and faithful to her husband. The daytime

matriarch is a woman can be described as nothing less than heroic. courageous.

resourceful, and adventurous. Never fearing the forces of evil. and always fighting for

moral goodness, the matriarch is prominent in daytime' 5 adventure staries.

While she is the embodiment of goodness. she is also the bearer of great power

and authority. However. unlike the villainess that we shaH soon see. the matriarch does

not abuse her power. Her wisdom forbids her from doing 50. The respect she commands

from the community that surrounds her can be partially attributed to her personality and

partially attributed to her age. Unlike primetime television, elderly characters are valued

and respected on daytime television. Her age is her credit, for it has provided her \Vith the

experience and perspective to evaluate life, and love. Female characters ofthis age

appear infrequently in nighttime television. thus are notewonhy in daytime not only for

their positive characteristics and leadership but for their consistent presence in the li\"es

of both the characters and the viewers.

As mentioned earlier, the matriarch hoIds a sense of control and power O\'er the

other characters of the narrative. \Vith great social if not actual power. the matriarch is

able to lead her family as weil as the larger community towards righteousness. \Vielding

her social power mostly through her approval or disapproval of others' behavior. the

matriarch is able to remain in control in a world where influence still cames with it the

po\ver to affect change. She is often positioned as the guardian of truth, honesty and

goodness. Thus, the viewer is able to detennine the moral direction of the storyline based

;<l \-Iodleskl 93.
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on the defiance or compliance of the characters to the matriarch"s decisions. Although

she exercises her social power freely and regularly, it is far less frequent for her to

demonstrate any actual power. What is meant here by actuaI power is the decision

making po\ver that cames with it the weight of real consequence, such as the rewarding

of money. medicine or opportunity. \Vhile exceptions do exist. the actual power of the

matriarch surfaces in her demonstration of authority in her role as mother. As the leader

in the home of ail emotional and moral situations. the matriarch attempts to control the

decisions made by her children and grandchildren in areas ranging from career to lo\"e.

Although the matriarch exercises her power in ways that resemble traditional

male heroes. Modleski has shown us that her domesticity and vulnerability differentiates

her from her masculine alter ego. The daily activities and the settings in which she is

placed reveal the matriarch's primary function as caretaker and homemaker. Although

she may have ties to the public sphere or work force, her actions frequently concem

domestic chores -- preparing or serving food and coffee. planning or executing social

functions in the home. Hence, while the matriarch is a positive image it is nevenheless a

stcreotypically feminine image in many \....ays. So much has the domestic setting been

associated \vith the matriarch that her domesticity has vinually become an clement of her

personality. Thus. the notion of'matriarch' has surpassed the concept ofmotherhood. and

has c\"olved into the naturalization of domesticity as a naturai extension of womanhood.

In stark contrast with the matriarch is the villainess. \\l1i le the matriarch

rcpresents integrity, morality and decency. the villainess denotes mischief. seltishness

and immorality. Vilified for her lack of concem with family and home. this category of

female characters foc uses on remaining a free and independent spirit. The daytime

•
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villainess is a master of manipulation. She transforms characteristics of traditional

feminine weakness to her advantage. Her drive to rernain unattached manifests itself in

various fonns, although her predominant crimes are being career oriented and childless.

Modleski summarized the purpose of the villainess quite succinctly:

[f soap operas keep us caring about everyone~ if they refuse to allow us to
condemn most characters and actions until ail the evidence is in (and. of course. it
never is), there is one character whom we are allowed ta hate unreservedly: the
villainess. the negative image of the spectator's ideal self~l)

The villainess is punished for her attempts ta manipulate the lives of the other charactcrs

within the narrative and for having the arrogance ofbelieving that she can better control

the narrative than can the viewer. Unlike the matriarch and the victim whose suffering is

brought about by no fault of their own, the villainess is punished for actions that she

herselfhas taken.

[n opposition to the strength of the matriarch and the villainess. the character of

the victim on daytime television is passive. and weak. She finds herself the subject of

hard and ill circumstance with no effon or initiative taken by herself. Simply put. bad

things happen to her. Her suffering is boundless with injuries ranging from emotional

pain. disease. imprisonment, and debilitation. to death. The victim in the daytime soap

opera is the character that can not seem to keep herself out of trouble. She is constantly

falling in love with the wrong man. [no The Dynamics ofCu.ltura1Resistance. fonner

editor of the Journal ofCommunications. George Gerbner explains that when \Vornen

characters on television are involved \Vith violent acts. they are most often the victims

~" ~Iodleski 92.



rather than the aggressors. especially in daytime"~ J Furthermore, he investigates a

correlation that might exist between the patterns of which characters are victimized. and

which are spared. He notes that there has been a cIear tendency for the violent act to fall

upon the single woman. rather than the rnarried woman. Single women and working

\Vomen. Gerbner concludes, are more likely to be the victims of a violent crime than are

married \vomen \vith children. Thus. the importance of marri age and motherhood arè

underlined within the narratives themselves. By punishing the independent \\oman. and

sparing the housewife. the patriarchal, hegemonic structure is upheld and even reinforced.

Since the daytime narrative reverses the male/female character ratio of primetimt:

telc\"ision it is ofparticular importance to notice the number of crimes committed against

\Vomen in soap opera. Female characters on daytime television are not shielded from

abuse simply because it is 'women's television'. On the contrary, in a single year the

\'iewers ofNBC's long running and top rated Days of Our Lives witnessed the rape of

Kayla, the incestuous molestation of Jamie. the attempted murder of Carly. and the

imprisonment and torture of Marlena. The primary function of the \"ictim is clear: to

position the female at the mercy ofher male captor/hero/savior. \Ve are reminded hcrc of

the female characters involved in the fantastic tales of Harlequin Romance no\"cls.

\-1odleski shows us that female desire is somewhat misunderstood in terros of thèse

noycls. Citing the oppositional theories offered by Germaine Greer and Susan

Brownmiller. Modleski rejects both in favor of a reconciliation of the twO ..~2 ln her book.

The Female Eunuch, Greer argues that the idealized male such as those of the Har1cquin

•
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romance is the image desired by women that are content in their subordination while

Brownmiller suggests in Against our ~Vi/l: Men. Women and Rape, that the impression of

female desire as being aIigned with rape attests to the depth at which the female psyche

has been penetrated by patriarchy. Modleski, however, asserts that female desire is

actually at odds with male ones. She explains that such expressions ofdesire represent a

notion of female adaptation ta an unsatisfactory life that has been devoid of choice. Thus.

\\"hile the victim appears to passively accept her destiny, ~lodleski asserts that the \-ictim

is actually an expression of female desire and resourcefulness in terrns of transforrning

limitations into opportunities:~J Thus. to return to the ·victim' ofdaytime television and

her meaning it must be noted that this character does not exist within a vacuum. Hence.

even as the victim is faced with insunnountable trauma, she exists within a community of

\Vornen. not aIl ofwhom are being incessantly victimized. In this way, the weakness of

the character does not become emblematic of femininity or womanhood.

The Heroine

It is apparent that vestiges of the good, bad and weak characters outlined by

Arnheim remain present today in the forrn of the matriarch. \'illainess and victim.

However, the transition of the soap opera from radio to tele\·ision saw the birth of a

fourth staple female character: the heroine. She is by far the most complex of the four

characters. In her book. l'iD End to Her: Soap Opera and the Female Subject. womcn·s

studies and soap opera scholar. Martha Nochimson traces the evolution of the daj1ime

heroine from radio to television.

~: \-1odleski 38.
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Nochimson explains that by existing within a realm reserved for the

extraordinary, the radio seriai heroine inaugurated the listening audience into a world of

fantasy and romance. The female characters liberated both themselves and their listeners

from the routine of ordinary life. The radio soap opera's female subjects acted as a \"oice

for the female listeners. Women were able to acknowledge their concerns about the

manner in which men were controlling and managing the real world through the

characters. Like the chaïal:ter outlines put Forth by Arnheim. ~ochimson concedes that

the radio soap opera narrative was designed ta undermine the notion of a 'man' S \\orld'

by persistently presenting the male heroes as less effective. less sensitive to others, and

less attentive than the female heroines. It is in this manner that the radio soap opera

heroines relieved female listeners from believing that they \"·ere themselves ineffectual ir

they found it difficult to deal with their real-life social status. for she represented the

embodiment ofdynamic and competent female characters:

First. she defied the ordinary patriarchal assumptions about woman's place: she
was neither an object securely under male control nor dangerous. Second. she did
not seem to need to fight for her right ta deviate From the \Vay the audience knc\\
most \Vomen were forced ta behave.':':

Shc \Vas an incarnation of power. dignity and adventure. ~either plot t\\.'ist nor male hcro

could shake her status as pillar of strength.

The staries were designed ta highlight the importance oftraditional femak roks.

For instance. in the case of one of the earliest shows. ~1ary ~oble: Backstage \\ï fe the

sctting \\'as ofa theater company in which Mary's husband was the star (attracting the

attention and respect of the public) while Mary managed the business affairs from behind

the scenes, \\'hile Larry was shawn to believe that Mary's work and status \Vas less
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valuable than his own, the manner in which the story was told revealed the contra!)'.

Mary was shown to be the powerful one by arranging the world so Larry could project

the image that society wanted to see. However, it was not merely Mary's ability to

understand the nuances of every-day life that exposed Larry's impotence. Larry was

depicted as egocentric and stubbom in his own right, unable to conceive of the larger

picture. His two-dimensionality kept him from evaluating the complexities of a given

situation thus rendering him dysfunctional. The teHing of the story highlighted the

importance of the supporting role - a role into which wornen were so often forced. The

metaphor of the theater served to reflect the real life hierarchical social structure

established by patriarchy while simultaneously criticizing il. The scripting of stories such

as these, the creation of characters such as Mary and the recounting of the tales in this

manner attest to the uniqueness ofthis never-before-seen genre, and exemplify the

manner in which the early radio heroine paved the way for female agency in mass-

produced fiction that became 50 crucial for the televised soap opera that would follow.

ln a later scenario, the theater company was faced with financial problems when

the landlord hiked up the rentai rates to an unmanageable level. Mary. as business

manager is deemed responsible for resolving this problem. In a harsh and quick mo\·c.

Larry seeks the financial aid of a wealthy socialite, Katherine Monroe. HO\'o"ever. much to

Larry's disappointment, Katherine fails to help them in addressing their landlord and

affecting change. Mary, on the other hand, explores alternative possibilities. Shc seeks a

solution that will prove unthreatening to her marnage. Her's is unconventional power. for

she does not use money or influence to resolve this dilemma but rather, she uses her

~~ \·tanha ~ochimson.No End ro Her: Soap Opera and the Female Subject (Berkeley: L'nlvcrstry of
Cahforma Press. 1992) 47.
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ability ta negotiate difficult situations to develop an effective defensive strategy. \Vhile

this scenario exemplifies the differences between Larry's and Mary's conceptions of

power and problem-solving techniques, it must not he forgotten that these t\vo characters

are engaged in a love relationship, and the implications of Larry's decision to seek the

help ofan outsider rather than trust in his wife's work must not be overlooked. By acting

against his wife. Larry implies that Mary is incapable of dealing with complex problems

of the real world. By underestimating and undervaluing her. the narrative is addressing

the mainstream assumption that women are capable only ta a very Iimited extent.

:\ochimson points out that Larry's response to this dilemma re\'eals an Oedipal influence

in a dual manner~ in his compulsion to determine an immediate. and complete solution

that does not threaten his sense ofcontrol and in his prioritizing of Katherine over ~1ary

for he believes her ta he the more clever one since she hoIds patriarchal power as a

wealthy socialite. As the narrative progresses, it is revealed that it is Mary's

resourcefulness that clears them from the control of their landlord. In her negotiations

with her Iandlord, Mary agrees to a bet proposed by Page (the Iandlord): he shaH paiot

her portrait for an upcoming art show. Ifhe wins the contest. \;lary and Larry losc thetr

lcase. However. if he loses the contest. the couple is free ta do with the theater what they

wish. The story concludes by Page losing the contest, and \olary winning her freedonl.

Howen~r. rather than rejoice \Vith her husband in their newly found independencc. \lar:

decidcs ta di\'orce Larry. \Vith regard to the possession of \\'omen by men. \:ochimson

comments that:

•

Certainly, the metaphor of sight is present: the hero does not see as much as the
heroine, and the villain sees nothing but possession. Perhaps most startling in
terms ofpsychologically bascd criticism about male control of the woman •
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through the gaze is the bet Page makes with Mary: if he cannot win a prize by
painting her portrait, he cannot control her li fe. ~5

Hence, as the villain fails to control the image of the heroine, he liberates her from his

tyTanny, as weil as that of the patriarchal model. The alternative value system that Mary

has developed has led to her victory. Not only has she usurped the control of Page. but

also she has made Katherine look ridiculous for bowing to the mainstream ideal. In her

refusai to compete \Vith Katherine. Mary is depicted as patient. wise and clever. while

Katherine is presented as a fool. Finally. Mary's behavior throughout the ordeal is pushed

into an even greater light as she deals \Vith her husband. The lack of mutuality in their

relationship drives Mary to ask Larry for a separation - an act that is seen as admirable

even \vithin the context of a period as weil as a genre that places tremendous importance

on marnage and family. Mary Noble typifies the radio heroine, and depicts the fully

realized female subject. She is a character that at once explores issues of

domination/subordination as she provides a feminine point of view to vie\Vers who had

few other narrative sources that confinned feminine values and ways ofkno\...·ing.

\Vhile the conditions of the story were fantastic and unrealistic in tenns of the real

li fe situations faced by women. characters such as Mary can be regarded as the beginning

for the evolution of a more probable female character that would come \\'ith the telc\"ised

soap opera. The carly radio heroine allowed the female listening public ta speculate upon

and criticize patriarchal ideals. These characters and the shows created a spacc whcrc

women could distance themselves from masculine priorities and establish an out let for

the exploration ofworncn's issues. The power attained by the creation of such a space

.;- ;\ochimson 50.
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was only amplified when soaps moved from radio to television. The facileness of the

females dissolved \Vith the introduction of the television camera.

With television came a contention with the gaze. However, unlike cinema, the

notion of the gaze is not unproblematic in soap opera. To retum to the work of Laura

\-lulvey, we see in her article, "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema" that the female

subject is placed under the gaze of the male as voyeuristic erotic pleasure is gained from

control o\'er the object of the 'look'" It is through the 'look' that the Oedipal male is able

to safely experience erotic pleasure from the woman as her allure is made less threatening

while under the control ofhis gaze. Psychoanalytic feminist film criticism assens that

cinema and the camera objectify the female subject by controlling the female body, The

transition from radio to television should have positioned the female subject as prey for

the male gaze, according to Laura Mulvey's theory ofcinematic pleasure. If Mulvey is

correct. then the televised daytime seriaI should have opened the \Vay to scopophilia, thus

rendering the soap opera heroine nothing more than a passive, fetishized spectacle.

Hawc\'cr. like the radio heroine that facelessly over-tumed the Oedipal drive of

domination, the early television daytime heroine was immune ta the penetrating

\"oycurism of the Oedipal male.

As a matter of facto in the early days of the tele\"isian heroine, the camera bccarnc

a panner to the evolution of the female subject due to its inability to replicatc the

glamorizing techniques of Hollywood cinema. The technolagical methods employcd lO

manipulate the female body in Hollywood films into a posscssed Other were nat in place

when the daytime television soap opera emerged. Lighting, filming and editing

techniques that \Vere used in mainstream cinema were not in operation al the lime when

•
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the early television soap opera appeared. The lighting of the early daytime drama was not

manipulated in the same manner that was cinematic lighting. While lighting of the

Hollywood film highlighted the female figure to angelic proponions, the same is not true

of daytime television. Consequently, the image of the female body was one that can only

be characterized by plainness, and matter-of-fact presence and not a glittering fetish.

Early television directors also ignored camera shots that accentuated the upper torso of

the female stars in cinema. Rather than focus on the "busC and tracking the gaze between

the person looking and the persan being looked at, early soap operas focused on both the

male and female concurrently. The 'over the shoulder' shot is a staple of daytime

direction techniques for il al10ws the viewer to see the expression and reaction of both

parties simultaneously. According to Mulvey, the lighting, and framing of the female

subject entraps her unto the Oedipal gaze, while the editing of film is designed ta create

an illusion of seamlessness that supports the entrapment of the female. However. the

production techniques of daytime television abandoned even the editing of videotape.

since the shows were ail broadcast live. The lack of editing of any kind. coupled with the

numerous breaks for commercials. highlights rather than conceals the fragmentation of

the narrati ve. The inversion of mainstream filming techniques in tandem with the

inherent structure of the narrative ta resist cIosure creale a genre. as weil as a femak

subjecl. that exists outside of the Oedipally possessed image outlined by ytuh"ey.

~ochimson points out that. "[nstead. an image was created that conveyed ilS support of

the fcmale subject by replacing the domination patterns of cinema with visual patterns of

mutuality".~6Thus, the agency of the daytime heroine remained intact and wholly female .

~r, ~ochlmson 57.
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These. however. were not the only changes that came \Vith the transition from

radia ta television. The televised soap opera witnessed the abandonment of the male

announcer. saw a need for multiplying the number of characters and plots. and demanded

a younger female subject. The camera replaced the male announcer that served to orient

the narrative. The male voice-over that functioned as the voice of G-d controlling the

\\'omen within the narratives \Vas removed when the soaps moved to television. :\s

aforementioned. the camera did not substitute the male announcer for an equally

pawerful male gaze, but rather, the camera neutralized the images. A mutuality emerged

with the introduction of the television camera while the dominance/ subordination binary

was 10s1. Characters. too. needed to be increased in both complexity and in number as

radio soap operas moved to television. The elongation of the 15-minute radio shows to

30-minutes in 1956 necessitated a multiplication of plots and characters j ust to fi Il the

time. Essentially, the singular subject of cinema and the early radio programs was

eliminated. What is more. is that the heroines were quickly transfonned from matriarchs

ta young. beautiful women. The heroine is quite similar to the matriarch in that she is

honest. generaus. and loyal. However. to these characteristics one must add beauti fuI.

ad\·cnturous. and inexperienced in tenns of raising children. nat because she does not

want many children. rather because she is simply too young to have had the opportunIt:

ta ha\Oe had any children as ofyet. Thus. the heroine is essentially the matriarch in

training. ~ochimsan argues that:

These girls exhibited a sense of confusion and. in struggling against being
aver.vhelmed by pressures they did not fully understand. constituted a nc\\' kind
of female subject. These subjects reflected the difficult process of dealing with
d Ol" ':'7ommant va ues .

J- ~ochimson 59-600
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Unlike the older, \Viser \Vomen that dominated the radio seriais these younger. more

adventurous \Vomen explored. struggled and evolved as autonomous agents. Essentially.

the television soap opera heroine completed the project that had begun with the radio

heroine - to reposition the female subject from object to subject and in doing so created a

mutuality between male and females that did not exist either in television's radio

precursor or in cinema.

Analysis

\Vhat messages are being sent to wornen via these characters? A semiotic analysis

rnight provide sorne insight into the manner in which these images create meaning for

wornen. Il is al this point in the chapter that [ shaH shift my focus from the actual subJecls

of the shows to speculation upon the soap opera genre, and ilS popularity as a fonn of

communication. 1 am interested here in understanding the ways in which women make

meaning from this fonn. While a great deal ofcommunication studies concerns itsel f with

the level of accuracy in the transmission of messages benveen senders and receivers. a

study of meaning making in soap opera would fall under the rubric of semiology. It is

through the school of semiotics that one is able to see communication as the production

and exchange of meanings.

Semiologists are concemed with developing a science of signs and an

understanding of the ways in which texts interact with people in order to producc

meanings. In his book. Introduction to Communication Stuc/ies. John Fiske explains that a

message is a construction of signs. which. through interaction with receivers. producc

meaning. Ifthis is accepted to be true, then the importance of the sender's intention is
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greatly diminished..;g Instead, the stress is placed on the text and the manner in which it is

received. It is at this moment. as the receiver interacts with the text that "reading' occurs

and meaning is made. Thus. according to semiotics. a message is not the transmission of

material between t\\'o suhjects. It is the product of the negotiation bet\\'een numerous

factors including actuality. circumstance and subjectivity.

\\lhat does a theory such as semiotics have to offer us. here. in tenns of

understanding the representation of women in media. and more speci fically in soap

operas? The theories that have been offered by Ferdinand de Saussure and elaborated

upon by Roland Barthes help to shed sorne light on the ho\\' images ofwomen become

laaded with meaning, or in semiotic tenninology, how an image becomes either

motivated or constrained.~9The world that surrounds us is inundated v,,·ith images of

v.:omen and femininity at ail degrees of motivation or constraint. For instance. the ward

\VOMAS is an example of a highly constrained sign while a photograph of a \Vornan is a

highly motivated signe The images ofwomen in television are far more complex than are

symbols and words. for they move. speak and belong to larger narrative construction and

ideologicai fonnation that infonns the way in which they are read by the audience.

The role of ideology and meaning is by far the most intricate element of

semiology and one that is ofparticular interest for us in our project ofunderstanding thc

representation ofwomen in soap operas. Saussure's semiological theorics of

paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations of the sign only go so far in iIIuminaung the

complexities of the relationship bet\veen the sign and the indiyiduaI. since his primary

concem was with words and language and not texts and readers. For Saussure. the

~, John Flske. Introduction to Commllnicarzon Stlldies (~ew York: Rout1edge. 1990) 3.
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primary function of semiotic theory was to unravel sorne of the mysteries inherent within

language and linguistic systems. By analyzing the units of a linguistic model (letters.

symbols and words) Saussure sought to develop a system by which language could be

understood ir. tenns of the reality that it is intended to represent. However. Saussure's

theories fail to shed any light on the relationship between individuals and language.

Hardly any of his work deals with how language relates to the reader in his/her socio

cultural position.50 It is through the two-fold theory ofsignification put forth by Roland

Barthes that we are led to an understanding of the ways in which signs circulate and are

used to make meaning by readers.

In M.l'lhologies, Barthes asserts that there are two orders of signification:

denotation and connotation. The first order resembles the one dealt with by Saussure. It

concerns the relationship between the signifier and the signified within the sign as weil as

the relationship between the sign and the reality to which it refers. Connotation. howe\·er.

is not as systematic. Barthes describes connotation as the intangible phenomenon that

occurs when a sign and the viewer (complete with emotion. social class. political opinion.

and cultural values) meel. Although his is not a semiological perspective, John B~rger

explains in is book. ~Vays o[Seeing that the subjectivity of the viewer is implicit to ail

images. He states that both a photographer and a painter invest the images they creale

with their own subjectivity by capturing their subject in the position. al the angle anJ ln

the light in which they themselves have chosen to view them. ~; Furthennore. apprccialion

~'l Fiske. Communication Srudies 52.

50 Flske. Communication Studies 85 .

~l John Berger. Ways ofSeeing (London: Penguin Books. 1997) 10.



of the image is drawo not ooly from the way of seeiog beholden to the

photographer/painter but to the viewer. \Vhat Berger explains as a spectator's way of

seeing is akin to Barthes' connotation of an image. ft is within this space that the meaning

of the sign moves from arbitrary to subjective. In illustration of Barthes' argument. Fiskc

points out that the tone of one's voice often plays as significant a role in the meaning of a

message as do the actual words spoken.52 Thus. the context and expression of an

utterance add meaning to the technicai elements of the message. The result is a

connotation of hope. despair. joy, anger as weil as humor. and sarcasm. The presentation

of an image as a work of art contributes to the manner in which it shall be regarded.

Presented as belonging to the realm ofhigh art triggers a whole series of leamt

assumptions about art by the viewing public. 53 \\'hile assumptions relating to notions of

beauty, truth, genius and taste infonn the spectator's perception of the image. these

assumptions are nevertheless subjective to individual experience. historic context and

even gender. Similarly. television (re)presents images that can be understood in a variety

of ways depending of a number of subjective factors. In the case of soap opera. one must

speculate not only upon the individual characters but the context in which they exist. The

structure of the narrati,·e. plot twists. and interaction \Vith other characters are ail

-: Flske. COmmll111C(1r;Oll Srudles 86_

-. Berger 1 1

This assumptlon stems from theanes of aloofness and disinterestedness such as thase proposed by Kant and
Hume in chapter one. These theories are exemplary instances of the valorization of a certain form of taste
(hlgh culture) that degrades other farms oftaste (such as low or popular culture). The concepts of
obJectlvity m judgement and 'delicacy oftaste' and. by extension. the dl\-ISian between high and 10\\

culture are so deeply embedded in the cultural consciousness that even [oday notions ofsnobbery. mtdkcL
dass and wealth are sull provoked when contemplating hlgh art.
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elements that contribute to the perception ofa subject as an either positive or negative

image.

Moreover, Barthes explains that the meaning of a message is further obscured by

myth. His use for myth is unlike the common perception of the \vord. According to

Barthes. a myth is a story by which a culture explains sorne aspect of reality or nature:

including existentialism. divinity, and sexuality. "A myth, for Barthes, is a culture's \\"ay

of thinking about something, a way of conceptualizing or understanding if'. 5~ In other

words. a word or an image does not spontaneously create meaning. Rather, the rneaning

predates the utterance. and the speech act merely reinforces a belief already existent

within the culture. Thus, the myth that binds women with maternai care-giving includes

concepts of nurturing, generosity, helpfulness, and love. A photograph of a woman

cradling an infant in her anns would thus reinforce and naturalize the pre-existing myth

of motherhood. Barthes asserts that the primary function ofmyths are to naturalize

history:

There is a myth that women are naturally more nurturing and caring than men.
and thus their natural place is in the home raining the children and looking after
the husband, while he, equally naturally, of course. plays the role ofbreadwinner.
These roIes then structure the most natural unit of a11 - the family. By presenting
these meanings as part of nature. myth disguises their historical origin, which
universalizes them and makes them appear not ooly unchangeable but also fair: it
makes them appear to serve the interests of men and \Vomen equally and hides
their political effect. 55

In the soap opera, conceptions ofdomesticity are 50 deeply connected with womanhooJ

that images of the matriarch instantly return the reader to the original myth. The notion of

wornen as superior caregivers is a myth conceived and ciisguised by patriarchy. By

~.: Fiske. Communication Sludies 88 .

.;, flske. Commwllcarion Snulies 89.
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positioning women as the weaker of the two genders, the social and political structures of

a hierarchicaI, capitalist. patriarchal system are upheld.

The rnyth of wornen as nurturers is reinforced and naturalized by the fact that

women are the biological bearers and givers of life. History. however. reveals quite a

diffcrent truth. Although the political origins ofthis rnyth have been obscured. they must

not be forgotten. The 'naturalization' of the nuclear farnily was a direct consequence of

urbanization in industrial nineteenth-century England. As people were tom from the

extended families of rural communities, circumstances dictated that children remain at

home with someone to supervise and care for them. Agriculturalliving allowed the

children ta remain with parents and neighbors while working. However. industrialization

forbade children from executing manuallabor. Yet, children could not stay in the home

unsupervised. Hence, it was decided that women would remain in the home while the

men would leave the home to do paid work. Fiske asserts that:

This system required the nuclear family to be the 'naturaI' basic social unit: it
required femininity to acquire the natural meanings of 'nurturing', domesticity.
sensitivity. of the need for protection, whereas masculinity was given meanings of
strength, assertiveness, independence, and the ability to operate in public.:'''

Esscntially. the divisions between masculinity/femininity and consequently of

rationalit::/Jemotion partly evolved of the transition from rural to urban living. Thus. while

these di\"isions have been made to seern natural. in fact. the e\·olution of these concepts

has sen"ed the political needs of the economic system to which they belong. The di\islOn

bctween masculinity and femininity that came with the ernergence orthe public sphere

't, Fiske. Commlllllcarion Srlldies 90.
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exemplifies Barthes' theory ofmyth, and it is this division that informs the feminist

project as weIl as the perception of women in the media.

Yet, the politicization of images is a phenomenon as old as the reproduction of

images themselves. Berger has shown us that the reproduction of an image at once makes

reference to the original image as it itselfbecomes a reference point for other images.

Thus. the meaning of a particular images change depending upon the words that surround

it or the images that come immediately before or after il. The representation ofwomen in

the age of mechanical reproduction is especially complex. \\llile the presence of men

throughout the history of art reveals a relationship between men and power. the

appearance ofwomen in works ofart express attitudes that woman has ta herself. Thus.

while the representation of a man in a painting relates to either his great or poor physical.

moral, social, economic or sexual power, he is always seen in relation to that which he is

capable of doing to or for the viewer. Conversely, the woman presented in works of art

represent that which can or cannot be done to her. Hence. Berger explains, that the

\\'oman of art is a woman that has been created by and exists strictly for men. 5
-:- Like the

image itself\vhose duality as reference and referent is forever embedded in its own

existence. \Vomen too are split ioto both surveyor and surveyed. Continually watching

oneselfthrough the eyes of the male viewer, women have been trained ta see themseh'es

as the Other. Thus. the relationship that grows from the representation 0 f women in art

has not been one of self-representation. emancipation and autobiography. but one that is

characterized by an alienation to the self. the intemalization of the male gaze by the

Berger 46.
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female. As Berger has explained, the female viewer has tumed hersel f into an object 0 f

othemess - specifically, "an object to he viewed: a sight...58

In illustration of the objectified female of art history we find an entire category of

European oil paintings ofwhich wornen were the primary subjecl - the nude. The images

of Adam and Eve that proliferate through early Renaissance Christian art are the site of

the earliest depictions of the modem female nude. Il is within paintings such as the Fa!!

and Expulsion from Paradise by Pol dei Limbourg (appendix 9), early 15th centur;.", and

Hugo Van der Goes' s Adam and Eve that we locate the sign of the female presented as

spectacle. The narrative of Adam and Eve's fall from Grace was quickly reduced to the

shameful epiphany ofboth parties regarding their nakedness and essentially, their

difference. Veto as Berger points out, Eve's humiliation does not exist in relation to Adam

but rather. in relation to the spectator. Both the nudity and the shame 0 f the female

subject is transformed into a kind of display while the context of the image as an

illustration of divinity reinforces the female's position as object - belonging to a trinity

composed ofGod. Adam and the (male) spectator. 59 Thus, even as images of the femak

nude became secularized. a common factor remained constant throughout - that the

female subject is shamefully a\vare of her nudity and that she is being seen by a spectator.

~vten's looking at naked \Vomen is often an element that is incorporated into the

works themselves. Often appearing in the background. or peeking through windows. the

men stare at the subject. while the female stares back at the \-iewer. ~e\'er is her

nakedness an expression ofher own sexuality. Rather, her nudity. her seducti\'e gaze and

,~ Berger 47"
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physical position are signs ofher submission to her owner's sexual desires. Sir Peter

Lely's lvell Gwynne (appendix 10), illustrates the manner in which the nude's gaze is

used to depict submission, while the configuration of the female's body in Venus. Cupid.

Time and Love (appendix Il), by Agnolo Bronzino demonstrates how the sexual desires

of the female are ignored. The contortion ofher body is designed to appeaI to the scxual

interests of the male viewer/owner. Even when the subject did not appear bare. the

accessories with which she \Vas depicted were used to highlight her sensuality. \Ve sec in

Lucas the Eider Cranach's painting, Venus (appendix 12), the subject appears wearing

onlyan elaborately jeweled haimet, an omate necklace and is holding a sheer veiL The

image is c1early one of an idealized female figure. Thus \Vas the norrn of the European

nude.

Veto as the sexuality of the nude remains monopolized by male desire in

Renaissance art, the entire category of the nude took on new meaning in Modem art. As

\vith Edouard fvfanet's Olympia (appendix 13), the image of the ideal female is broken.

Early avant-garde 20th century painting continues the tradition initiated by Manet to

deviate from the c1assical portrayal of \Vomen as sexualized objects. The photographie

works of Cindy Sherman such as her Ulllitled #.96 (appendix 1~). in which she bath

defies and mocks the great works of Baroque and Renaissance art typify a resistance to

established conceptions offemininity. Still, the essential way of"iewing wornen as

objects - bl' either male or female viewer - is 50 embedded within our \vestern culture.

that even today. little has changed.60 Essentially. as men continue to be positioned as the

spectator. and \Vornen have been conditioned to see thernselves through the eyes 0 f the

",) Berger 64.
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male observer, the image of the female remains idealized, unrealistic, and at the mercy of

the ideology to which it belongs.

Thus, we retum to the ideological positioning of the sign. French Marxist

philosopher Louis Althusser proposes in "Ideology and the Ideological State Aparatuses"

a theory of ideology that, although highly informed by Lacanian psychoanaly1ic theor·y. \5

iangential to Marxist theory of false consciousness. Althusser states that the primary

purpose of ideology is for the dominant class to maintain control through non-coerci\·e

means. 61 Althusser has contributed significant work to the sociological debate over the

functioning of social systems. He has shown us that every social position occupied by

indi\'iduals serves a large cultural good. yet any individual can be substituted for another

in accomplishing their task. Nevertheless, aIl people experience a sense ofpersonal

worth. ft is ideology, as Althusser has shown us, that allows individual agents to

experience such a sentiment. Moreover. in Marxism and Lüerature, RaYmond \Villiams

goes as far as to propose a definition of ideology. He states that ideology is: 1) a system

of beliefs characteristic of a particular class or group; 2) a system of illusory beliefs: 3) ;1

social process of the production ofmeaning and ideas.o:! Il is the third definition offered

by \\ïlliams that corresponds to Barthes' connotative meaning of signs and myths. In our

analysis of the soap opera genre, the politicization of gender is the myth belonging to the

ideology ofpatriarchy.

Fiske asserts that the ideology ofpatriarchy is repressi\·e for women for it is

women that are deemed the lesser of the two genders in this binarity. He explains.

•

~I Tc:rry Eagelton. Literary Theory· An Introduction 2nd ed. (~inneapohs: Cm\"erslty oi \1innesor3 Pn:ss. •
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however. that the functioning of ideology is not unproblematic for it penetrates the entire

populace. Hence, signs of the patriarchal arder are used to subordinate women, even as

women use these same signs:

A pair of high-heel shoes, to take an example, does not impose upon women from
outside of the ruling gender (men); but wearing them is an ideological practice of
patriarchy in which women panicipate...Wearing them accentuates the pans 0 ft he
female body that patriarchy has trained us to think of as attractive to
men...Wearing them also limits her physical activity and strength -they hobble her
and make her move precariously; so wearing them is practicing the subordination
of women in patriarchy.63

Similarly. by maintaining the virgin/whore. goddess/mother binary image ofwomen. the

soap opera genre perpetuates the dominant ideology that promotes masculinity and

rationality and devalues femininity and emotion. AIthough we understand the alignment

of the genders with these characteristics to be embedded in a myth originating with the

development of urbanization, we nevertheless accept these alliances. Identifying oneself

within the sign (the soap opera for our purposes) and responding to it is a practice that

Althusser has named "interpellation'. This process ofidentifying oneselfwithin the sign

renders the addressee an accomplice in their own manipulation and subjugation. By

recognizing an element of oneself in the female subjects of the soaps. Althusser argues

that the viewers are panicipating in their own subordination. Hence. we must ask

ourseh-es why \Vomen and feminists continue to watch these shows if doing 50 implicates

them in their own subordination. These questions are addressed in the third and fourth

chapters. Ho\vever. in the follo\"'ing chapter. The Power of the Subordinated: The Soap

Opera Subculture. the representation ofwomen on the daytime shows is analyzed and

0: Flske. Communication Studies 166.
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further questions are posed regarding the paradoxical relationship that women have with

daytime television and the female characters therein. •
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Chapter Three
The Power of the SuborcliDated: The Soap Opera Subculture

Why do 50 many people, particularly women. tune in? The widespread viewership

can be partially attributed to the realism of the shows. One of the most crucial e1ements

ofrealism is the soap operas' unending nature, Unlike other forms ofpopular fiction.

which derive meaning from the sense of an ending. soap operas are open-ended. \Vhile

sitcoms and nightly dramas find meaning in the sense ofan ending. soap operas find

meaning in the lack of an absolute closure, Another possible reason for the outstanding

viewership is the pleasure that women find not only in viewing the shows. but also in

discussing the programs with friends and family. and participating within the sub-cultural

networks that have evolved out of the shows. The notion ofderiving meaning from

partaking in the social network that exists separate from the narratives of the shows is an

issue that 1shaH explore in greater depth later in this chapter.

\\'bat cornes to mind when one thinks of soap operas? Sex? Love? Adultery? The

retum of the dead? Beautiful people? Perfect make-up? Women staying home watching

them and eating bon bons? \Vell. if you replied yes ta any of these possible answcrs. then

you are among the majority. The popular reaction to day1ime television is one of

mockel).'. and ridicule. Yet. millions ofwomen continue to tune in. And thousands of

women participate within the constructed sub-cuIture that has grown out of the genre_

\\'hy? \Vhy do 50 many wornen tune in. and why are they taken so seriousl)' by sa many

\\·omen even as they are denigrated by mass culture?

Tania Modleski shows us in her book. Lovillg \·.-irh a Vengeance: AJass Produced

Fa/llasies for ~Vomen. that the soap opera genre is met with three basic attitudes:
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dismissiveness, hostility and mockery.64 Manifestations ofthese attitudes generally

present themselves through jokes. and parodie representations of the genre in other

media. Academically, the soap opera genre has not been mocked. but it has certainly been

neglected as a scholarly discipline until the feminist movement forced the aperture of

women' s studies and cultural studies into academia within the past few decades. It is

through these disciplines that the critical and scholarly analysis of the realm of popular

culture. and hence of soap operas. came to fruition. The analysis of soap operas has Icd to

the increasing legitimization of the genre by a variety of scholars.

Although many skeptics dismiss the soap opera genre as meaningless melodrama.

Horace Sewcomb disagrees. Rather than dismiss soap operas as an unimportant genre

within popular fiction, in his book, TV: The J\1os1 Poplllar Art. he proposes that the

current judgement of the realm ofpopular fiction should be re-evaluated. Newcomb

asserts that popular fiction, including soap operas. is a valid and complex fonn that

demands attention. Modleski agrees with Newcomb. She asserts that the soap opera is a

distinct genre designed for the empowerrnent ofv..·omen and as such is a yalid foml

meritorious of analysis. Modleski attempts to deal with the neglect of popular feminine

narrati\'es by. ··...arguing that the longevity and popularity of certain feminine genres

eyidence their ability to address real problems and tensions in women's' li\'es", ln other

\\'ords. if soap operas failed to attract a viewing audience. then academia would be correct

in neglecting the genre as a discipline worth studying. However. the shows ha\'e pro\'cn

to sustain a vast viewing audience over time, thus indicating that the programs play a

significant role in women's lives.

,,~ \1odleskl l ..t
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Furthennore, the soap opera fonnat breaks every mie that defines primetime

television. The rigid framework that has been created for primetime television due to

their strict time constraints has been abandoned by daytime programming. Newcomb

compares daytime television with experimental video art. Unimperled by the lypical

television format (30-60 minutes), soap operas are given the time and hence. the freedom

to explore and develop storylines in depth. Stories and characters are given a space in

which they can grow. change. and evolve. The unending nature of the soap opera is a

distinctive feature of the genre, and one Ihal establishes il as unique. For New·comb. the

soap opera is the quintessenlial example of ideal television.

While Newcomb disregards the feminine nature of these narratives in defense of

his argument that soaps are akin 10 video art, other scholars focus upon il. Christine

Geraghty proposes in her book, Women and Soap Opera that the soap opera is a unique

forum for the exploration ofwomen's experiences and emotions due to the manner in

which it has been designed. Having been created in direct opposition to the traditional

masculine fiction formula. Geraghty insists that the soap opera fonnat creates a feminine

spacc_ The soap opera has been created in a manner in which the storylines and the

characters exist within a personal sphere. Ail experiences and events are examined on a

personal level. Ali occurrences with the soap world are felt profoundly by both the

characters and the viewers. Unlike masculine programs that take a more superficial

stance. the soap opera deals with issues in depth. This manner of dealing with bath

commonplace and extraordinary situations reflecls the manner in which women have

been sacialized to funclion within society. Hence. aside From being distinct and contrar:

ta masculine fiction fonns. the soap opera functions in a manncr unlike any other
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television genre. According to Geraghty, it is not the domestic settings, or the exploration

of social problems, nor is it the predominance of strong female characters on soaps that

distinguish this genre from others. Soaps value the personal emotional relationship in a

manner unlike any other program on television. It is within the emotional relationships

that the complexity and dynamics are found, and it is primarily \Vornen who are deemed

responsible for shaping emotional relationships in Western culture. The represcmations

of female sex raies are not denigrated or disrespected. but are depicted with respect and

honoL

Thcrc has been a social split between action and contemplation. work and leisure.

rcason and emotion and ultimately bet\veen the masculine and the feminine. This split has

Icd to a devaluation of one form and promotion of the other. The social position that has

become second nature to most social individuals. regardless of cIass, race, political

stance. is to relate action, and work with progress.65 Depreciation orthe personal or

pensive and inflation of the public or active sphere lends ta the degradation of the soap

opera genre. In the context of the personal as a denigrated mode. it is logical that the soap

opera. a genre to which the personal is a staple. would also be belittled. '{et. "[sloaps

o\'ertum the deeply entrenched value structure \....hich is based on the traditional

oppositions of masculinity and femininity".oô In other words. soaps are a teIe-\'isual genre

lhat retlects the split bet\veen the masculine fonn ofphysicality and the femininc mode of

orality. Since the hallmark ofsoap opera is speech rather than motion. this genre stands in

direct opposition to the active mode 50 preferred by male viewer5. Therefore. the soap

'J~ Horace ~ewcomb. TV: The .\fost Popular 041'( (~ew York: Archon Books. 1974) 163.
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opera acts as a forum for self-development through resistance. ( shall explore this concept

further when ( discuss the role of gossip within the construction and expression ofthese

narratives later in this chapter.

Like gendered media, various narrative fonns and discursive fonnations also fall

along high/low lines. The practice of "gossip' as a feminine discursive mode is an issue

that has been analyzed by Patricia Meyer Spacks in her book. Gossip. Spacks isolates two

basic forms ofgossip by \Vay of defining it; the first is malicious talk that plays wÎth

reputations ofothers by circulating truths and half-truths about them. while the second 15

thoughtless chaner in the Heideggerian sense.bi These two fonns of gossip are

di fferentiated most importantly in terms of intent. While their goals are obscured by the

fact that they are unannounced. their purpose remains destructive in the case of the

former and competitive and critical in the case of the latter. The unspoken intention of

gossip indicates a self-propelled insistence on frivolity. This capriciousness protects the

participants by concealing both intention and identity. Gossip. as a discursive practice

that is characterized by frivolity is located in the larger distinction between public and

private spheres.

Spacks sites Richard Sennet who argues that the differentiation between public

and private spheres belongs to a relatively recent moment in history, specifically the late

l ïth century. The constitution of the public as weil as the pri\'ate \Vas defined both by

what was. as \vell as what it was not. '"The line drawn between public and privatc was

essentially one on which the daims of civility - epitomized by cosmopolitan. public

o· Chrisune Geraghty. Women and Soap Opera' A Srudy m Prrme Time Soaps (CambrIdge: Polity Pr~ss.

1991140.
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behavior - \Vere balanced against the daims of nature - epitomized by the family"""=' The

separation between the public and the private. the rational and the emotional and

ultimately the masculine and the feminine is relevant to the discourse of the high

culture/low culture debate for it underlines the gendered characterization of high culture

as \"alid. sane and masculine and the low or popular as paltry, silly and feminine. The

public sphere quickly became gendered as a masculine space while conversely, the

domestic setting, highlighted by emotion rather than rationality became gendered as

feminine space during the 19th century. High culture distinctions have traditionally

follov\o'ed the gendered distinctions of masculine vs. feminine spheres. Thus. high culture

became characterized by the rational. the prejudiced, and the refined while popular

culture came to be represented by the emotional. the frivolous, and the crude.

The distinction between public and private quickly evolved into a division

bet\veen cosmopolitan and domestic. Spacks locates gossip as a discursive practice that

tàlls under the rubric of the private sphere. By existing as a private modality. oppositional

ta the rationality of the masculinized public sphere. gossip as a form becomes femini/cJ

Belanging to the realm of the pri\·ate. Spacks asserts that gossip at once \"iolates daims of

civility as il empowers the participants by affecting change within the public sphere by

allowing it ta seep into public spaces and penetrate public opinion. Essentially. although

gossip may serve ta empower the subardinated group by sub\"ersi\"e1y affecting saclal

change. it is nevertheless a denigrated mode.

The denigration of the personal sphere faIls into a larger discourse of gendered

media that promotes the exclusion ofwomen. The soap opera cammunity and women in

~~ PatriCia ~teyer Spacks. Gossip (!'\ew York: Knopf. 1985) 6.
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general have historically been excluded from positions of respect. reputation. wealth and

power. We can say that the literary history excluding women begins with the First

Testament as Eve is blamed for the evils ofail humanity. We can also include Milton's

Paradise Lost in this lineage, and various Shakespearean plays. Yet, more

contemporaneously, we find the works ofCharlotte Perkins Stetson Gilman. Virginia

\Voolfand Simone de Beauvoir. In their writings these women address the

institutionalized exclusion and demeaning characterizations of which we are speaking.

\Vith regard to the notion of the "mad wornan·. Perkins Stetson Gi Iman writes. in "The

'{eHo\\' \Vallpaper". ofhow her retched surroundings. and her captivity combined with

the tàct that she is scarcely taken seriously when she speaks and is forbidden from wrinen

expression drives her to madness:

There cornes John, and 1 must put this away, - he hates to have me write a word.
We have been here for two weeks, and 1haven 't felt like writing before. since that
tirst day. 1am sitting by the window now, up in this atrocious nursery, and there
is nothing to hinder my writing as much 1 please, save lack of strength.69

As she hides from her husband, and appropriates the disorder that he has named her as

ha\'ing. our heroine is driven into the walls as it is. and ultimately into madness. The

notion of the hysterical woman is not a new one in the discourse of femininity or of

literature. Her falling into hysteria is at once her affliction and her cure. In the patriarchal

narrative that is driven by rationality. the woman is incapacitated by her emotional

excess. Yet. her affliction can be also seen as a resistive act. such as her writing. to the

dominant patriarchal epistemology. By not conforming to her pre-designed maternaI. and

spousal, role she is acting against the controlling masculine forces that have confined her

(j'; Charlotte Perkins Stetson Gilman. 'The Yellow \Vallpaper:' The ;\'ortOIl Book olAmencan Shan Srorrl.'\
ed. Peter S. Preseatt. (New York: \...."\V Sonon & Co., 1988) 139,
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in her yellow cell. Although she atternpts to empower herself. and assert her identity

through language, and words, her imprisonment prevents even this outlet for auto-poesis.

Hence. her sole retreat is into the depth of rnadness where she is liberated in a world

under herself. Representing the patriarchal voice ofwestem ideology, John considers our

heroine to have fallen into an abyss of loss and hysteria at the closing of the story.

However. a feminist reading ofthis text could consider her final actions to be her

withdra\val into freedom.

In "The Yellow \Vallpaper" the heroine had attempted to sustain her

independence. and her sanity through language. yet her attempts had failed for they \\ ere

never given the freedom to develop. 50 rnany wornen have been sequestered from \\riting

in history not only because they have not been granted the education to develop skills of

literacy, but because the demands of the home were far tao great to afford women the

time or the space to develop creative thoughts. In her book. A Room olGne's 0....,1.

\ïrginia \Voolfwrites of the absence offemales in literature, and the deductive manner in

which wornen today must leam of the lives ofwomen of days past:

~or shall we find her in any collection of anecdotes. Aubrey hardly mentions her.
She never \vrites her own life and scarcely keeps a diary: there are only a handful
ofher leuers in existence. She left no plays or poems by whieh we ean judge her.
\Vhat one wants. 1 thought - and why does not sorne brilliant student at ~e\\"nham
or Girton supply it? Is a mass of information~at what age did she maITY: ho\\
many ehildren had she as a rule: what \Vas her house like: had she a room to
herself~ did she do the cooking~ would she be likely ta have a servant? AIl these
facts lie somewhere. presumably. in parish registers and account books: the lire of
the average Elizabethan wornen must be scattered about somewhere. could one
colleet it and make a book of il. .. .1 eontinued looking about the bookshel\·es
again. is that nothing is known about wornen before the 18th century.-C)

-'l \'Irgmla Woolf. A Roon! ofOne 's OWlI and Three Guineas (London: \·!nrage. 1929) 42.
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Woolf is addressing the absence of female fiction writers in the history of English

literature. The situation is problematic for Woolf on severallevels. The practices of

socialization that keep women from reading and hence ofwriting is a great hindrance. for

it becornes increasingly difficult to develop a tradition ofwomen's literature when a prior

history is non-existent. Such is the case ofShakespeare's fictitious sister. This woman

would not have been afforded the same opportunities as her brother, not for lack 0 f

creativity. skill or talent but for her unfamiliarity with scholastics and her exclusion from

the social activities that are requisite for circulating one '5 work. Additionally. having

been excluded from the production of writing, wornen have been represented only

peripherally in stories written by and for men. Hence, it is as phantasms in literature that

women present themselves. While we might not have access to the diaries or poems of

the 19th century woman, we are able to deduce what her life might have been like. Thus.

there has evolved a tradition ofviewing ourselves from the backdoor, spying on our lives

from a darkened window. Years later, as we sit upon the dawn ofa new millennium. we

have only begun ta break away from this tradition of seeing ourselves as Gthers.

The credit goes to women such as Virginia Woolf who created a room for herself.

yct in tum created a roorn for aIl \Vomen. By having physical. as weil as mentaL spaccs

\vhere women are free to explore their thoughts and ideas. we ha\·e been able to

substantiate a literary tradition by and for \Vornen. Simone de Beauvoir addresses the

issue ofone's privacy and the role ofautonomy in The Prime ofLife. She writes

regarding her newly round independence:

From the moment [ opened my eyes every moming 1was lost in a transport 0 f
delight. When 1 was about 12 l suffered through not having a private retreat of my
own at home. Leafing through At/on Journal 1 had found a story about an English
school girl and gazed enviously at the colored illustration portraying her room.



ï-')
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There was a desk, and a divan. and shelves filled with books. Here. within these
gaily painted walls, she read and worked and drank tea. with noone walching her - •
how envious 1 feh! For the tirst time ever 1 had glimpsed a more fortunate way of
life than my own. And now, al long last, 1 roo had a room ro mJ'self":!

This short passage indicates the role that privacy plays in the development of a sense of

independence. and identity, Like so many women before her. de Beauvoir is expressing

her joy of having a sanctified space to herself. Literature is merely one faculty lhal

embodies the institutional exclusion ofwomen from culture,

In her book. rt7w[ does a rt'oma/l rVan[? Shoshana Felman sites the

deconslructionist theory of Jacques Derrida in order to unpack the epistemological

foundation of the hierarchical. dichotomous nature ofweslem culturallife. L~sing the

same technique employed by Luce lrigaray in her work, Speculum de l'aurrefemme -:.

Felman analyzes the concept of femininity not through autobiographical or testimonial

writings by wamen, but through imponant theoretical writings ofmen. ï
] While these

texts have not been \vritten to address \Vomen, they nevertheless represent the role of

femininity in philosophy and psychoanalysis:

Thus. the metaphysical logic of dichotomous oppositions which dominates
philosophical thought (Presence/Absence. Being/!\othingness. TruthError.
Same/Other. Identity/Difference. and so on) is. in fact. a subtle mechanism ùf
hierarchization which assures the unique valorization of the "positive" pole (th;lt
is. of a single term) and. consequently. the repressi\-c subordination of ail
"negativity:' the mastery of difference as such.-':

: SImone de Beauvoir. "The Pnme of Llfe" The Xonon Book of WomCJlS LU't::> cd. Phyllis Ro~e l '\,e'.\
York: \\'W ~onon Co.. 1993) 53-4
-~ Luce Ingaray. Speculum oftlze Other Woman crans, Gl1lian Gill (~ew York: Cornell Cnl\'erstry Pn:ss.
1987)

-~ Specltically, Freud's lecture entitled. "On FeminÎnÎty" in Ne\"'lntroduclory Lectures on Psychoanalysls
[rans. James Strachey (~ew York: ~orton. 1965)

-~ Shoshana Felman. JOral does a Woman 'fant.? (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins L'niversity Press. 19931
22-23. •
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The binaI)' conception ofpositive/negative and equally, ofmasculine and feminine has

resulted in the privileging of one tenn and the subordination of the other. Hence. the

theoretical subordination of the feminine to the masculine implicates the feminine as the

opposition, the other. Ultimately, femininity functions as the negative to the masculine

positive. Furthennore. lrigaray points out that a concealed agenda exists that is designcd

ta exclude women from the production of speech. lrigaray's contention follows that as

the ·other'. wornen are philosophically excluded from the principle of identity which is

dcfined as masculine. Thus, the conception of a being that neither cornes forth from the

masculine nor retums ta the masculine is immediately rejected. In response to the historie

exclusion ofwomen from aIl aspects ofsocial life Felman asserts that it is through the

feminist address that women shaH empower themselves.

Felman holds that there is a wide gap between the true story ofwomen. and the

notion ofwomanhood perceived by others. The questions for Felman are: how can you

write truthfully about me ifyou are fundamentally different from me, and, how can 1

beIicve \vhat 1 read about myself if it is being \\'ritten by someone radically contrat;.' ta

myself. The assertion that ··...\vomen must no longer live their lives in the houses and

staries afmen··75 refers 10 the notion that even the most pristine of female perspeet1\'es \5

embedded within patriarchy and as such has been intluenced by masculinity.

She shaws us that the continued labor towards the exorcism of the nlasculine

dimension of the female psyche. the recognition of one's autobiography. and ultimatcly

the testimonial of it is the fonnula for the reinsertion ofpawer into women 's lin~s. She

affinns that the tirst step to empowennent is reaching the understanding that by virtue of

-~ Felman 127.
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existing within a \vestem culture. ail fernale perspectives are embedded within patriarchy

and are thus relegated to a masculine point ofview. Regardless ofhow autonomous one

feels. ail wornen have been conditioned to adopt the universal, yet rnasculinized "1' when

reading. As a result ofthis infinitely restrictive point ofview, a woman's autobiography

is relegated to a chauvinistic slant. "Trained to see ourselves as objects and to be

positioned as the Other. estranged from ourselves. we have a story that by definition

cannat be sel f-present to us. a story that, in other words, is not a story, but must become a

5tory",-0 Thus. realizing one's own story. the stories ofall women and ultimately

becoming a feminist is a process that occurs over time and through reading. maintains

Felman. She contends that until a woman recognizes the masculine dimension \\ïthin her

own psyche. she is unable to tmly aniculate her autobiography. Furthermore. it is not

until the confession ofone's own survival that a woman develops an autobiography of

her own. Felman's argument follows that a feminist address is not only an act of

empowennent by which a wornan can speak ofher femininity, but it is a tool by which a

woman can recognize her natural distinction from men as weil.

The importance of speech is a theme that has been explored not only by \ïrginia

\\·oolf. and her peers. but by \:lary Ellen Brown in her discussion of gossip in Soap

Opera and rVomen 's Talk: The Pleasure ofResistance. Akin ta the aforementioncd

theories proposed by Spacks that \'iew gossip as a female discursi\'e practice. 8ro\\n

identifies gossip as the primary form of feminine discourse. She considers it to be a

bricollage ofwomen's' lives. Brown addresses the role ofgossip in women's' li"cs. and

women 's' culture. She contends that like soap operas and popular female narratives in

'" Felman l~.
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general, gossip and women's' culture in general is badly regarded. The dictionary

definition for gossip, as provided by Brown. can be broken do\vn to t\VO main parts.

Gossip is defined as. ·•...a woman friend who cornes at birth.. ." and......idle. malicious.

scandalous tales...... This definition illustrates the manner in which wom~n's' culture has

been institutionally considered. She states that while women's' talk is unifonnly

characterized as gossip. men that speak publicly are most often preachers. orators.

diplomats and politicians.77 The aforementioned definition is one that contributes to the

characterization ofwomen's speech as insignificant and trivial. The t\vo parts of the

definition seem to be concurrently entwined and contradictory. While the \Vornan friend

that enters one's life is seen as a confidante. and a source ofspiritual or emotional

support, the meaning ascribed to the activity of gossiping shifts to have a much more

malignant capacity in the second half of the definition. Brown proposes that women' s

talk, especially gossip, has come to he considered superficiaI. and petty. due to the

subject matter with which it is concemed. She suggests that, .....the peripherality of the

concems expressed in women's talk to the important public issues ofpower. war and

commerce Ied to the characterization of women 's' culture as trivial and idle. if not

actually evil in its distraction ofthought from higher things... ':"8 Thus. the relationship

between women and speech seems to be. if nothing else. problematic.

Ho\\'. one might ask. do we move from the feminist address and gossip to SOJp

operas? One of the possible answers seems to be in the continuous labeling of women' s'

culture and discursive fonns as vain. idle. trivial, and trashy. Furthermore. both soap

~1Jry Ellen Brown. Soap Opera and Wamen 's Talk: The Pleasure ofReSIstance (Califomia: Sage
Publications Led., 1994) 184.
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operas and gossip are open-ended narratives that resist the patriarchal drive for closure.

and resolution. The technical dimensions of the genre heighten the importance of the

words. Salem (Days ofour Lives). Pine Valley (Ail My Children). Port Charles (General

Hospital) and Bay City (Another World) represent worlds ofdialogue. not actÎon. There

is no real action on the shows. As Horace Newcomb mentions. ·•...our concern is with the

dialogue. and the camera insists that our attention remain there. offering us a close-up

cithcr of the speaker or the Iistener,·.79 Even when the scene is one that callS for

numerous people to fill a room at a wedding or a funeral or in a restaurant. the camera

quickly focuses upon the characters, and their words. The actors of the programs are

forced to Ieam a methodology of acting that is centered on the tàce. and the language.

unlike primetime actors that employ the body more dynamically. Thus, rather than deri\'c

action from bodily motion. the action of the programs originates within the dialogue

itself It is in this way that the soap opera genre creates a space for women that is unique

and fundamentally different from their primetime counterparts. Christine Geraghty

cxplains the manner in pleasure is derived through the narrative style of the soap opera:

For the household drudge. the soap operas, with their slow pace. repetition.
dislocated and overlapping stol)' lines and their emphasis on the ordinary rather
than the glamorous. provide a narrative which can be understood without the
concentration required by prime time television.sl)

Although this explanation implies that soap opera \"iewers are Incompetent. and unabk 10

comprehcnd the dynamics ofnighttime programs. upon closer inspection. this comment

does not denote the condescending tone it seems to at first glance. \\nat is meant by thiS

" Brown 185.

'. '~wcomb 168.

." G~ragh[y 43.
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comment. rather, is that as women are occupied within the home with innumerous,

overlapping chores, they are not granted the stasis required for primetime television

viewing. By being forced to remain mobile throughout the day. either by keeping the

dinner from burning, or by keeping the child from choking on her toys, female viewers

watch the shows in a fragmented and distracted manner. Thus. by focusing on the

dialogue rather than the action, and by repeating and fragmenting the stories. women are

able to follow the narratives with ease and pleasure.

Additionally. soap operas are akin to gossip in that the content ofboth fonns are

occupied with issues that are relevant to women's' lives. The narratives within the sho\\.'s

themselves are rife with gossip. Mothers are talking about their daughters, \Vomen are

talking about their husbands, and friends are talking about one another. This stress on

orality is representative of the oral nature oftelevision in general but is particularly

focused upon in soap operas. Jack Levin and Arnold Arluke point out in their book.

Gossip: The Inside Scoop that, .....the average soap opera is written in such a \Vay that the

audience can scoop on the characters and observe their reactions,',8\ In other "vords. the

manner in which the majority of the soap opera narratives are wriuen allows tht: viewer

to spy on the characters in every dimension of their personal lives. During housekeeping.

lovcmaking, working, and child rearing, the viewer is voyeuristically speculating and

moralizing on the action, and behavior of their preferred heroine. Furthermore. the

narratives are constructed in such a way that the viewer is often infonned of a bit of

information or "gossip" long before the characters. The \"iewer is placed in a position of

knowledge and thus ofpower over the characters. Being in this position ofpower. the

"1 Arnold Arluke and Jack Levin, Gossip: The Inside Scoop (~e\'.· York: Plenum Press. 1988) 38.
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\'iewers are invited. and even encouraged. to gossip about the lives of the personalities by

carresponding with one another. and with the networks. Modleski comments on the

position of the viewer. and affords her the power to forgive ail. By being infonned of ail

of the talk on and around the shows, H ••• the spectator/mother. identifying with each

character in tum, is made to see "the larger picture' and extend her sympathy ta bath

sinner and the victim".82 l\10reover. soap operas provide a resistive pleasure to the

dominant patriarchal idealogy by allowing the vie\vers ta gossip about the narratives In J.

manner that defies dominant conceptions of reality. By panicipating, al least vicariously

in the li ves of the characters. the viewers are invited to converse about the characters as

though they exist in real life.83 Fans treat the characters and the shows as seriously as

they would treat their own family. Fans circulate famiIy trees that assign dates ofbirth to

the characters, and celebrate the anniversaries ofboth personalities and programs. The

notion of gossip, and soap operas serving a resistive purpose is developed later in the

chapter as 1explore Bourdieu's concept of 'cultural capital'. Hence. the discursi\'e fonn

of gossip is idealized and legitimized by the genre while the gossip net"'orks that han?

been established reinfarce a feminist pleasure contrary to the dominant male ideology,

The role that speech, language and words play in women's lives undennines the

perpetuaI categorization of \Vomen as hysterical. The da~lime seriaI drarna is one 0 f the

few popular narrative forms that create a Iegitimized space for women to express thclr

conccms and experiences. Furthennore. the rich spoken text that exists beyond the

narrati\'es themseives underlines the importance that women place on the creation of

': \1odleski 93.

,~ Brown 195,
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communities where their voices can and will he heard. Yet, like the genre itseif. the soap

opera sub-culture and the entire category of fandom is marginalized and even feared.

It is clear that there is a predominance of femaie viewers of soap operas.

Consequently, the majority of the fans are femaie as weIl. It is precisely these women th'-lt

are subjected to the highest degree of attack and mockery by mainstream culture. These

troops of \vomen are dedicated to their favorite programs and preferred stars. yet their

dedication is persistently regarded as fanaticaI, excessively emotionaI, and e\'en

pathological. Although fandom is a category that is unilaterally denigrated. the soap

opera community is panicularly ridiculed.

In her article, "Fandom as Pathology: The Consequences ofCharacterization".

Joli Jensen suggests that there are two primary definitions of a . fan'. She suggests that

these two images are socially constructed, and are based less on the actual personalities

orthe individual fans than on a critique of modem sociallife.84 Her argument contains

several key factors. First, Jensen identifies the distinction between the fan and the sel f.

She claims that the tenn fan and the social category of fans is one that is congruent \\ ith

the ·other·. She makes the distinction bet\\'een "us', the professional, the educated. and

the reputable and 'them', the fanatics, the overly emotional, the nuts. Furthennore. she

asserts that when "\\'e' admire certain works of art, or sports. we consider ourselves not to

be làns. but ta be patrons. aficionados. or even callectors and connoisseurs. She explains

that this distinction is one that falls on high culture/low culture lines. where lo\\" or

popular cultural activities are deemed less worthy of praise. and its admirers social

deviants. and potentially dangerous. Second, Jensen identifies t\Vo basic forms in which

..: Joli Jensen. "Fandom as Pathology: The Consequences ofCharactenzatlon" The Adorlng Audit!/lct' ed.
LIsa .-\. LeWIS (London: Routledge. 1992) 9.
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the' fan' appears; the loner~ and the mass crowd. She asserts that bath are equally

dangerous. She wrîtes. •·...there is very liule literature that explores fandom as a nonnal.

e\'eryday cultural or social phenomenon. Instead. the fan is characterized as (at least

potentiaIly) an obsessed loner. suffering from a disease of isolation, or a frenzied crowd

member. suffering from a disease of contagion".85 She explains that these

characterizations are infused \vith a critique ofmodern life. Each character becomes

emblematic of the 'alienated modem man' that is 50 easily s\vayed to madness.

Thus. fandom is quickly linked with fanaticism. deviance. and irrationality. On

the opposite end of the continuum. however, we find the connoisseurs and the

aficionados. These admirers differ from fans in two respects: the objects oftheir desire.

and their mode of admiration. More often than not, the abjects of desire by the aficionado

lie within the realm ofhigh culture, while the fan admires the work ofpopular culture.

Hence. excess, and emotional enthusiasm characterize fandom~ while connaisseurs

display affinity and admiration politely, and calmly. The connaisseur is deemed as

rational. and unemotional. and thus. benign. There is a cIear implication here that

fandom. excess. emotion and danger are intemvined.

However, in attempting to break down this conception of the 'fan' Jensen draws a

parallel between the conception of the obsessed fans (either as loner or mob) and

scholarly de\·otion to academia. She c1aims that professors. coin collectors. and

audiophiles follow the same patterns of devotion while they are rarely consldcred

dangerous. Jensen suggests that respectable professionals such as University professors

constantly cross the line dividing the rational and the irrational. the normal and the

~~ Jensen 13.
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deviant, and the logical and the emotional without pathological consequences by

respectable professionals such as University professors.86 She points out that scholarly

dedication to a body of work or a school of thought demands as much interest, and

emotional investment as does being a rock music or soap opera fan. Thus, participation

within the academic milieu is shrouded in a language of rationality and sobriety that

camouflages the extreme emotional attadunents feh by intellectuals to their work. Jensen

herself admits that the popular conception of fandom is one that highlights the

marginality of the individual rather than their competence and comprehensive kno\'.·ledge

of a subject matter. She confesses that proclaiming herself to be a fan of the subject ofher

research (country music) would imply that she has become, ··...emotionally engaged with

unworthy cultural figures and fonns".8i Jensen maintains that the language of fandom is

one that is highly condescending, unnecessarily pejorative. and is rooted in the distinction

of 'us' the 'rational' and, 'them' the 'emotional'. This distinction is a compelling one. for

il retums the analysis to the binary of the reasonable, and the hysterical. This is a

~endered distinction, to which women have fallen victirn for countless vears. The bina{\.o- . .

of the rational and the emotional as competitive opposites is illustrated through the soap

opera sub-culture.

The soap opera sub-culture acts as a forum for the exploration of issues rele\·ant

and integral to women's' li\"es within a space that is sanctified specifically for femakso It

is an unpolluted space where the exploration ofwomen's' issues is not ridiculcd or

bclittled. Soap operas create a space where wornen can unite. where they can help each

", J~nsen 21 .

.- J~nsen 23.
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other and leam from one another. While soaps have been doing this for years. the past

few decades have seen a increase in mediated sub-networks for soap opera viewers.

Y1 agazines88 (appendix 1. 1-4), and newsletters89 abound (appendix 2.1-2), whi le the

numbers90 of web sites. and newsgroups continue to gro\...·.

As radio audiences have been analyzed. so too have television viewers. A great

deal of television research deals with audience viewing patterns and habits: da}1ime

television is no exception. In the early 1940s, Herta Herzog studied daytime radio

listeners resulting in a portrait of the typical soap opera fan that would rernain for ncarly

three decades. 91 Her pro fi le 0 f radio 1isteners was based upon research found to i Il ustratc

the differences between radio listeners and non-listeners. Her characterization included

social participation, intellectual range, concem with public affairs and communication

habits. She detennined that radio Iisteners were Iikely to be \Vornen who were somewhat

isolated From their community. She speculated that these wamen might have had

difficulty establishing or maintaining relationships with other people. She aiso suggested

that the intellectual range of Iisteners was Iess broad than that ofnon-listeners and their

intcrests were narrowly focused on people like themselves rather than the larger

community around them. This picture of the seriaI Iistener endured even as the genre

mo\'ed from radio to television. In 1985. a comparable sun'ey procured quite different

., \1J.:;Jzmt::; currenrly avadable mclude: Soap Opera Digest. Soap Opt:r~ :\t:\\s. Soap's Gr(.'~t~'5t lbl! Il(

Fame. Soaps 10 Depth. Soap Opera Cpdate. Soap Opera ~tagazme and 5ùap Opera \\'eekl~

, . .-\11 of the fan clubs for both mdlndual actors and shows dlstnbute nl..'wsl~ttl..'rs.

"" For example. http: W\,,·w.spe.sony.com soapcltydayS! for the Days of our LIves web site, Soml..' Days of
our Ll\'CS pcrformers have mdependent sites. See the Alhson Sweeney (Sami Brady ofDays ofour LI\·t:Sf
web site ae: httr: \\\\\\.ahsons\\eeneV.Lom or the ~telissa Brennan Reevcs (formerly Jennifer Horton of
Days of our Lives) web site at: hnp:,wv.w.geocitics.com'HollywoodBoulevard'8319.

'.1 Herta Herzog. "\Vhat Do \\"e Really Know About Daytime SeriaI Listeners"!" RadIO Research ed. Paul r
Lazarsfeld and Frank~. Stanton (~ew York: Essential Books. (943) S.
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results. The 1985 survey reflects a widely varied audience composition. The main factors

that detennined soap opera viewing in the 80s were age and gender, rather than marital

status, incorne, education and career orientation.92

The habits of viewers in the 1980s reflect nonnal viewing habits of television in

general. While younger viewers (1-10) would fill their free afternoons with outdoor

activities. male and fernale viewers aged between Il and 20 would fill their time

watching television. However. as teenagers moved into adulthood. males continued to

\\"atch the same amounts of daytime television. while \Vomen decreased viewing times.

Changes in marital status. professional commitment. children, and household

commitments contributed to the changes in female viewing habits. Although females

continued to watch occasionally between the ages of 21 and 40. they did so by

videotaping and viewing them at more convenient times. Viewers between the ages of 21

and 40. both male and female, chose soap operas as their preferred fonn of daytime

television.

Daytime television programmers have a vested interest in their audience and are

genuinely concerned \Vith the preferences oftheir viewers. The statistieal researeh that

has been done in attempt to define the daytime viewing audience is conducted for \'ery

specifie reasons. \Vhile a detailed audience profile assists the wnters in better targeling

their audiences. it also affords net\\lork officiais with the necessary infonnation on how to

besl manipulate the audience in order to procure the greatest possible revenues. Hc.:ncc.:. ln

nearly e\·ery soap opera related publication. readers are in\"Îted to write to the programs.

..: \-1anlyn ~tatelski. The Soap Opera Emlulion: America·s Endurlng Romance with DaYllme Drama
(London: ~tcFarlanCo. Pubhshers. 1988) 40.
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comment on their likes and dislikes, inquire about fan c1ubs,q} and 50 on (appendix 3),

For example, Soap Opera Digest provides the addresses for the three main net\vorks in

every issue (appendix 4). The April 1997 edition ofSoap Opera Update reserved an

cntire page for the leuers and messages sent in by fans. The caption for the column. Soap

Forum encapsulates its raison d'être, It reads, "[(s your tum to comment on what makes

you crazy!", Soap Opera Digest sets aside several pages per issue to print the comments

of the fans in the feature "Sound Off' (appendix 5). Every issue of Soap Opera Dlgesl

includes a t'.vo-page feature dedicated solely to viewer responses. The caption for the

feature article entitled. "Love it. Hate if' read, "Our readers are a vocal bunch. \Vhen

something is on their minds. they let us kna\\'. In this feature. Soap Opera Digest gi\'es

viewers the chance to sing the praises of their favorite soap storylines - or blow off steam.

From the responses, ifs c1ear that daytime fans agree... to disagree" (appendix 6). Even

the editors of the magazines are unable to resist the temptation ofvoicing their opinions.

The editors of Soap Opera Digest speak freely oftheir preferences in the column,

"Thumbs Up & Down!" (appendix 7). This system of feedhack has opened up the door to

a reciprocal exchange of ideas. information. and reactions between fans outside of the

nctworks' auspices. Fans are encouraged to correspond between one another. Fan club

ncwsleuers include the names and addresses of women that seek pen pals who wish to

gossip about their favorite soap. The soap publications ha\'e also begun to follo\\" this

trend by including the names and addresses of tàns seeking other ràns. SOl/fi Operd

DIgesl has begun featuring this type of mailing list. The editorial comments under the

tille. "Pen Pals" reads as follows (appendix 8):

-.' "Club Corner!'· InSlde Days ofour Ln'es luly I99Î: 62.
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Want to dish daytime's storylines and stars with new friends? Each month. well
print selected names and addresses of readers who are looking for pen pals from
aIl over. Ifyou want to be a pen pal, send your name, address. or post office box
and a list of shows you watch to: Pen Pals, cio Soap Opera Digest, 45 West 25th
Street. New York, NY 10010.94

From these types of invitations, the networks receive thousands of letters weekly from

concerned fans. Individual actors receive uncountable numbers of leuers each week

depending upon their exposure and their popularity. Actors are rated on both the quantity

ofmail they receive. as well as the quality of the letters. Each actor strives for an equal

balance between positive and negative letters. for this balance indicates a strong intcrest

for the character. The daytime audience is fully aware oftheir power to contribute ta and

manipulate the narratives, and are among the most vocal of ail television viewers. ln

1977, when a Days of our Lives story called for Deidre Hall' s character of Dr. Marlena

Evans to be kiIled, fans overloaded the NBC switchboard with phone calls complaining

about the decision. Thus. rather than kill off the beloved character of Marlena. the writers

decided to kill off Marlena's twin sister Samantha instead. The fans succeeded in

accomplishing their mission. Deidre Hall and Marlena Evan can still be found in Salem

on Days of our Lives today. Beyond their concem for the actors. viewers are e:;pecially

attentive to the \vays in which issues that have a particular rele\'ance to women's' Ii\'es

arc dealt with on the shows. Moreover. as aforementioned. since the network decision-

makers are preoccupied \Vith developing viewer identi fication wÎth the characters in order

LO increase profits. they make an effort to listen to the interests orthe \'iewing audience

and reflect those preferences within the narratives. Consequently. when a large enough

number of vie\vers arrive at a consensus that a certain character or story is not being dealt

'l,t "Pen Pals ., Soap Opera Digest March 1996: 53,
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with properly, they make their opinions known, and move to have the problem repaired.

This type of audience/network relationship is exclusive to da}1ime television. Even prime

time soap operas cannot boast of the same type ofreciprocal feedhack network that marks

daytime.

In this sense, women are united as they fight for their voices to be heard. and

onen times. they are successful. Interestingly. the soap opera subculture unites women

that would othenvise have very little in common. The soaps speak to women across raclai

lines. c1ass divisions, educational differences. and age groups. Thus, the implication i5

that the soap opera addresses issues that \Vomen feel they can identify as belonging ta

them. and not to men. Although the different characters are appealing to different people.

the trend nevertheless remains that the characters of the narratives, and not the plots

impact a1l viewers. This type of relationship that is nurtured between viewer and

character is fundamental to the soap opera genre. which is based on traditional \'-'omen' s'

culture that values individuals, emotions. and empathy. The primacy of the character o\'er

plot i5 tùndamental to genre not only in fostering viewer identification. but in heightening

the emotional relationships between viewer and audience. Even as the characters and

staries change to meet the changing interests of the viewers. emotional identification

remains the primary fonn of the narratives. The common denominator among aIl of the

daytime programs is that they operate on an emotionaI. super discursive level that sen'es

as a textual entry-point by women regardless of social position. The reader responses by

viewers in magazines retlect the perceived sense ofreality wi1hin the stories on an

emotional level. \Vith regard to Ali My Children's Kelsey and Anita. a concemed fan

from Phoenix. Arizona writes:

•
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It's unbelievable that Ali My Children's Kelsey could keep the truth about Bobby
from Anita. The star-crossed teen needs to know that Bobby fathered Kelsey's
baby, and that he refuses to face facts. Unfortunately. Anita is excited about her
relationship with the arrogant Bobby and is being fooled into thinking that his
proclamations of love are true. Someone needs to get the record straight for .4Jlita
before il' s too late.9s

The tone of this short letter is c1early one of concem for the characters. She expresses her

interest in them at a similar level that one \vould speak of intimate friends or family

members. In the April 23 1996 issue of Soap Opera Digest another devoted fan wrires of

bath characters and the actors on her favorite show:

Days of our Lives should be commended for its February sweeps effort. 1 IO\'cd
the fact that Lexie is Stefano's daughter. even thaugh 1 suspected it aIl along.
Tanya Boyd (Lexie) played out their scenes effectively. Peter's reaction ta the
discovery ofTony's diary was sincere. John's scenes with Marlena and the
children tugged on the heartstrings. As for Marlena and Stefano; Marlena beat
hirn at his own game. It's nice to see a heroine - instead of a hero - for a change.'l()

\\!hile the tone ofthis letter is one that depicts a viewer's concem for the show, it is

clearly a letter of praise. This vie\\!er, however, speaks of the prograrn with greater

transparency between the characters and the actors that did the Phoenix, Arizona resident.

This letter also reflects the viewer's level ofexpertise. and knowledge of the show. \\'hile

this reader has a finn grasp of the familial relations within their context. this \"iewer is

also able to read the narrative in order to suspect. and even predict the outcomes orthe

stories. ~e\'ertheless, the t\\to aforernentianed letters are character based. A fan from

Cliffside Park. New Jersey writes to Soap Opera Digest orher impression orthe storyline

in\'oh'ing hornosexuality:

1am a heterosexual fernale, and it astounds me that Ali \tly Children \"iewers arc
sharply divided about whether the Michael homosexuality storyline is suitable for
daytime. Homosexuality is a part of life, whether we Iike it or not. Sorne of my

.,:, ··Sound Ofr" Soap Opera Digest March 1996: 141.

~~ ··Sound Ofr" Soap Opera Digest April 1996: 140.
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co-workers are gay men. and even though [ don't agree with their lifestyle. l do
believe that AMC's storyline is realistic and sensitive - and definitely not
sensationalism. This is life in the ·90s. and sorne people need to get their heads

q-:-
out of the sand..

[n aIl three letters it is evident that the role of emotional realism is ofprimary imponance

in developing and maintaining the viewers' relationships with the characters. \tlore than

any other television text. the soap opera narratives foster strong bonds between the

viewers and the characters by manipulating time. and heightening emotional credibility.

By pro\"iding viewers with a venue for their responses to plot developments. and

characteriactor changes. the magazines reinforce the viewer/soap relationship.

Participation in the sub-culture heightens the enjo~ment of shows by sen'ing as a

forum for the practice of ernpathetic identification, and morai and ernotional problem

solving. By focusing on this kind ofnarrative mode, the shows simultaneously reinforce

and inspire traditional wornen 's culture. For many viewers. watching the shows is merely

the beginning of the soap opera experience. For vast numbers of women. the actual

seriaIs are merely entry points into a world of soaps. and glorified \Vornen's traditions.

\lyriads ofwomen take the content of the shows. and speak ofthem with friends.

relatives and neighbors. By talking about the shows. and reli\"ing the plot de\"clopmems.

the \"iewers heighten their involvement with the programs and the characters thus

increasing their enjo)'ment of the genre.

:\11 of these letters. magazine columns and in\"itations by networks for \"iewer

responses culminate to the sum of what John Fiske identi ties as the 'tertiar)' tex!'. In his

book. Television Culture he introduces the concept orthe Leniar)' text" as a legitimate

source of participatory pleasure that tele\"ision viewers. soap opera \'iewers in particular.

,;- "Sound orr" Soap Opera Diges! April 1996: 140.
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engage in. The tertiary text is an element ofhis theory espousing the virtues of the

intertextuality oftelevision that reinforces the blurring of the lines bet\veen fiction and

reality to heightening viewer identification with the characters. "These are the texts that

the viewers make themselves out oftheir responses, which circulate orally or in letters to

the press. and which work to fonn a collective rather than an individual response... lJ8

E.."en the language employed by Fiske in describing the nature of the "tertiary text'

underlines the importance of the viewer. and the creation of community" The verbal

nature of the dramas spills over from the narratives themselves into the sub-cultural

networks that exist beyond the shows. Additionally. the sense of community and the

empowerment that is provided by participation within the sub-culture is reinforced by the

cultural capital that is acquired over long periods of involvement.

Legions of wornen worIdwide write letters, partake in online chats, and subscribe

to fan clubs. Such activities constitute a friendship network based on the soap operas.

These outlets provide wornen in a space in which they may experience and share the

pleasure of soap opera viewing. The friendships made plug women into a social nctwork

\\"here their knowledge and expertise is not only valued but is revered. The soap opera

subculture functions as aIl subcultures do - they unite people and validate their

experiences. In the following chapter. 1 look at the ways in \\'hich the soap opera is an

cntry point for thousands of \Vornen into a world of meaning and pleasure.

.,~ Flskc:. Tele\"ISIOn 124.
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Cbapter Four
Contradictions and Misunderstanclings: Tbe Polities of Pleasure

In the preceding three chapters [ have speculated upon the discursive placement of

the soap opera within the schism between high culture and Iow culture, the representation

of women on daytime tele\"ision and the subculture that has grown out of these shows"

Rcgardless of the competing discourses revolving around the genre - in the press. in

ad,-ertising. among media cri tics. joumalists and intellectuals - soap operas ha\"c

managed to pierce the experiential worlds of millions of ,"iewers worldwidc_ There IS no

doubt lhat these shows generate a certain fascination. Ho'\"e'"er. this fascination. as '\"1 th

most pleasurable experiences. is difficult to describe. While ~ielsen ratings c1early

indicatc that millions ofwomen watch the shows. recording the motivations for thcir

continuous viewing in a meaningful way is not unproblematic. From the theories put

forth in the tirst chapters we can be sure of at Ieast one thing - that the soap opera

represents a pleasurable experience for wornen" The question ofpleasure is a crucial one

lor il takes us beyond the analysis of the genre and brings us to the relationship that

wornen ha'"e with both the shows and the characters therein.

People '...-atch tele\"ision soap operas because they find them to be entertaining."

\\"hilc ad,"ertising can introduce an individual to a certain program and possibly

encourage an indi,·idual to watch. nobody is forced to watch television. 1am asking \,hat

hrings women to watch these shows and keep them dedicated through the years? By

asking this question. 1 am actually" trying to determine the elements that constitute the

pleasurcableness of watching soap operas. 1 have indicated throughout the tirst threc

•

chapters ofthis work that women enjoy a positive relationship with the daytime soap

opera. Here. [ explore the discourse ofpleasure in the context of the soap opera genre anJ •
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demonstrate that the soap opera and ilS subcultural community can he presented and

taken seriously within the framework of issues conceming pleasures of the text and its

relatianship ta ideology and cultural politics.

The pleasure associated with watching soap operas is complex and the value of

this pleasure, as with the value of aIl leisurely activity, is widely debated. Although the

pleasure associated with mast such activities including theatre-going or learning to play a

musical instrument is socially acceptable. the pleasures associated \Vith popular cultun:

are usually suspect. This is especially true ofwomen's genres and the pleasure associated

with them. Although \\'omen watch soaps much in the same way that men \vatch and talk

about sports, in dominant discourse soap operas are still often spoken of as trash_ Like

men that watch sports in groups and share the experience together, women 0 ften share the

experience of watching soap operas with other women. The activity of watching

television, for many women, becomes a communally shared experience. They identi fy

with favorite characters (as men pick favorite athletes) and women also predict the future

of the stories based on past behavior as men predict the outcome of a game or a series

Yet. criticism ofsoap opera pleasure dates back to the early days of the radio

soaps \vhen attacks sternmed from sources as varied as the medical cornmunity and the

popular press (Arnheim 1944). ~10re recently, ho\'..-ever. researchers have managed ta

locate and explain the pleasure derived from watching soap operas. Howe\-er. the theories

that have been made available are quite distinctive from one another - so distincti\"c that

they seem almost contradictory. Bath len Ang (1985) and Mary Ellen Brown (1987)

locate viewers' pleasure in a negotiation of identification with and fantasy about the

characters and the narratives. Janice Rad\vay (1984) and Tania \10dleski (1983) ha\"e
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both argued that the consumption of traditional feminine texts provides a means of

resisting patriarchal discourse. [n this chapter. let us look more c10sely at these theories.

Pleasures of the Text

Viewer pleasure can be found in the narrative structure of the daytime seriaI. The

implicit characteristics of the soap opera form are congruent with the interests and

patterns ofwomen's lifestyles. Ail of the elements of the soap opera have been designed

to clicit a certain familiarity and pleasure trom its predominantly female audience. The

characteristics of the soap opera genre have been summarized by ~-tary Ellen Brown as

including: 1) the centrality of female characters. 2) the characterization of the female

characters as powerful, 3) multiple characters and plots as \vell as multiple point (If '·Ie'\.

4) the portrayal ofmany of the male characters as 'sensitive' men. 5) an emphasis on

problem solving. 6) a stress placed on the intimacy of conversation that propeI the

narrative rather than on action. 7) plots that hinge on relationships bet\veen people, 8) the

home as the central location of the show. 9) concerns for non-dominant groups being

taken seriously. 10) use of time that parallels actual time. 1Il seriai forro that resists

narrative c10sure and 11) the abrupt segmentation between parts without a cause-anJ

etTect relationship between segments.99 Ali ofthese characteristics mark the soap opera

genre as di fferent from other forms of television fiction. These characteristics also ser\"c

to gcnerate a profound psychological relationship between the ,·iewer and the program.

As the aforementioned elements characterize the genre. they also represent the

mainstream idea of femininity in dominant culture and as such are tenets of the

hegemonic order. They are nevertheless familiar to female soap opera viewers. and this

•
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familiarity engenders a certain level ofunderstanding arnong vie\vers in which \Vomen

take pleasure. Later in this chapter 1explain how women use the characteristics of the

shows to attain a resistive pleasure.

While the structure and style of the shows resonate with viewers in tenns of

familiarity. there is also the question ofpleasure that is implicit in the text. In the

narratives of dominant culture. pleasure lies in its resolution, In soap operas. the pleasure

of the text lies less in the telling ofthat truth than in the hope ofseeing the truth un\'cikd.

Traditional stories adhere to the fonnula ofhaving a clear beginning, middle and end.

The aim of most traditional narratives is the revelation of a truth or a retum to order. Th~

soap opera. however. breaks from tradition and provides viewers with an endless mîddlc.

resolution constantly being thwarted by additional intrigue. mystery and drama. The daily

seriality of the fonn force dramatic conventions that overtly postpone resolution. This

style is a metaphoric representation. according ta Modleski. ofwomen's lives. [n their

raies as caregivers and homemakers, \Vomen are painfully aware that even in fiction. the

revelation of the truth is not inevitabIe or uninterrupted. Thus. \Vomen find pleasure in

drama that reflects this reality. In soap operas. closure is an impossibility. Inskad.

\'Îewers are offered temporary resolutions. momentary reprieves. pseudo-endings \\hich

at once provide relief (albeit temporary) and further elaboration of the text. It is the

negotiation between that which is shov.:n and that which is not shown. that which is

resoh"cd and that which is not. that generates pleasure, This understanding of the impliclt

pleasure of the soap opera structure breaks \Vith that pro\'ided bl' Roland Bathers in

Pleasures ofthe Text. He asserts that:

.•.• ~1ary Ellen Brown. "~fot1ey ~oments: Soap Opera. CamlvaL GOSSlp and [he Power of the L'tterance"
Tdc\'l5lOfl and Women"s Culture, (London: Sage. 1990).
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The pleasure of the text is not the pleasure of the corporeal striptease or of
narrative suspense. In these cases, there is no tear, no edges: a graduai unveiling: •
the entire excitation takes refuge in the hope of seeing the sexual organ
(schoolboy's dream) or in knowing the end of the story {novelistic satisfaction}.
Paradoxically (since it is mass-consumed), this is a far more intellectual pleasure
than the other: an Oedipal pleasure (to denude, to know, to leam the origin and
the end), if it is true that every narrative (every unvei ling of the truth) is a staging
of the (absent, hidden, or hypostatized) father - which \vould explain the solidarity
of narrative forrns, of family structure, and of prohibitions of nuditv. aIl collected
. 1· h h fN ah' . h· k d ((~OIn our cu ture ln t e rnyt 0 • 0 s sons covenng IS na e ness.

According to Barthes. the pleasure of the text is the resolution. the return to order. the

revelation of truth. Howe\·er. in the case of the soap opera. there is no end. no resolution

and no retum to order. Rather. the viewers. and the characters. are frozen in a timeless

middle. Truth for wornen. according to Modleski. " ... is seen to lie not at the end of

expectation but in expectation, not in the retum to order but in (familial) disorder.·· iui The

narrative striptease of the soap opera leaves gaps in the story lines where vie\vers are able

and even encouraged to insert their own talk ofwhat they feeI should and will happen.

Delays in the resolution of the stories encourage viewers to second-guess the story lines.

And they do - \Vith enthusiasm. Fan magazines further encourage this behavior by

printing letters wntten by readers in the magazines and by www fan sites crcatmg onlinc

chat rooms where viewers can speak to one another and so t'ortho Thus. the soap opera.

\\'ith its infinite structure and repetitive fonnat reveal layers upon layers ofpleasure for Its

increasingly adoring audience. The gossip networks conflict with and effecti\·ely disahk

dominant discourse as it simultaneously validates traditional feminine fonns of

storytell ing.

:1~J Roland Barthes. "Pleasures of the Text:' A Critical and Cultural TJreory Reader. ed. Anthony Easthope
and Kate \1cGowan. (Buckmgham: Open L·ni\"ersity Press. 1994) 96.

.'J 1 \1odleski 88. •
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The validation ofthis identity is further ratified by the implicit structure of the

genre. according to Modleski. and the focus on the mother that reassures the viewer that

her own role as mother is invaluable. The family and their role within the family is. for

many women. an important clement oftheir identity. The soap opera presents the vie\ver

with a picture of the family that, while constantly in the throws of turbulence. always

stays together in large part because of the efforts of the mother. Thus. at least according

ta \10dleski. both the narrative structure and thematic content of the soap opera reinforce

a sense of importance. dependence and power upon the mother (both character and

viewer). Pleasure is found in the knowledge that misery is not the sign of a family

breaking down. as is the case with the 19th century women's nove!. but a sign of its

nonnalcy. and its perseverance. Modleski points out that, ·•...as long as children are

unhappy, as long as things don't come to a satisfying conclusion. the rnother will be

needed as confidant and adviser, and her function will never end.',102 Ultirnately. this is a

utilitarian pleasure for viewers that find a validation oftheir identity in the narrative style

of the soap opera.

Pleasure of Identification & Fantasy

Theorists have put forth that a possible explanation for the pleasure found ln

watching soap operas is generated from a sense of psychological identification that t:lkes

place between the viewers and the characters. This identification. however. is an clement

of fantasy - fantasy that is embedded in an understanding that a story is a \\'ork of licHon.

Such scholars as Radway (1984) and Ang (1985) have suggested that view"ers take

pleasure in a process of fantasy through which they identify with sorne aspect of the

:0: \1odleskI 90.
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narrative. It may be the heroine. the romance. or the lifestyle. but readers fantasize to

identify with an element of the story.

In her analysis of soap opera fascination, len Ang enters the soap opera

subcultural cornrnunity through letters that were written to her by a random sampling of

\·iewers. These letters serve as the backbone ofher analysis. Through this sample

audience Ang is able to address the mainstream attitudes displayed towards soap operas

and soap opera viewers that is 50 deeply embedded in the Marxist philosophy of high

culture. as seen earlier in chapter one..t\ng notes that the letters taken from her sample

audience indicate that although viewers do not mistake fictive characters' for rcal peopk.

the fantasy of the characters existence is so real that the characters are spoken of as real

people:

Seing able to imagine the characters as real people thus forms a necessary
precondition for the involvement ofviewers and is an anchor for the pleasure of
Dallas ...When the letter-writers comment on the characters, it is almost always in
the sarne way as we talk about people in daily life: in tenns of character traits.
The characters are not so much judged for their position in the Dallas narrative. as

10'for ho\\" they are. -

lmagining the characters as real allows for a psychological identification on the part of

the \"ie\\"er. Always understanding that the world of the soap opera is entircly ficti\·e. thl.:

\'iewer is nevertheless able to imagine and fantasize about the romance. glamour. Intngue

and danger associated with individuaI characters. Radway asserts that while \"omen

identi fy relaxation as the primaI)' function of reading romance nO\'els she also insists that

a mcasure of escapism is associated ta the enjoyment of these novels. She speaks ot'

tàntasy and the process of identification in tenns of escape. asserting that mass produccd

",; :\ng. Watchmg Dallas 30.

•
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fiction such as Harlequin Romance novels and soap operas succeed because they fulfill

the psychological need of female viewers looking for fantasy and escape from their

everyday lives. Radway confinns this with the results of a direct-response questionnaire

answered by her sample audience ofSmithton romance readers. In it~ Radway asks the

readers to rank their reasons for reading romance fiction. Out ofa Iist of eight possible

reasons. the majority of Smithton women ranked relaxation as the number one reason for

reading romance novels. The poli also indicates that reading as constitutive of"private

time" is the second most important reason, while learning about faraway places ranks

third and escape from daily problems is the fourth reason. These answers reveal that

reading motivations are c10sely tied with the level of pleasure experienced from the

activity:

On the basis of these schernatic answers aJone 1think it logical to conclude that
romance reading is valued by the Smithton wornen because the experience itself is
different from ordinary existence. Not only is it a relaxing release from the
tension produced by daily problems and responsibilities. but it creates a time or
space within which a woman can be entirely on her own. preoccupied with her
personal needs, desires. and pleasure. It is also a means of transportation or escape
to the exotic or. again. ta that which is different.lO~

\ïewer identification extends beyond an identification with the characters to an almost

transcendent emotional one. Like many other forros ofmelodrama. the main projcct of

soap opera is to exaggerate the emotional meaning of e\"eryday life to e\"oke an emo~lOl1;jl

rcaction from its vie\vers. \Vatching soap operas. like reading. allows viewers to

experience intense emotions without shame, thus granting a temporary releasc from the

emotional Iimits of everyday life (Harrington & Biebly 123). Soap operas. although

;~ Jamce Radway. Reading rlle Romance: Women. Parriarclzy and Popular Lirerarure (Chapel Hill:
L"m\"ersny of~orth Carolina Press. 1984) 61.
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marginalized in mainstream culture, give women access to a private space where their

cmotions and fantasics may be explored legitimately and freely.

The value ofthis space is not unfamiliar to women. It is the space ofwhich

Virginia Woolfspeaks in A Room ofOne 's Own. Not only should the value ofthis space

be noted but also the value ofreading - either text or television. It is through reading -

about onesel f and other women - that \Vomen exist. \\'hen 1 say this 1 mean that women

understand what it means to be a wornan by reading about other wornen. Simone de

Beauvoir has shown us that one is not born a \\!oman but becomes a woman. It is a

discovcry that is made through reading and by extension. through talking. \\tllen speaking

of Simone de Beauvoir and Tire Second Sex. Shoshana Felman says:

Feminism cornes to be defined here almost inadvertently, as a bond of reading: a
bond of reading that engenders, in sorne ways, the writer - Ieads to her full
assumption of sexual difference; a bond of reading and of writing which.
however, paradoxically precedes knowing what it means to "read as a \Vornan",
since this very bond. this very reading, is precisely constituted by the recognition
that the question "\vhat is a wornan" has not yet been answered and dcfies. in fact.
aIl gi ven answers. 105

K.nowledge of what it means to be a wornan. then. is not inherent in having becn born

fcmale. It is. as Simone de Beauvoir has indicated. something that one learns. She herse! r

had not kno\vn what it meant to be a \Voman until she tlied to answer prccisely that

question. \'loreover. in trying to resoh-c this enigrna. she looked at what it meant to he a

\\'oman in the eyes of others. Her research then carried her to disciplines as \'arieJ as

physiology. history and the evolution of the female condition_ Still. it was not until shc

had written The Second Sex and that she had become identified as a \Vornan by other

l'~ Felman 12.
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\Vomen that she recognized herself as both a woman and a feminist. This journey.

illustrative of the discovery ofwomanhood, also exemplifies the value ofreading and the

pleasure women take from such an activity. It is the pleasure of knowing, the pleasure of

seeing and the pleasure of being.

Pleasu re of Resistance

This time and space of solitude where leisure activity is experienced free of guilt

is. for many \Vomen, filled \vith hours ofwatching and talking about soap operas" This

talk. Iike gossip, is open ended, and such openness challenges the cultural dominance of

systems that are designed to close off. limit and contain meaning for women" ln such a

case. resistance is revealed at least in part by women 's decision to re-c1aim time for

themselves - for reading a romance novel or for watching a soap opera rather than

cooking, c1eaning or taking care of others. It is by taking back this time that wornen are

able to use these seemingly oppressive narratives resistively (Radway 1984). \Vomen

often refer to their leisure activities as something they have eamed and are unapologetic

in their decision to relax and pamper themselves. In this way. reading romance nO\"erS or

watching a favorite soap opera is a form of silent protest against the demands of c\"eryday

life under patriarchy.

Furthermore. it has been suggested that women find pleasure in conser;atI\"c anJ

potentially disempowering texts by reading these texts in a manner that emphasizes a

feminist sublext. In this manner. a diverse group ofwomen can interact with lexts and

narrati\"es that would on the surface seem to be unappealing. AIthough soap opera fans do

not rewrite the text of the soap opera, through fan clubs and the tertiary text, they do

reconceptualize il and relate it to their own lives. Soap operas provide a cultural space for
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wornen that fuel oral rather than \Vritten networks. The prirnary vehicle that drives these

networks is gossip. These gossip networks allow for the politicization of the narrative

content. This talk generates an enjoyment of and engagement with the shows that sen-e as

wedges in the dominant culture. Soap operas. for Brown. create and support a social

network in which talk becomes a fonn ofresistive pleasure that cao be associated with

notions of empowennent. Hence. the pleasure that women experience while watching the

shows (most often alone) has to do with the enjoyment ofallleisurely activity and

speci fically to do \\'ith the resistive pleasure that wornen experience when talking about

soap operas. Brown points out that:

\Vhat soap opera provides. in the context of discussion networks. is the
imaginative-emotional material out ofwhich. in the process of the construction of
meaning that constitutes the spoken text. wornen reimagine their roles and feeI
again what it is to be a woman, particularly in the family context. 106

This passage refers us back to the notion ofa leamed sense ofwomanhood - a knowledge

that is attained through reading, watching and talking. \Vomen use soap operas and the

social networks affiliated with the shows to identify boundaries for themseh"es in t~m1S

of their social and familial roles. to discuss cultural concems. and resist aesthetic

hierarchies of knowledge. cultural capital and patriarchal discourse. ~Ioreo\·er. Brown

contends that the full contextual meaning of soap opera is not realized until it is disCllSSCJ

among women. Again. \Ve are reminded of Simone de Beau\'oir's concept of womanhooJ

- one that is not tùlly realized until it is recognized by others. It is through talk that

\\'omen negotiate identity and. by extension. generate pleasure.

It is true that wornen could commune to talk about the politics oftheir li\"es under

\"irtually any pretext and that the soap opera does not necessitate such activity. Ho\\·c\'er.

i,~ Brown 111,
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research of female audiences indicates that such gossip networks have indeed evolved

from these daytime dramas. ft is likely that this is due ta the content and context ofthese

narratives from which women already take pleasure. The soap opera subculture generates

a certain level ofresistive pleasure partly because of the way that wornen watch the

shows (by taking back leisure time) and partly because soap operas. as a fonn. inherently

defy hierarchies of cultural dominance.

In public situations and spaces, women may speak of the dominant culture in a

contrary way. However. in doing so, they are speaking illegitimately. Within social

situations and sanctified spaces, such talk is legitimized and the process 0 f communal

awareness can begin. In women' s gossip networks, many women experience a type 0 f

illegitirnate pleasure based on the knowledge that one's own interests are at odds with

those of the dominant group. This is the pleasure of the subordinated - a subcultural

pleasure of resistance. Within the soap opera subculture. women are given the space to

speak freely and openly oftheir experienced and perceived conflict with patriarchy. Thus.

wornen internalize elements of the hegemonic ideology ha\"ing to do with their

dependence and inferiority in such a manner that allows them to understand tneir social

roles but at the same time use this knowledge to establish boundaries where fanship

nct\\'orks are created for the experiencing oflegitimate pleasure. \Vithin these subcultural

spaces. \Vomen develop their own cultural capital (Bourdieu 1984. Fiske 19Sï) and rhclf

own kind of strategie knowledge (Foucault 1980),

l;se-Value \'s. Entertainment-Value

Like the theories high culture explored in chapter one of this work., Brown

explains that hegemonie theory implies the fonnation of dominant culture by a shifting
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coalition of elite who make use ofcomplex cultural elements to maintain a power base. lfJ7

The dominant culture first incorporates elements of the subordinated culture into a fonn

of popular culture. The subordinated group then recognizes elements of their own identity

within this forro of popular culture thus generating use-value and pleasure from the very

fonn that helps to exploit them. Fiske states that through this type of manipulation.

subordinated groups participate in their own oppression. The example of the fetishized

female body is looked at c10sely in chapter three in the context of the objecti fication of

the tèmale in art. It is what Marx considers to be capitalism's manipulation of the masses.

len Ang point out that:

people have a positive relationship with Dallas - a hedonistic attitude which is at
odds with the doctrine that mass culture primarily manipulates the masses.
According to Adorno and Horkheimer, for example. the experience of pleasure in
mass culture is a false kind of pleasure, even part of the trick of manipulating the
masses more effectively in order to lock them in the eternal status quo of
exploitation and oppression. lOS

This passage refers to the Marxist structure of a capitalist economy and the complex

relationship between the exchange-value and the use-value ofa cultural arti fact. \tarxist

logic suggests that the production of culture is subject to the laws of the capitalist

cconomy and as such degrades cultural products to commodities designed to generate as

much profit as possible for the market. The capitalist market economy is only interested

lt1 the exchange-value of the goods and is indifferent to their specifie characteristics anJ

marks of distinction. ~vtass culture. therefore. becomes the cxtreme embodimcnt of the

submission of culture to the economy. Stuart Hall explains that. ··... the project orthe \eft

is directed at the future. at the socialism that has still to come. and that is at odds with the

1"- Brown. Women 's Talk 9.J.

:"~ Ang. WatcJll1zg Dallas 17.
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direct experience of pleasure here and now:,109 So deeply couched in Marxist econamic

cultural theory is the papular opinion of soap operas as trash and soap opera viewers as

lazy that an analysis of this community becomes in itself an ambitious project.

Hawever, the use-value theary offered by Marxist philosophy is insufficient in

explaining the entertainment-value of the soap opera. Marx himself concedes that an

abject cau Id anly bear an exchange-value ifit also has a use-value. Therefore. an abject

ceases to have exchange-value if it no longer has use-value - the contradiction being that

the Marxist dogma can not be at once indifferent ta the specific characteristics of an

abject while evaluating its exchange/use value relatianship. "The way in which a cultural

product is consumed can therefore not be directly deduced from the way in which it is

produced~ it is also dependent on aIl sorts of socio-cultural and psychological

conditions. ,,110 Simply put, the use-value ofan object and the exchange-value of an object

are not equal or the same in ail cases. The utility of a television prograrn, for instance. is

not determined by the program producer but by the viewing audience and their

pleasurable experience of the prograrn as entertainment. The use-value of a tele\'isian

program is wTapped in a complex relationship between the producer and consumer. As

quated in Ang's ~ValchiflgDallas, Terry Lovell explains that:

the utility of a television program for a producer who buys advertising time is the
ability ofthat program to enhance the sale of the advertised product. by giving the
producer access to the audience which is watching the program. But the \-ie\\er
will be watching the program for its entertainmenr value and there is sorne
e\'idence that these twa interests may contlict. 11 !

1'1'1 Ang. Warclzing Dallas 18.

1!') Ang. Warclzing Dallas 18_

1: 1 Ang. Warclzing Dallas 19.



As prograrnmers struggle to maintain a viewing audience, advertisers must detennine

which audiences are most likely to be influenced by commercial advertising. But. the

entertainment-value of a program is unpredictable and difficult to measure.

Entertainment-value is in itself a complex question. ft cannot be measured or

understood unifonnly across generations. cultures or even therein. \Vhile common sense

associates entertainment \vith simple. uncomplicated, almost automatic pleasure. therc

must bc a more precise way of understanding or explaining il. Soap operas. like

Harlequin Romance novels. have been explicitly advenised and offered to the public as

objects for pleasurable consumption. Ang asserts that the promise of pleasure is the use

\'alue by which the industry tries to seduce viewers to watch Dallas. But to achieve this

goal. the producers must have a definite idea ofwhat the audience will find pleasurable:

they must have a certain self-confidence that their own definition of pleasure wi Il

coincide \vith that of(large sections of) the public. Therefore. soap opera wnters and

producers will use that which they already know about popular pleasure to write and

produce the shows. However. since writers and producers are building on past

expericnces it is unlikely that the current offering will be re\·olutionary. experimental or

pro\"ocati\'e in nature.

Pierre Bourdieu has contributed to the project of resolving the enigrna ofpleasurc

and addresses the issue in "The Anstocracy of Culture". He explains that popular

plcasure is characterized by an immediate ernotional or sensuaI in\'ol\'cmem \\Ith the

object ofpleasure. The importance. according to Bourdieu. is invohoernent. identiticatlon

and intcgration of the object into everyday life. '-"11at could better describe the soap

opera? Popular pleasure is a pleasure of recognition - recognizing one's invohoerncnt

•
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with, identification within. and integration of the object. The narrative structure of the

sho\vs as daily. repetitive and ongoing generates profound involvement \Vith the

characters on the part of the viewers. Therefore. we can say that the shows are

entertaining, but we must aIso be careful to say that it is entenaining because it allows

\-iewers to become involved with the stories and the characters of the narrati\-e in a

personal and profound way.

The Politics of Pleasure

Despite the popular conception of soap operas as 'trash television' many women

incorporate them into their daily lives. The shows have proven to be massively appealing

ta \\/omen both because of the pleasure they bring to women and because wamen \·alue

the space that the social. sub-cultural gossip networks provide for the experiencing of that

pleasure. However. the notion of pleasure and pleasurable lexts must be negotiated

outside of the traditional psychoanalytic framework for theorizing cinematic pleasure as

suggested by Laura Mulvey. According to the theories proposed by Mulvey. cinematic

pleasure is structured around masculine desire and the voyeuristic gaze. Howe\·er. such a

them-y affords the female viewer little po\ver. The soap opera fonn functions in a manner

that contradicts Mulvey's hypolhesis. \\!hile psychoanalytic film criticism assumes that

the \-iewer identifies with a singular male protagonist the soap opera forrn defies such a

claim by having the viewer identify with a number of female rather than male characters_

Thus. the pleasure that women extract from \·iewing these narrati\"es is an illègal

pleasure. By taking pleasure in a fonnat that breaks the patriarchal narrati\·e model.

wamen resist the cultural boundaries that help contribute to the role they play in society.

Funherrnore, the social networks that have been constructed outside of the actual
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narratives generate solidarity among \Vomen. The gossip networks foster emotionaI

alliances between women viewers. The groups that have developed resist hegemonic

control both by functioning outside of and often unacknowledged by the dominant culture

and by defying the hierarchical structure that characterize mainstream organizations.

These groups are infonnal and friendship based. \\llile Fiske has explained that issu~s of

cultural capital generate a sense of competition between the participants of the group, Il IS

ncver an aggressive contest. On the contrary. those \Vith greater cultural capital are

revered and respected. Again. the soap opera subcultural construction defies the

patriarchal dogma.

\Vhile the narratives themselves might seem to offer little to women in the way of

personal or collective empowennent by populating fictitious worlds with characters that

resemble the stereotypical images of\\tomen from years past, this is not actually the case.

Although the matriarch. victim, \'illainess and heroine resemble the stereotypical images

ofwomen that have been made available by patriarchy, the genre has proven to empo\\~r

rather than disempower its vie\vers. As we have seen throughout this work. soap opera

\'icwers do more than simply watch the shows. They become involved with the charactcrs

of the shows and the actors that portray them. Theirdevotion is akin to that ofwinc

connoisseurs and sports enthusiasts. And il is a devotion that is becoming increasingly

respected within academic spheres. \-Ioreover. soap opera \·iewers become emotionally

investcd in the shows and carry that investment into a subcultural community that thrl\cs

bcyond the boundaries oflhe narratives. This community. which is still misunderslooJ

and mocked by the general public. serves to empower its participants. Solidarity is

•
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created in a space that is sanctified and reserved for the exploration and development of

feminine, if not feminist, experiences.

How does participation within the soap opera subculture differ from other

communities such as the participation within Internet chat groups? The word

empawennent in the cantext of the soap opera community is itself a loaded tenn. \\'hat

does it mean to be empowered and what does it mean here. specifically. Ho\\" are \\amen

empowered by watching soap operas when the instinctive reaction is to assume that soap

operas are successful at isolating women in their homes rather than bring them tagether'.'

How is television vie\\ting empowering? This is an interesting question. particularly in

the context of the soap opera.

What does it mean to have been empowered by an experience? What is an

empowering moment or act? The Concise Oxford Dictionary (1982) defines

empawennent as a verb meaning authorize, license, (person to do)~ give power to. makc

able. To begin, this word is a verb - an action word. It is a word that implies change and

movement. The root of the word - power - alsa implies movement. ft implicates strength

and courage. This ward is loaded with meaning. Empower also means ta authorize. to

gi\"e authorization. Authorize what? Il is context-dependent. Authorization must be gl\cn

for an act ta be carried out. for a move to be made or for a word to be spoken. The seconJ

mcaning ta the ward empower provided by the Concise Oxford Dictionary is to Iicense 

ta permit. Again, this definition is context-dependent. The last definition pro\·ided is ta

give power. This final definition clearly implies the transference of strength and authonl~

between individuals. However. we know from etymological and semiotic studies that

words have meanings beyand that which the dictianary states. We understand from
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cultural studies and women's studies that the word 'empower' means ail ofthis and more.

Ir implies action. It implies change. This inference of motion is the site wherein the ward

becomes problematic when used in the context of the soap opera subculture. Shoshana

Felman tells us in JJt7zal Does a rf·oman JVaIl1? that the feminist address is an act of

empowerment. Mary Ellen Brown tells us in Soap Opera and JVomen's Talk that il is \\ith

the utterance that \Vomen find power. However. the soap opera. and engagement \\ nhm

the soap opera subculture does not empower \vomen to act. Like the soap opera itsel r that

is primarily concemed with talk - the soap opera empowers \Vornen to talk. gossip. chat.

discuss. share. That is what this is ail about. Il is about talking. Talking brings about

understanding. Understanding heals. Health strengthens. And strength empowers. Ta!k 15

the power of the soap opera.

This chapter is entitled Contradictions and Misunderstandings for a number of

reasons. The primary reason being that it deals with the question ofpleasure. Ir impliGltcs

tàntasy. eommunity. talk and even tragedy and horror. Pleasure is generated by a plcthora

of variables. Each factor interconneeted with the others in a complex web 0 f emotion and

thought. Talk is as crucial an element ofsoap opera as are romance and love. Ta!k is a

neeessary clement of the soap opera both within the narrati\'e and outside 0 f il. The

thoughts. impressions and ideas of individual viewers are shared throughout the \\'orld hy

fans that communicate through letters. fan clubs and no\\' Internet chat lines. Each voiee

IS important in the diseourse of soap opera. Each opinion counts. It is for this reason that

len Ang's work in \Vatching Dallas. although based on the letters of only 40 respondems

is still eonsidered a serious. and valid work of ethnographie research.

•
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Conclusion

The soap opera is a fonn that is marked by a number ofunique features inc1uding

a highly devoted and predominantly female audience, a vast network of actors and

characters and a structure that is highly repetitive and Jacks cIosure. These features

distinguish the genre from other mainstream, mass produced fiction fonns. Unlike \Var

mo\'ies. westerns and gangster programs and films, the soap opera has been designed for

and has maintained a female audience. The structures of the shaws are made ta folIo\\ tht:

rhy1hrns ofwomen's lives along with wornen's patterns of conversation. Constant

interruption and emotionally charged talk is the action of the soap opera. Howc\'er. tht:

structure of the soap opera does not sufficiently explain ilS popularity over time.

especially since lifestyles and patterns of domesticity have dramatically changed since

the soap opera genre was created nearly 60 years ago. (n concluding and completing this

work l use these last pages to revisit sorne of the issues that have been explored in the

first four chapters and summarize the reasons for the enduring popularity of the soap

opera genre,

One af the reasons has ta do with the viewer's ability to get to kno\\' a communit:

of characters over a long period of time. The interest and concem af the vie\\'er is sccured

and di ffused among the entire community rather than concentrated in the fate of any

single character. The longer a viewer watches. the more they become a pan of the history

orthe characters and the more intricate and personal does the fahric of the show appcar.

The seriality of the shows binds these narratives together as a distinctive type of

television fonn wherever they are produced and shown around the \"·orld.
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Soap operas also share important connections between the distincti ve ways they

engage their audiences and the kinds of things they tend to be about. They are about the

lives of the characters - their relationships with friends. neighbors, co-workers and

family. The themes of soaps are so compelling that they resonate with audiences

worldwide: romance. family. love and happiness and so forth. These relationships are

n~rbally explored on an emotional level. Rarely are the characters of the shows shown in

full motion action. It is dialogue. not physical action that propels the narrati\'es. ThIS is

part of what helps bring the audience closer to the characters. Viewers develop an

expertise at reading the faces and the music of each scene gi\"ing them access to a rich

subtext. The conversations between characters activate. expand. rein force and alter the

network of interpersonal relationships so important to the characters' lives. ~Ioreover. the

patterns ofconversation in soap operas are replicated in innumerous chats and letters

exchanged between viewers. The gaps between episodes, which often end by raising

more plot questions than they answer. provokes vie\vers ta fill in (with talk) what they

l"Cel has. will and should happen. This dialogue. both on the show and otT. is 50 important

to the experience of watching and enjoying soap operas.

The soap opera. in its serialized structure and foc us an dialogue. is a faffil that 15

particularly suited for the exploration of relevant social issues. Soaps have rncluded st0r:.

linès that deal with AlOS (Ali ~ty Children 1989. General Hospital 1995). homosexualit:

(One Lite to Live 1993). race relations (Generations 1987). mental il1ness (One Life ta

Li\'c. 1989). domestic violence (Ail ~y Children. 1981). religious conflict (Days of our

Li\'cs 1986) and breast cancer (General Hospital 1994). Story lines like these demanstrate

the soap opera's ability to integrate viewers' real-life cancerns into the fictional dramas. •
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Although the shows have been criticized for not developing deeper political insight into

the social issues and for often times remaining quite conservative in ils treatment of the

issue, they have nevertheless become more directly connected to the larger social world

than many other fonns 0 f televised fiction. AIso, by focusing on the emotional and the

personal. the soap opera is able to keep the intensity of the experience real for vievy'ers

over time and have thus proven to be bolder in their willingness to tackle controversial

issues and more realistic in their depiction of complex social problems.

These features distinguish the soap opera genre from other fonn of mass

produced televised fiction. This genre. having been created for women and by

highlighting women's concems has given women a space to explore issues in a

meaningful way (Modleski 1982. Brown 1994). Throughout history, mainstream media

have marginalized female-centered literature. The English literary canon has effectively

excluded \Vomen. An easy example to illustrate this exclusion is that ofGeorge Elliot.

Her attempt to break in to the literary elite is weil known. As seen in the first chapter of

this work. the emergence of the public sphere secured not only the exclusion of femak

centered and female-written literature but ail cultural activities appealing to women. As

the public sphere of the 19th century emerged. il came to be gendered as male and

characterized by rationality. mobility. empiricism and power (Habermas 1991). The

prl\-ate sphere. on the other hand. became gendered as female. marked by emotion.

fri\·olity. domesticity and subservience. [llustrated in bath the art and literature of

modemity. women in capitalist society have been depicted as objects rather than as

subjects - to be consumed rather than consumers (Doane 1987. Felski 1995). The 19,h

century courtesan and the urban prostitute showcase the metaphor of the
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commodification ofwomen. Implicating themselves in their own subservience, wornen

wear high-heeled shoes, make-up and bear other fetishistic marks designed to attract the

male gaze (Fiske 1987, Mulvey 1977). As seen in chapter two. this view ofwomen is

equally reinforced and retlected in the artwork ofmodemity including but not exclusive

10 the entire category of nude oil paintings.

Soap operas have been criticized for perpetuating this dichotomy by offering

stereotypical and often unrealistic images ofv,romen including those analyzed in chapter

two - the matriarch. the heroine, the villainess and the victim. These images. along \\'ith

other traditionally feminine activities such as wearing high-heels and make-up werc

considered by the early feminists of the 1970s to be programs and activities that contïrnl

our subordination in a patriarchal order. '''Key texts of second-wave western feminism

such as Betty Friedan's 1963 The Feminine A'(~·stique. Germaine Greer's 1971 The

Femafe Eunuch or Sheila Rowbotham's 1973 ~Voman 's COllSciOliSness, !vlan's ~Vorfd ail

have central concerns with the available repertoire of images of femininity, \Vith the \Vay

in which women are represented..·112 It is for this reason that the early feminist criticism

of the 1970s \Vas particularly aggressi\-e towards soap operas. This tierce rCJectlOn o(

soap operas. \vhich. although couched in different terms. is. in effect. almost identical ta

the traditional high cultural. masculine and dominant contempt for soap operas. Ho\\ c\ cr.

as more and more women publicly (in fanzines and through fan club newslettcrs 1 aJm Il

thcir tàscination with soap operas as weIl as the pleasure they take from other

traditionally feminine activities such as dressing up. embroidery and talk. feminists began

the rc\'aluation of soap operas. Noting that soap operas ha\'e such a low cultural status not

i l~ Charlotte Brunsdon. Screen Tastes: Soap Opera ro Sart!/iire Dlshes (~ew York: Routledge. 199-:" 1 30
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because it is trashier than spons programs or westerns but because the people who watch

them have less cultural capital than do those that watch sports and westerns. feminists

began to look at the possible value ofsoap operas. Fanship quickly emerged as one of the

primary elements contributing to the value and pleasure of the genre. As seen in chapters

three and four. communities of devoted soap opera viewers develop to keep \Vomen

talking. sharing and learning from one another.

However. the picture of the typical fan painted by contemporary media is not

preny. The image presented depicts fans as fanatics. individuals and groups that are

unable to distinguish between reality and fiction. whose li\'es are consumed by with the

minute details ofmake-believe worlds. Fans are ponrayed in the popular press as either

lunatics or losers - individuals that stalk and pose a serious threat to celebrities or lonely

housewives. These representations are so widely shared and so rarely questioned that aIl

fan communities are socially marginalized and virtually ail fan behavior draws public

ridicule and suspicion. Note the number oftahloid magazines that regularly feature

staries showcasing fanatical behavior by celebrities' fans. Criticism by fan behanor is no

less respected in academic circles. Fan communities are studied and inspectcd in

disciplines ranging from sociology to psychology to cultural studies. This criticism has

grown increasingly harsh in recent years. While media coverage of fanship during the

19"705 primarily appeared in teen magazines and focused on advising teens on ho\\ to

start and join fan clubs. over the past 15 years popular media caverage has shi ftcd ta

focus on the extreme and violent behavior of fans. 113 This shift in the representation of

1i; C. Lee Harrington and Denise 0_ Bielby_ Soap Fans_ Purslimg Pleaslire and .\fakmg .\feanl11g 111
E\'ClI"yday Lift!. (Temple Cniverslty Press: Philadelphia. 1995) 2_ Harrmgton and Blelby note that thls :;hlft
IS marked by the publication of an article in 1981 by People magazme mled "Desperate to FIII an
Emotlonal Void. Sorne Fans Become Dangerous to Their Idols", Smce the publicauon ofthlS amc1e Pt'(}[Ji~'
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fans in the popular media coincided with a growing market for news and gossip about

celebrities. In many ways tabloid and popular magazines have served to narro\\" the gap

between the famous and the un-famous. making the famous more accessible to the un-

famous. The popular media invite readers to invade the private lives ofcelebrities by

creating a network of pseudo-intimate infonnation about the celebrities thus embedding

the reader in an enonnous web ofpublicly available gossip. The popular press not only

invite fans to read about the private lives of celebrities but also to seek infomlation or

capture photos of them in a manipulative. deceitful fashion. l"ltimately. the popular press

create a world where rcaders learn to expect a certain measure ofpri\"ate information

about celebrities. incite them to pursue the celebrities and then report on their extreme

behavior. Pierre Bourdieu has explained that fans are stigmatized and marginalized

because they cross culturally defined boundaries oftaste and rationality. Until recently.

the academic community has cooperated with the popular press and the general public by

\'alidating the representation of fans as lunatics with scientific proof ofthis as true.

However. as seen in chapter t\\"o ofthis work. Patricia Meyer Spacks points to the

academic model itselfto illustrate that fan behavior is nol only normal but is displayeJ

with pride and fervor by socially respected individuals including cinephiles. stamp

collectors. wine connoisseurs and scholars. By partaking in activities deemed acceptable

hy high culture. these indi\'iduals are not feared or rnarginalized in the press as arc thelr

10\'" culture counterparts. On the other hand. the stigma attached ta tele\"Ïsion '"lC\\ ing. IS

50 sc\'ere that people are often so embarrassed by their televisian viewing habits that they

lie about \vhich television shows they watch and how much television they \\'atch.

magaZIne has mcreased ltS coverage of extreme fan behavlOr" Other popular and tablOld publicatIons h:.l \ 1.:

also follo\1,:ed thlS lead,

•

•
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Charlotte Brunsdon explains that television and media fans are especially stigmatized

because as a culture, we define television not just as fiction but as bad fiction. Therefore.

fans of television are not regarded in the same manner as are the fans of which Spacks

speaks. As soap operas are considered to be al the absolute bottom of the television

hierarchy in tenns of their moral worth, so too are soap opera fans considered immature

(as with adolescent viewers) or lonely and bored \Vith their real lives (as with

housewives). These are the primary stereotypes of the soap opera fan. which. like most

negative stereotypes are based largeIy on ignorance. Little is written in the popular press

about \vhat fans actually do. why they do il and how they take pleasure From il. 'l'et.

within the marginalized soap opera subculture. thousands ofwomen from aIl walks otÏitc

find pleasure.

At the core of soap opera fandom lies the alternative texts created and produced

by the fans themselves. These texts - fanzines. letters, poetry and artwork - aIl represem

an alternative culture. Within the organized structure of the subculture. viewers share

thoughts and ideas about the narratives and the characters of the dramas. Howe\·er. there

is much more going on here that sharing. Fans engage in negotiations O\'er the meaning

and relevance ofbeing a fan and these struggles influence the degree to which they

participate within the subculture. Fanship is not only about partaking in acti\'ity but also

managing identity.

The negotiation of identity in the context of fandom is particularly important III

the case ofsoap opera fanship and women. As seen in the second chapter ofthis work in

the discussion of radio soap operas and the transition to television, soap operas were

created for \Vomen. and despite demographic changes. the audience remains largely
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femaie. This remains true because today the soap opera fonnat continues to appeal to a

femaie demographic in tenns of story content. narrative structure and the gendered

outlets for the communal experience of soap opera viewing pleasure. Furthermore. as

seen in chapter four. the concept of pleasure is wrapped up in a number of different

meanings. Women enjoy soap operas on a number of levels. They take pleasure from the

implicit structure of the genre. from the fantasizing that accompanies the narratives. from

the relaxation that is enjoyed while \vatching and from the social networks that foml by

talking about these shows. The talking and gossiping brings women together and

lùnctions as a tooi for the resistive reading ofthis seemingly disempowering genrc_ \\'h\?11

one speaks of empowerment what is often implied is a sense of strength or courage 1O

action. This is not the case for the soap opera community. Female soap opera fans are nat

maved to action. Participation within this community does not engender action. [nsteaJ.

like the genre itself that is propelled by words rather than motion. these \Vomen are

mO\'ed to speak. Il is in the power of the utterance that the strength of the community lies_

[t is through speech. autobiography and testimony that millions ofwomen are empowereJ

by \\atching soap operas and by participating in the subculture that has grown out of IL

By tracing a set of interconnected histories - radio. television. art - 1 ha\-c

prescnted the importance of the soap opera and indicated that which is most significant

about the feminist encounter with the genre. The study of the da}1ime seriaI drama elther

in cultural studies. women's studies or mass communications marks a speci fic cntr;. PC)11H

by which the academy may investigate the female subject as weil as the female \-icwer.

The female reader/viewer/spectator had been a point of recurring interest by feminist

scholars. Soap opera provides a complex and compelling site for the analysis of the

•

•
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female subject, whether she is theorized as a textual construct or investigated as a

sociological fact.

This analysis can be further developed to consider the other issues in criticaI and

cultural theory that relates directly to the soap opera genre. For instance. although the

soap opera for is an American creation with a marked American style and aesthetic many

of the original programs have been exported to countries as varied as Italy, France and

Japan. Speculation upon the dynamic between wornen of these cultures and the shows

would be qui te interesting, particularly in direct comparison with the manner in which

American \Vornen integrate the shows into their lives. These countnes. however. ha\'e

done more than import the shows. Many ofthese countries have gone as far as adopting

the format of the genre and have created national soap operas. This is of particular

interest in countries such as Brazil where commercial television is not as accessible or as

mainstream as it is in North America. Yet, critical analysis of the soap opera may extend

further without venturing overseas. Although this work focuses primarily on the

relationship bet\veen works of art belonging to the realm of high and low culture as weIl

as wornen' s relationships with the shows, it would be interesting to note the raie that men

play in the development of the soap opera subculture. ifat ail. An investigation of the

rclationship bet\veen male viewers and the dramas couId contribute ta the larger tàcultles

of critical thinking and communication studies. Furthennore. regardless of the direclion

in which this research is advanced. one thing is certain: the soap opera and \Vornen' s

issues have proven to be worthy ofscholarly analysis.
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National
VOL U~ Il) No.

July/AU~U~L t~~~

DAVS Fan Club
NEWSLETTER

fne ye~r ot th~ ~leD ~ldbber/WOmdD 16 accubed. A ~re~nan~
~rleD~ b4~ ~ ~cÈ wc~alDg W1tb ëUHene ta cov~r tor ~O~D.
wDo baG taked biS own deatb aDd gO~6 uodercov~r.

Ho~, ln love wlth 80, 15 cocrced toto marry 108 Ldrry Yelcb,
to tidVe Bo troD beln~ b~rmcd.

!tell Cound out. tbnt. be, LJoct oot Tony "'IllE; tbe f ~ttlcr 01 .oel,
[.1;.:' s baby.

Aart tb1~ lb Just. t.~c tlp or the lcebcrg!!! •
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National
'ioll.l.e 11 la. 9
JUDelJuly 1"'~5

DAVS Fan Club
NEWSlETTER

Ul!J JJ~·1I1'
~:JA JOltlfJOtt S,.

SoJ.. rolllo. CA '049.J

WHAT HAPPENED! 1.

•

VI~wer5 of DAYS OF OUR LIVES w~re

co~plet~ly CAugh~ by surprIse

wh~n lt WAS Announced on J~ne

19 Lhat Peter Reckell woul~ be

repl~clng Robert Kel~er-~elly .5

Bo Brady. The offiCial explan.

tlon was ·creatlve dlffer~nces·.

RU~Qrs sLarted clrculatlng that

Robert was le~ off the set

• IL; 1 C IL; 1 n 9 a n dl s cre et. Il 1 n ~". wh 1 chis

not true. He .a5 told by pnone.

wh Ile r.o:- • Ason v et. c a t. 1 Ù n . t n a L

th~re wer~ -artlsL1C dlfferences and hlS oPtion ~as

noL belng Plc~ed up.

Obvlously thls wasn't a spur of Lhe Mo~ent

dO!C1510n. th~re 'l'''~t. have been I,any ~eet.ln'J5. an..:!

dISCUSSions. Ti~lng was Also l~portan~ as Peter had

ta be a~al1able to LAke over. liLeral1y overnlght.

Ru~ers have been On90ln9 about friction between

Robert and Ken CordAY. al1eged accusations of

sexual harrA.s~enl. and concern about Kelker

Kelly's lnvolve~.nt wilh ~lriAD Parlsh (Jamie)

THE NATIONAL DAYS FAN CLUB 15 RUN BY FANS FOR FANS
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RNER '
P~,.sO':lé!'W.~~h Davs'Best A dB· - ~'

---:._-~-:~-.-'.- -. - .-- _. .' -.-. ," :".-::_.~~-.. .n . r.ghtest!

It has becn q.Ji!e an eventful thirty one ~:ears for the cast of OcJ,"s o[ Oc.:r Lll'es and
their fans! People alwa~:s want ta !mow more about the grt?<:t ch~racters and the
actars who portrilY thcm. WeiL herc's the best chance for you! JOir.:ng a Do~s fan

club is the only IA.-a~' la gct up close and p<!:'SOnal \I,'Ïth your fa"'on:e Da.,:s stars' The
clubs keep yeu informed of whal ÎS gaing on in the actors' lives. ilnci wh~t t;,eir future
on lhe show holés. Most of thcse clubs send out a quarterly ncu:s(ctt:?T, along \l,.llh spe
cial and pcrsor~l phOIOS. and di~ounls on great mcrcnandise. The best part of partici'
patir.g in a fan club lS tha! many of thcm hold luncheons or dinners once or n..ice a
year to hanar theÎr favorites. But, if !-'OUT faloe docsn'( have a fan club. don'I fret! Yeu
can scnt !hem lcttcrs in carc of the show, and thcyll he sure to get thcm!*

~f}. ~ascolo Fan Club
, ,6a... Ve~lt:ra 80
S~I~e 5025 ule...arc:
c: •. ~ 0 C
-,~ ... ! .~y. CA 9~ EC4

Oalfs of 0 L'
r.;SC-TV ur 'ves F"n Club
~"",.., .... , '1
- .... ~:: • -est Aia~ec'aAve",:.
8_'_a'k. CA 015"7 :Je- ... --COCl

~eidre H.." Fan CI b
- C Sex 6021::;.1 Jo u
S"1e'-r:a:1 Oalo:; CA- Q '. ~. _ 1... '..:

Drake Moge ....
c'::; ~SC. TV 5.," F.." Club

.?~/s Cf Q:Jr l:ves
;::_· .... C Wes~ A:am .
::::.;rt"~ ,... eCa A.'en:..:e

" -< ......... 9i 523-0007

James Aelfn Id
:::0 NeC-TV 0 S Fan C'ub

9al~ of Our Lrves
.::Ou..; ~·.'est A'amed
6;,:·car.l< '"'A'-: a Avenue

..... ~,523-0001

Louise Sore. 'nfe", .
:',: '=:ankh Drake .Jr ilt,onil' Fan C'ub
'·:;C, Np·
Cl.. . oema Place e2C •

..a.s\'.'or;"l. CA g, 3 ~ j ..

A.ison SINe
Cio NeC-TV enelf Fan C'ub
9ayS cf Our LJves
.,JOJO WeSI A'am ~
Burtal'1k CA'9' e...a Avenue

. '523-0001

~at De'anelf Filn Club
""~ a ~"o? '0-- 6' oc:s1ae--Presicent

_ ' CX 273
1 amwor:l'1. f\;H 03886

fi::?
Jol1n & ~~a~ena Home P
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H~W &lUeH
.JÔIS Il

RI"latY COS,,

On THE CITY. chess is the name
of the game for Sydney Ch3se.
\\:hether she's playing in the park. at
Jacob's Ladder. o\'er the Internet or
in her penlhouse. winning is e ...ery
thin!! for the c1ever media ma!!ul. Bill
Maher. who handles props for THE
CITY. makes sure th:ll Syd's chess sets
are just as stylish as she is. Her
woaden St~unton set. with four-inch
c1assic fi~ures and a double-\\'ei~ht

ed bO:lrd: \Vere purchased at Your
r.·Yove Chess in Huntin2ton. ;-':Y. The
store :1l1aw5 shoppers io cre~te their
o\\"n custom sets b\' rnixin!:! :lnd
matching bo~rds :lnd pieces. Sydney·s
board is S125: the pieces were S95.

ALL M"I CHILDREN
THE CITY
ONE L1FE TO LIVE
cIo ABC-TV
Audience Information
77 West 66th St.
New York, NY 10023

AS THE WORlD TURNS
GUIDING LlGHT
cIo CBS-TV
51 West 52ncf St.
New York, NY 10019

NETWORK
ADDRESSES
GENERAL HOSPITAL
cIo AaC-TV
4151 Prospect Ave.
Hollywood, CA 90027

ANOTHER WORLD
cIo NIC-TV
30 Rockefeller Pla:u3
New York, NY 10112

BOlD AND BEAUTIFUL
YOUNG AND RESTLESS
cIo CaS-TV
7800 Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90036

DAYS Of OUR LIVES
cIo NIC-TV
3000 West Alameda Ave.
Burbank, CA 91523

tiow Ta ORiJER BACK ISSUES!
If you wish to purchasc a back issue.
send a check or maney arder for 55.00
for each issue requested ta: Soap
Oper3 Digest. Back IssueslNRMS.
P.O. Box 387. Samerset. WI 54025.
Be sure and include issue date.
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"AMe Md ..... diane. to Nally shi.. wtttI .~nca"
[H.....Ii. P.ulding) battle witt. anON.ia, but tttey
didn't make It last." Also shown: Michael NaeI.,. as
Dimitri

•

I am so happy \\ ith th:= \\:l~ rhln~'

h:J.\t: been ~oin!! on AS THE \\"ORLD
TCR~S laidy,- For eumple. [!1~
Hal/Carly/lad. lriangle e,panding to In

dulie more O;lkd:lle re,iJ~nt-. i, labu
lous. Eli7Jbeth Hubb:lrd [Lu(mdJj Jnd
~ tarie ~IJsters [Su'San1 hJ\~ lir.ail: 1:'.:c:n
t;)k~n off the ,hdi and pu,hed 10 th~ fort:
front. \\ here Ihe\ belon~, And l'\ e "'~:::n

more of KJlhk~n \\ïJdœ.;, 1Em:11J 1 Ir;

the p:lst two momh, :h:ln 1ha\'c: m [h~ 1.:1-.[
t\\O ~ ears - ~he is lrul: pJrt of the b.K~

bone 01 the ,ho\\. When ~lanhJ

Byrne [Li I~ 1\\ ent on maternlt~

leJ\e. 1 thou~ht n \\ould b~ a lûn~

.;ummer. but-l \\J'" pkJ...ant!~ 'ur-:'
pri ...ed JI the \\a~ [hin~'" rumc:d out.
Holden l.:Jn i ndeed ha\ e J 11 fe
wilhout LII\", Jan Hen... lc\" 1Hold·
en 1 ha... had';} chance to bian(h out
and be :l pan of other plots,
Camille·... brea't (;mœr ha ... bec:n J

\\a"e·up cali tO m~ :lnd ail the oth
er \oun~ \\ùmen \\ ho thlOk (hem
,eive" 1mmune 10 his di,ea'e.
AT\\"T has ah\:l\"s been known for
it~ 2reat JClors. but nO\l. it"s tinallv
!!et~n!! ir.;, due for sorne 200d sté.
r:'telling. Gre:lt job! -

M.T., Ocean, NJ

~~~-.ttÈ' I~SD..·· ~ @,QRCe=i
: .~- ~o~-'~.7 ~;1 ~d $:1 t_ ..........i".. ~ ....._-:--. ~.~ ;Z~'. •

Wh~;;s'O~· y~~~'Mi~d?"""'" ~~~~~
G~T ~~;'1.! Tr~\or :m~ the one s-~ff~~

Ir :\LL ~tY CHILDRE~ doc:~nOt real- re:L-;on I"m hokhn~ --.'-_ ._..::::
Ill: that socie:t~ ha, (hanged in the last 20 on. Although their-reœnt stepfamilies "te-
\ C:~. Ihe:\ :ln: ~ùm!! to sec: more and mon: ry lizzkd out. [ am still hopmg [0 'ee th~m

~f a (.kcll~e in ~.1tin~". The PO" c:t"-that-~ front-::md-ccmc:r - and dc:alin!! \\ Ilh thclr
nccd 10 ... tart tocusin2 on real is'>ue'. A fc\\" nc:\\" life as rC:JI fJmtlic:, do, ~
far-fct(hc:Li ..,tOf' hnc:s onl:c in a \\ hile don o[ A.P., El Caion, CA
hurt and do keep thing~ li\el~. but \\c: nccLi
to "ee "orne: soild. 'mb~tantial m:l(erial. too,

In JU'[ the past eight momhs or "'0. A~IC
ha......hem n us ~1:lteo in :l coma. h:l\in!! n·
"ions of Ha\lev's death: R ...an and GiÏlian
on the brink ot bankruptc!~. ~c:t clOlhed ln

de... i!!ner wardrobes: and Erica', forrnc:r
(me; bad; from the dead. Ho\\ can the
public rel':lle 10 this~ Earlier this year.
.-\~IC h:ld [he chance to re:lll\ ..hine \\ Ith
Blanca's batl!e \\ ith Jnore ....h. but th~\"
Jidn'l m:lke Il la... t. The onl\' character~...
who have sorne gr~:lt potenti:Ï! for realiry
bas~d plOts are the DitIons. Janet and
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rV01"----/
-t 1 J 1 -t1 S- ~J-J~)1

------
Our reoJers ore a vocal bunch. When something ;s on their mine/s, they
chance to s;ng the praises of ,he;r fovodte soap s'oryline - or blow off

let us know. In this lea'ure, Soap Opera Digest gives v;ewers 'he
s'eam. From ,heresponses, ;,'s cleur thot cJaytime fans agree .. ' to Jisagree.

r.J
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Ë~
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_.: ~..._._'...~;~~:~~'(l
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"Lel's hop. Sonn~and Brenda (Vanessa
Mareil) rl'concile soon."

Whcn GENEI~AL 1I0SPITAL'~ Son·
ny and (hcmla \Vere logether 1 they were
an exciling, hOI, pnssionale anll chillis
llIill ie couple .- - thcy burned ur my TV
scecn Now, S.1nny is wilh J.ily ancl hc's
itS bOllng as she 15. 'l'Ilele i5no love III
fliC helwecn this cilurie. there le;

IIlllhing, lIow long Will wc have ln wall
unlil he fllHls Ilullhal thls palagllll nr
\'lfllIC alld pcr rCCllll1l IS il liaI ;lllll
11\;111111 11 1:1101"

F.M., lOS ANGllIS, CA

Mayhc Lily is madly ln love \IIllh SOIl
/lY, hlll he does nnt lo\'c IIcr Lily 151l1OfC
Iike his moillei lhan il Il l'quai (lar1ner. She
silllllhclllla wilsn't ~afe wilh SOllny.l.11y
IS willlng to ~clllc rnr .\'tIre? Thl5 is Ih~

'\JOs. LIly, wakc UJl. (ili nccds 1011'111

fnnllllA arnulld and ~el Sllnny and
IIICIIIlilllilck on the Inatllo I(,collcllia
lion SlllIll: was righl . Ihcy hclllllg
logclhcr

I(.C., PORUAND, OR

A.I., PI'tI.U.UN. PA

No\\' Ih:u (,I:NEIlAL IIOSIII rAL's StOllc
is gune, \Vhal heller couple ln CiHry on hi5
legclll\ary love than Brcnda anll Sonny?
(il \ hJ!\ m;lllc il gr.wc nuslilke by prcVl'nlinc
a reullioll hctwccn Ihelll. Nol ollly will Ihe
show lose asuhstilllliai 1Imollnl ofview
ers,lhey w.IIJose Ihe very healt oflheir
othclWlse inesistihle soa(l opera,

A.S•• MA.II"A. GA

Brend.'. (AI ~tar
1coulet nol hellcve whal was (lrinlcd III

Ihe Mailhag of ynm 1116196 issue -- Ihal
several Gllloyalists are now \Varll1in~

10 Ihe icfea ofSonny itlHI Lily. ÂlIyolle
watching Ilus shO\',' cali !i1:C Ihe l1lagnchsm
helwecn Sunny Olllli Drenda. When 1
walch Li Iy :'IIld Sonny logether, il makes
my slomach tmll --Ihey arc sn horiu!~
Let 's hope Sonny and nfCllllil rc.-ourl1c
snOIl,

1 all\ SO sick of Brenda Ihrl'willg her
selfnt Sonny Ile is \Vllh Lily no\V, ancl

Ihal's where he shoulcll'.lay, 1
hope GENERAL IJOSPITAI.
doesn'I hacklrack and pllt Son
ny wilh I~rcncla - - Ihal wnulcl
he:l big mislilkc.

D.J., 'OLlDO, OH

l've wanlel! Sonny ilne! Lily logether fur
Ihe IOllgcsllillle. Dnn'I gel me wrullg,
1Iike Brenda, but IOYillly is very importanl
to SOIlIlY, ilnd she has proven Il) him thal
shc can't he Irllsted. 11'5 timc for l'rcn
da to grow up.

NAMI WIIHHILD, AUIO'., co

idealislic. Il.ily and Snnny 1dnn '1 have
Ihe dysfllnclillllar anll destructive lcla
liunship Ihal SOllny ancl Brenu.1 have.

lIlSM " 1l1•••COM

Lily ï'nd Sonny make :.cnse. 1wOllhllike
Orcnda 10 start :tnolher sioryline. Lily
is like Karen, somcwhat pure a,"1

l'Ill glad Ihal nlher viewers arc
rcahzllIg lhal Sonny ancl Lily il! e
mcallt for one anolhcr. LIly
and Sonny ha vc sil1l1lar had
grouncls; she IIIHlcrsl",uls Son
ny's lifeslylc and IS llllllrying
to change hlln. Urellila, on Ihe
olhcrhallll, wallis Se)Jl/lY, hlll 011

Iy on hcr lenns. III Ihl: long Wll,

Lily IS Ihe <HIC who IS goiug III

"1 am I!llclled th~t the t1de has turned ln 'avor of sln:k hy hilll
Sonn~ ..nd LiI~[Ml1urlceDenardand L1I1V McI9arJ." I.D., WASHINGTON, D.C.

M

Lovin' Lily
1am cxcilcd Ihallhe lide ha~ lurllcd III

favor ofSonny allli Lily on GENER Al.
IIOSPITAL. She is perfecl for hin\. Bren
dOl is obnoxiou~, ancl SonllY has had
cnough aggravation in his Iife. 1hope
Ihe new wri ICI s sec how hOI SOllny and
Lily arc togclher. Maybe he tOllld fall
in love wilh hef,like Robert did wilh 1101
Iy many years ago 1{lflc/' the)' rnarriedl.

N.N. VI. 'NIIN'IINII



On OAYS, Santi (AII.on a_ner) ••• more compllcated
cft.acter .........,., ....,... to 'r~o "'dor "''"'ri, c,)
and Luc," (Bryan R, Danllo),
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PICKY, PICKY
(Ill c;E~EI{:\1. HOSPIIAI.. TiI~l!l'r1

p.11l1 ~tllllll,l a \ l'JI III d"l'll" ,\1,11I, Ill' '.11
1111\\11 .11It! pUll", kl'IUP Imlw, dl"I... ('1111I1'

011' '1 hl' l'''plllay Ill' ,1 111,1\ "Ill~, hUI Ill,
nlldl' hl.'il,I\lllr \l'a' 01111.1 11111', []

7\

APPLAUSI,APPLAUSE
Il \\a, IIllC 10 'l'" ,\NoTlIER

WC)I{I.))" Fl'hu.1 alltll',lUhll.l dl,HIIII!!

1il hllll1f{l'IIIY. h'hl'lil\ III.'W a"I'I,UII) Ai·
lholl!!h Ihl'Y 'rl' pllpulilr dl;Ir;ll'll.'r~, Ihl'
1,lllll-' 11011'1 ~l'I III ,h.Hl' 11I.111)' SI'CII"\.

il" a \\ IlIle 111;10 ;!OlI a hlad. WUI1l;IIl, Y& R
"'Ill'\\' Il \VilS lapp!n!.! il hUI·hullun wllh
NCII and Vll:llllla. )cl,hllu'l ..hy :l'o"a)' .. '\

'II 11I.111)' ,how\ \\'ou"l illll! have ""nc,
B'il\ll,

WI.' applilllll Y&H fur how Ih,'y me Iry·
mg. hO"~'\'Cr ,uhlly. Illrhan!!1.' ,nap'\. Thc
illllhcllù' is nCVl'r ~I,,.\'t'd hy l'hdl~d 'IOIIC',

illld ;lllll\'er d;lylillll'. pretlll'Iilhlc ,wril"
ahoulltl, Z,", Wh,IIC\'\.'I y"ur làllllg, aholll
NCII alld Vil"lll1iil, llllC Ihlllg il, dCilr: Th"
1;,ll' i, 1111/1) plCl1.

\\'1.' hllpt~ y.'\: I~ ., 1!;l\'i1I!! Ihc \\',1)' lm ail
'11i1p \\ rlll'" lU II.'~I hUll/c 1.'11111'1," hil,etl
1111 hill"'~rollnll. Slll'iili '\illIlIlIlg, l'lllllpall'
hllll)', allrarlln'Ill''' alld dICIIII'I')' -
Ihlll)!' Ih"l h.ln' Ilulhlll!! III du \\lIh ra('l',

li
~

~
~

OL', Rot' (J.rry ver Dom, 1.1 whlpped ou, hl. lU" wMrt "e S.1W

O'."e CEII""" Kelf." and lien (Hun' Blockl toge''''',

• THUMBS UPI
YOUNG AND RESILESS
Nell And Vlctorl. flntl
Love - Antl C.ntroversy

TII!!"lhcr. Ihl'~ 'w Il\'l'rl'llllll' IIIll1l' hUI'
dll" Ihall OIYlllplt.: lIill'''' '10H10, hui Ih,ll
h;"II'1 '\OPlwd NCII ,11111 Vll'IlllIa 1111 Ihl'

~'OUl'l' III Illll' Iuvl' - illlll'Il 1111 l' !llIllIp)'

ro.1l1 ... 1111 YOllN(i AND tU:STI.ESS,
Ik\ ,lllllll.lrJll'll. Shi'" prl'l'lloIlll hy hl'r
l'\. '\lId hl' \\Ol~' lor hl'r falh('r YOII \\,11I1

.III""",' lh('w 1\\11 han' Il ra Ill.!.

Alld. IIh ~l';lh: 1"-' hap/wn, 111111.' hl,ll'~

.11111 ,hl'" \\ hll~' Our 1II'1I1 lI11lir"ll" Il'''' a
l'IlIllrll\l'r\lal p.IUllll! lm "lInl' \Il'\\èl .. ,

Illll·rranal.l'I.IIIIIII,lllP' 1111 lia) ""ll' il/l'
'11I11.tll' Illloh,Il'I', allllll".ar, alhl ~'\'II

1\1111' .lIl· 11I011' (1111I1111111), hui Ilhl'lI
\1 hlll'/bl,lll.. '111111" illC l,'l'~ Il'II. lm ;111.1111).

'Lllld \\ Ilh Rld, Bul
,hl.' rC(ll.'llh.'d. alld Ihc
~Llrkrs rl.'hllilllhl'ir
marrl.lgl.', /1 \\:1 ..

,IIIHlI!: Ihl'rC' \\.... trust
.- 0; '0 \\C Ihlllll!hl
- unlll Rlakc dc\~c1

opcd il IoIllhlen, illC'lI
plil:ilhle 'C'~lIal nIN.'s
'Ulll \\'lIh her "mlher
1Il·law. Bcn.

Then. RII'" (whll
h'lppeneJ ln he l'arr)'·
Ill!! a ~lIn), wal~cd in
.llld "l\'t' III, half·na~ct!

"11'1.' :lIld hi, ,lunle"
hlOlhcr IOl!clher, Did hc
.l,'" \\ h"l ihe hl'd \\ a, ~lIillg lin'.' Nil. Hu,s
"""IllCd ,1 rape \\ il' III prugrl''', ptlilllctllhe
p"lol "Ilholl •.- ami illTilicIII;llIy ,hnt Bla"',',
The rl"lIlr' nla~c t1c\'l.'lnpl'lI Cll1ulIOllal

p.llalY'I',
1111, ..Inf\' ",,~IJI ha\c \\111 ~I.'d .l'lhl' rwhl

!!IIlII/llh\lH~ h,lIl hC1.'1I laId (110 pUll IIIICI'ld·

~'II) Bui il \\a'n'l. Wl' dllll'Il'i,rc ahllUI
Blake\ kdlllc, for Ikll or \'I,'e \e",1. 'Illc

rl',ull: Therl>" lin J11llllnc inl,'r!."., ,,1111

Blilkc.lkll and ({Il" 1110'" 1;l..l' Inols.

.. 'HUMBS DOWN!
GUIDING LIGMT
Just Sh••t 'hein

ou IDING l.IGIIT\ Bla~c

h a f1awcd et",r;lcler who
m:J~e~ 11l1'lal..e" wludl II, pari
uf whal l1la~es her cnlcllaill'
ing, cllllc;lrlll~ mllt nn'I'IiJIl·
ally llIaddcnlll!!. Wl' ullIkr·
slllnd wh)' shI.' dll'all'i1 lin
~IIS\ a kw )'1.',11' h.lcl.., 1U.l1..\.'
rnhlakl'nl)' Ihllll~llI ha huh·
h)' wa... tWlI1g unfallhflli. pOl
drllll~ a'lIl had .1 1l1l("'lI!!hl

Lwn!
Wilh blllllnia'!I, Sami W,IS Oallcred "hclI
Ilalian nmllc:l FranCll hcll:lll clllll1ing 1lL'r.
Thc (aci Ihal Franco is using her 10 aVilit!
dcportalion aClually has us fceling !-nrry
for Sôlmi, who dl'spcralcly WillllS \Il he
lovcd, This lime, percnnial "IcI imiter S/I
m; is the pa",n in a crllc:l g..me - a gamc
willl slIdl hiph slakcs Ihal she wa" ..hlll Il}'
a hil man gunninl! for Franco.

On Ihe olher hal1ll, Ihe baille wlth l.u·
cac; IIvcr Iheir 'illll, Will, hac; beclI vinlagc
Sami. Reali'ing that l.ucas had a IIrillkilll!
prnhlcm, Sami fearet! for WIII\ safcl}',
lJllahk III !lCI l.ucas tu farc up lu h... :Id
lllClion (or ~el anyone lU ht'lIevr hen, Sil
mi rcsoflcd 10 draslic measures lU ~el'p

Ihe: hoy :twa)' from hi, dad: She "u'uwd
l.uca~ of chilll ahll'ic l.u", hlow!

Thesc I>AYS, when Sailli l'i 1I1l'\l'reen,
you're :... h~c1y hl gellhl' lIf~l' logive Ill'r
a .. uppUrI'\'C hug as you arc III wanl III

sh3~c sumc 'icnsc .1110 hl'r.

Alld Ihal ls il !luod thin!!,
indeed.

•

1

Best Of Show Or Worse For
Wear? Digest Hands Out Blue
Ribbons And Booby Prizes
.IIIUMIS UPI
DAYS OF OUR LIVES
••I.." ...tlll' Sanll

Austin, Auslin, Austin. Thal\ ail we
ever he:mJ f,om DAYS OF OUR I.IVES's
Sami. She had il bat! for the {!uy and
wouldn'I lei go, Ilot cvcn after AU!-lin licil
Ihe 1-:001 with Canic, EvcOIlIally, Ihe wril'
ers realiled Ihal one·nole Sami netded 10
move 011, ami she has. And as a resuh, Ms.
Drady has bccome a far more illlcrc'Iillg
charaCltr.

Sami's romance wilh Franco has rl'·
vcaled her vulncrablc ,ide. Alway!> in\C·
cure ..hoUI her look, (rc:mcmtlCr Ihal bou'
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1 PEN PALSfa
""':'"" J

.~

"'Vant to dish da)'time's storylir.c~and stars with new friends? Each month, we'll
prim selected ~:lmes and addresses of readers whc are looicing for pen pals frorr.
ail over. If you wailt to be a pen p::!, send your !lame, address or post office box
:lOd il list ofsho\\s you w:ltcn lO: Pe;: Fals, cIo Soap Opera Diges!, 45 West 25th
Street, :"ew York. r-;y 10010.

!

1

1

i
1

1

!I

:1
1

·1
·1
~ 1
.i

d
li

1

DEBORAH HOqCN
903 15th Street
Kenova. WV 25530
1 WATCH: AMC. DA. YS,
AW, OLTL. Y&R. GH.
MP,901iO
AlSOvr ME: "1 am él ma...7ied.
32-'Ve::r-o!d, stav-at·:1Oir.e
mom ·...·iIh lhree' bo\'s un
der a2e 5. l'm a !!reat leIter
\\'ri~e~ and 110ve-SO:lps."

FRANK ~OL.~ES
.102 Bel!!:ravia Court
Louisviiie. KY 40208
lWATCH:THECITY. B&:B
ABOUT ME: "1 am :3 1 ve:lrS
oid and a m:l.jor ~!~rgan
Fairchild (Sydney. TEE
CITY) fan. CITY f.:lns.
please v.Tite.'·

St-:ERRY lfFEVRE
9465 Rendalia Street
Bellflower. CA 90706
[ WATCH: Y&R, DAYS.
GH. MP. 90210
ABOUT ME: "1 arr. <l 33-vear
oid wife and mc~ier of IWO

boys. l've bee:1 w:ltchin~

A.\1C since ! was a girl."Û

JUOYWARO
320 Cobh:un P:rrk RO:ld
Warren. PA 16365
1WATCH: Y&R. Anvr
ABOUT ME: "1 am a s:r.C!ie
mother of twa boys ::'-Cad
h:l\'e w:uched these soaps
for many years."

DENNIS AND OON~lA
HICKS
~..5S Blankenship

~ Houston. TX 7iOSO-3604
~ WE WATCH: DAYS. Y&R.
~ GH
~ AaoUT us: "We enje:' cur
~ church. crafts. SO:lpS ::.nd
~ doing things togcther."

SHEW KERR
P.O. Box jiOS54
uk~·.;ood.OH 44107
1 WATCH: DAYS. aLTL,
CH. MP. 90210. ER

~ ABOUT ME: "1 am a 27-year
~ old, married. Îul1-time
~ r.ursir.g st.J1er.L 1 :oye the
~ :.oaps. shoPF:ng :lnd my
Ê Clree:-. 1 neeli îom::one ta

KfEP YOUR MAILBOX FILLfD WITH LETTERS FROM DIGEST READERS

DiANE JCHNSON : 1WATCH: AW. 90210, MP, ~ keep me up-tc-date on th~
i Î 813 74th Street E. . PARTY OF AVE : SO:lpS 1 miss while at
Booney Lake, W.;' 98390 ~ A!OUfME: 'Tm 2ï \'e:l~ old schooL ..
1 WATCH: AMC, OLTL. ~ and mamed. 1 seli candIes
GH. Y1P È and 1love ta wriIe lette~."
t.BOUT ME: "rm 25. a moth
cr cf 3 boys and would
rea~;y enjoy ha\'ing a pen
~:ll be:::.:.rse 1 lo\'e people
and 1love ~o ~k~boutSOGP
Opera Digest and soaps." .

JOYUN BUC~~NAN
2028 Ju!:us Street
Cross P\nins. \VI 53528
1WATCH: AnVT
ABOUT ME: "1 am a die-hard
::m and don't miss a day. 1
:l.:11 27 years old :1Od a
:hildcare p:-o\'ider with
:wo c&1ughters."

DIANE DONNEUY
61 1/2 Lincoln Way
Valp<lraiso. IN 46383

!,~EUNOA SUE KAFTON
3Y02 W. Chic:l20
RJpid City, SO-57i02
:WATCH: AMC, OLTL, GH
AeOUT ME: "1 am a 34-vear
i,\J workin~ mom. 1 ~vork
I:ights anl my husbaild
waIches my boys (ages 5
:md 9) white l'm at work."

•
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Fall and Expulsion from Paradise, Pol dei Limbourgh
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AppencUx 10
Nell GwyDDe, Sir Peter Lely
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AppeDctix 11
Veau., Cupid, TilDe and Loye, ADgolo Bronzino
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AppeDcIix 12
VeDus, Luc•• the Eider Cl'IlIUlch
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AppeDcUx 13
Olympia., Edouard MaDet •
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Untitled '96, Cilldy Sherman
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